
Energy flows are shown in energy units as well as dollar values. Financial and technical
management can now communicate by looking at data that is meaningful to both-

One of the optimization tools, TRD's Energy Flow Model, is available as software. It
computes instantly and accurately the total energy costs of all types of energy used in a
facility, in hourly, daily, monthly or yearly intervals, for any number of variables inside a
facility and in the energy market

The simplicity of TRD's software, which quickly and accurately projects potential financial
gains, capital investment requirements and clearly identifies the effect of regulatory barriers,
will almost guarantee the immediate participation in energy usage and sourcrflexibility by
some. Others will be forced to follow in order to stay competitive.

The newly developed software also enables TRD to quickly train consultants and client
mnanagementi the apiplication of nergy-usgfeia-d sou-iri -ti j n.'Ther-efoire, a national I
distribution of these tools will provide a realistic basis for the projections made.

Electricity Price and Supply Pattern
The attached chart 'Localized Marginal Pricing (LMP) of Electricity" shows inter-utility trade
prices in Delaware during July 1999, the hottest month within the last 10 years. High prices
(yellow) represent high power grid loads, and low prices (black) low loads. It should be
noted that prices went as low as $0.00 (red) during night hours.

The chart "Annual LMP Averages 1999" shows hourly price averages for the entire year of
1999 in Delaware, a critical supply area in the Mid Atlantic region.

The pattern of low LMP prices during night hours continued through 2000. It is not likely
that this pattern will change. Low prices during night hours are the result of enhanced
competition because of low demand.

There is plenty of generation and transmission capacity in place to serve demand during most of
the year. The supply is running short mainly during summer days between noon and early
evening, in regions that experience extremely high temperatures over consecutive days.

The current crisis in California is the result of coincidental circumstances:

Poor energy planning, poorly written deregulation rules and poor timing
* Approximately 30% of generation capacity down for overhaul
* Low water levels in hydro-electric facilities
* A surge in the use of electricity for heating purposes because of a cold winter
* Lack of sufficient transmission capacity inside and into California
* High natural gas prices, coupled with insufficient pipe line capacity
* The opportunity to manipulate the market

The real crisis in California may come this summer if temperatures are going to be above normal
because capacity reserves, used during peak load periods, have been exhausted for 2001.
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Energy Cost Savings Opportunities

Case studies have shown that electricity costs can be reduced by over 50% with energy usage
and sourceflexibility and the application of rates that are based on Localized Marginal
Pricing or Real Time Pricing (terms used by Independent System Operators for pricing in the
inter-utility trade). The attached chart "Trend of Electricity Costs" demonstrates that concept.

These savings quickly generate the capital for the purchase of on-site generation equipment
that may be needed to secure operations during black-outs and brown-outs and to cap
electricity costs during periods of high market prices.

Energy usage and source fleibility secures immunity from price peaks in the electricity
market by giving the consumers of energy control over their energy cost efficiency through
operational adjustmentsand standby-generationr---

Energy cost reductions under energy usage and source flexibility are driven by four major
factors:

1. Reduction of electricity usage during peak usage hours (usually daytime)

a. Improvement of equipment efficiencies
b. Improvement of the overall energy usage efficiency in a facility

2. Shifting of electricity usage to hours of the day when excess generation capacity is
available in the market (usually nighttime)

a. Scheduling of batch type and single shift operations during night hours for
24-hour operations

b. Changing day shifts to night shifts for single shift operations

3. On-site generation of electricity

4. Sales of excess generation capacity during periods of high market prices, offsetting
electricity costs

Over 90%/ of all conservation efforts, presently made, concentrate on equipment efficiency
improvements. The rise in energy prices, as occurring in California and other states, will make
the rate of return on investment for these projects appear more favorable. Nevertheless,
investment in energy usage and sourceflexibility can reduce energy costs substantially, below
current levels and thereby diminish the rate of return for equipment efficiency projects.

Regulatory Barriers

The removal of regulatory barriers in prevailing electricity tariffs is important in order to
guarantee the full success of energy usage and sourceflexibility. Traditional tariffs, that are still
in effect everywhere (even in deregulated areas in form of distribution charges), penalize
electricity usage when generation capacity is plentiful during most of the year due to rigid and
excessively long on-peak hours.
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Interruptible service riders may offer some incentives to reduce electricity usage during supply
emergencies but in turn, peak demand charges (part of prevailing tariffs) will penalize the
"catch-up need" for electricity usage after a voluntary load reduction.

Some states included penalties for the use of on-site generation in their deregulation rules.

Voltage Reductions - Brown Outs

Voltage reductions have become common practice for balancing the demand and supply in
case of temporary supply shortages. Voltage reductions usually precede power outages and
there is no system in place to alert consumers. Voltage reductions that are within legal limits
at the source can become extreme at the end of the line because of overloading. Distributing
utilities have no reliable methods to identify coincidental load accumulations that occur in
distribution systems, particularly during peak load conditions.

Voltage reductions put a strain on electrical equipment and therefore reduce its lifetime.

Most consumers are not aware of voltage reductions and do not suspect problems because of
the excellent, past performance of the power industry in the US, when brown-outs were
uncommon. Few consumers are even equipped to monitor the supply voltage.

It is difficult to assess the extent of damage frequent voltage reductions will cause. On-site
generation capability is an effective protection against low voltage conditions.

Environmental Considerations

Some thoughts about the environmental impact of energy usage and sourceflexibility. The
total hours per year, when market prices for electricity exceed on-site generation costs and on-
site generators will be running, are few. In 1999 there were 178 hours registered in Delaware
and in 2000 less than 50 hours.

Load reductions and load shifting reduce the generator capacity needed. Therefore, the use of
on-site generation equipment will probably cause less pollution than that caused by generation
stations which are used for peak load reduction and are almost exclusively fossil fuel driven.

It should be noted that the planned additions to the generation capacity in the US through 2004
will consist almost exclusively of fossil fuel driven generators.

Energy usage and source flexibility will reduce the peak load on generation equipment and
transmission lines throughout the US. This will secure an expansion of the US economy with
the equipment in place.

Natural gas will be used by on-site generation equipment during the summer, when gas
supplies are plentiful, and this equipment will be shut off during winter when electricity prices
are usually low.
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Potential Electricity Peak Load Reduction

The Net Summer Generating Capability in the US in 1999 was 639,324 mcgawatts.
Assuming an average national capacity reserve of 10%, the peak summer load would be:

639,324 MW x 0.9 = 575,392 MW

The electricity usage by sector in 1999 in 50 states was:

Sector: Megawatt Hours Percent of Total

All Sectors 3,235,899 100.00

Industrial 1,017,783 31.45

Commercial 970,601 30.00

Residential 1,140,761 35.25

Otbers 106.754 3.30

Assuming that the peak load contribution is distributed equally among all sectors, the peak
load contribution of the industrial sector would be:

575.392 MW x 0.3145 = 180,960 MW

There were 530.335 industrial consumers of electricity in the US in 1999. If 25 percent of all
industrial consumers implement energy usage and sourcefleibility and reduce electricity
usage to zero during peak load periods with a combination of load reductions and on-site
generation, the potential electriciry peak load reduction will be:

1'80,960 MW x .25 = 45,240 megawatts

on a nationwide basis.

Source of all data: DOE Energy Information Administraton
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Localized Marginal Pricing (LMP) of Electrlclty

Delaware, inJuly -1999
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Annual LMP Averages 1999
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Trend of Electricity Costs
Case Study, Refrigeraled Warehouse

Electricity Costs for the Year: 1 2 3

_1999 200 2001

Original Tariff 700 7T9 950

RTP 1 - with generatilon end partll load shining, without demand control 520 550 520

RTP 2 - w1th generallon. maximum load shinfting and demand control 365 365 365

RTP 3 - RTP 2 with eficiency Improvements 340 340 340

RTP 4 - RTP3 whh sales of excess generating capachty 290 3 40 -30

EIctlcity Cot aIe hown In $1000
RTF 1 tenl fo 'Ree Time Pring rate. rcrenrb 1
RTP II I terrnm ud n In kr uluty traId pridng

It w, Msumad teht the ummer of 2t01 win hrt wevelI periods of extreme twmperaWre over cornsculve days h t ih high 90 0gr e Fshrnnhei. Cost for 1999 and 2000
w_ ef boei on ctui rrnl t price.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 12:39 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: 97%

This appears to be the most recent data - a little more complicated than our text implies. From the CDC:

---Original Message----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 12:32 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: 97%

---- Original Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 12:18 PM
To: Kelliher, Josepn
Subject: RE: 97%

-----Original Message-----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 12:16 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: 97%

I will send it on. I have made some minor edits. Fact check: did "hundreds" of elderly die in Chicago that
summer? I have a hard time believing that.

---Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 12:13 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subiect: RE: 97%
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--- Original Message----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 11:57 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: 97%

-- Original Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 11:23 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: 97%

Sorry, I got called away to meeting with the chief of staff (on energy
_emergencies at DOE)

Margot

2
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2001 7:18 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: toycing base

Joe.

Margot

Original Message----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent; Tuesday, February 20, 2001 5:59 PM
To: Anderson, Margot

o..i:__. D& lanmt

----Oginal Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2001 5:57 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: almost

Joe,

I want to read for typos (working too fast) but here is the section and the regional stuff. Will take about an hour.

Margot << File: sec1 3 jk.DOC >> << File: regional effects next 6 months. doc.doc >>
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2001-0030,75 (

Secretary, The

From: .
Sent:
To: Secretary, The
Subject: Re: Alaskan Wildlife Refuge

Enorgy Tak Forc .doc
Don't open up the prolected lands.

See attached letter.
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President Bush's Energy Task Force,

As a citizen of the United States. I fervently believe that the policy to open
up the Alaskan Wildlife Refuge is a crime beyond belief. How dare our so
called President break into his term by pushing a lightly veiled policy to
benefit his oil cronies and not the American people or its land. The California
energy crisis has nothing to do with needing to drill more oil. I warn you of
this. If this policy goes thirough,-you-will-l-go-downj_inhstory as the
administration that destroyed the environment. Push through the Kyoto
Protocall without greenhouse sinks in other countries and DO NOT open the
protected lands to industry. Take the higher road, we are at a critical
moment in world history where everything could change. We are watching
you all very closely. I thank you for your time, and I hope we see a common
goal.

Cc:
President Bush
Christie Whitman
Spencer Abraham
Ann Veneman
Paul O'Neill
Donald Evans
Norman Mineta
Gale Norton
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Feb-02-01 11:27A Geissbuhler & Hill 718 222 8480 Pl01

2001-002942 2/2 P 4:05

President Bush's Energy Task Force,

As a citizen of the United States, I fervently believe that the policy to open
up the Alaskan Wildlife Retuge is a crime beyond belief. How dare our so
called President break into his term by pushing a lightly veiled policy to

„__ ___ _bPcnefittLhisiLctoroniessndnot.the Americanpeoploritsland The _ _.

California energy crisis has nothing to do with needing to drill more oil. I
warn you of this. If this policy goes through, you will all go down in

history as the administration that destroyed the environment. Push

through the Kyoto Protocall without greenhouse sinks in other
countries and DO NOT open the protected lands to industry. Take the
higher road, we are at a critical moment in world history where everything
could change. We are watching you all very closely. I thank you for your
time, and I hope we see a common goal.

Cc:

President Bush
Christie Whitman
Spencer Abraham
Ann Veneman
Pau: O'Neill
Donald Evans
Norman Mineto
Gale Nonon
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Renewabe andm Appropriate Energy Lab
Universlty of Califomia
4152 Etcheveny Hal
Beke Cy, CA 9709
Phone/Pax: (510) 643-2243

Tom Secretary Abraham Fax 2025864403

Prom: Kammn et aL, RABL Date 2/16/01

R& Natioal ean Eergy Strategy Pa -: 10-

CCO Uit

- Urt gFor rlw _ P1i-cs2C ao I _ ea* RMepb 1am kBtr

Spencrr Abraham
Secrut/y of Enrgy
U.S. Depanmnt of Enargy
1000 lndeptndonce Avpnue, S9
Washington, D.C. 20585-0705

Der Secrtary Abraham,

I am writing t applaud tw tormatiDn of Vh Federal Task Force on Enegy. The rnraion of the
Task Fore is cilca) to both the ecnorrnl arnd environentrJ future oft te ation.

I am pleaed to have the opporunity to cubmtt the attached etter that pr4rots a oSeo of
observiona and poliy focommendatUons rtha my oollears nd I hope ho Task Forc wll find
useful. A copy o this letter winU a be saer by ema and fir claa mail.

My coleagueo and I would be pleased to dica t veI mues further hiould that be of us to the
Task Fore. the Department of Er.W or other federad ganciL

Sincorety,

Daniel M. Kaumen
Asodat Proteasor of Energy and Society
Energy and Resocru Grop
UnIversity of Caomira. Be:kceey

Cc= Th' tn. ncmua Chty. V'x Praat
oovemor Ovy 06r. Grrnowr Of Cmo. r

Am* a fl4b. DiAA_ . O0t e Gz io wi- T oKAoDW 'c*y
GrS lm FUr* W.n d. ind .C Seu ComMi0e aen I-orW nd M* RAmWunCO
Seyra JMl OInfwrA. Rwiidng MmW . Scnamu Corvtifr an KwrOy ad MamuJ FwPa0M
H-on. w.. '- Taur. wwi ou~. Comnwae Efrnr, And Cowmrwc

rta ).m D. DtL r ilgl KU Ia. C e.I - Eau, d CIar
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIPORNIA, BERKELEY

vteyr Amo RteSaOC COv Guwu Du. W. KJaUm
310 BAUawHu AnOOAT pao)m1mtf '.AU)r . SOi, SY
UlvuamVlrV OF CumK Drt
Bnmla. CA 9473-OO0 R dMA*LusAM ArPuruT*tf r&ucY L»A (AE-L)

Ta (1O) 642-1139 (Owz)
Ta (510) 6421-3 (RAM.)
fA (310) 64-IOlS

Fecbmry 16, 2001

he Honorable Ridmd CQency. Vice Primdcnt
The White Hoac
1600 Pcmnylvyni Avouc, N.W.
Washingtn, DC 205OO00

Dear Vic Prctidcnt Cheney

We applaud your ffor as you begin a compvrebcive reviw of US. egy policy. Thi criical
tnitative is king ovcrdae, aid is particnlrly rlcvant today as the Califbima mr: cnsihS iLustrau
the deicinci in repooal ad nabonal ngy policy and pl ing Additionally, a the thratr of
globl climan change is becoming widely adcowldged in th U.S. tre is a growing
u Cd rtab*g that a mrporsblc national mcrgy poicy indcld a* global rcUte change riigtion
srwaegy dt ca be c nvronmnafcy effecvc and econmuically advantagour

We ar acncod c he C en crind t die curiy pavading tbe ds!umirs of cergy isues in the
co0uny bas foiterd an iB-foundrd nnh for "quick fix sohowa dat, while politically xpedcnt.
wil ultimately do the comnty more han ftn good h is caiicl a0 cxnine aD Oery opticl. Tbe
potamtia for rnewablc cnergy tchnologica nd energy ffciecy to hav a sgnificant positiv
impact on a enaergy future is sucb an example of mt Opportuity tha demrand far gcaxer

»pamintio ,and conita- to zeimplcninnlo thd we have a to date.

In the lat dcadthe cue for renewable enrgy has become compelling -eoa ically, soclly, and
nvironmeitally. For many yean rncwables wnm ae s envkoummct y and socially attractve
opions that u bat occaupid niche madcts di to barrio of cost ad available infrinctur- Thu
diutlon has dramianaly chancgd Renewable ocqg resourcs' and tedoloies - notably solr,
wi4nd na.I-lale hydr, and biom based cacry, ua wrel as a*dvadcn y co nvwoioo devics
uch at fuel clls - have undgmooc a revluon in technological imwnov n, cort improvernts. and

in our undta ndading and nailysi of ppropiate applicaaons. Thre mte a mrw ber of energy
source.s convcrsimn tchnologis and applicatiom where renewable energy option are either equal.
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or beter, n pice, and equal, or bcinc, in rice' provided tn e the prevailing coal, oil, and ga
technologis. For example, in a growing number of ettings in idutialid nations, wind cngu y is
now the lart co option acr oss enal cy tWcInoiogicswihthe t added benefiu of beg quick to
install and bring on-line, nd modular. In fcrt, sme fseri the Midwst can ginerate marc
income per becte from tc elcticity genersaed by a wind turbin on thtir land tan fi their
crop or anching proceds. Furtcamore, photovoltac panels and olar hot war beate placed on
buildings and houses cros America could help ednce cannnmer' cnergy coa produce a bealthier
living envfroment, and increase our ergy supply while stailiing our enrgy d and.

California' energy risi ha recently caight the national i tctic and raid fimdawdxntal question
-abot regional and natonal margy rategie. Rising dreand ngUe a the need for new eneag
tupplie, and Sinlysic new-cnergy capacrty-usoeeded UHowever, there is a wide range of
options for achieving supply and demand balance and some of opotbcinpgiv --
adeque ate tion. Govenor Davis in Cliforia is now emphaizing poicies that put te tate into
the positin of brokering power pimchae Not only it dt unliIy to be ecocamically efficint it
Wfl to address the underlying problems of mnket manipulatri and umder-investxc nt in pacity
enxpamon of new, cean, technology development and hinulation We believe dtt satewide, public
ec invc it in renewable nergy geraton, combined with incresed muicipal comrol of

elsinty producon and t a1 would offr a betm and mor mcningl lang-tmn Lohtio
to the probltms that lectricity deregulation has raised

In general, e absence of past st and federal ladersip has mant that w have sen too few
inccntive for energy nervation and efficincy mcasuzn, little onfcnon to appropriate power
plant iting isue, and lack of long-term concc for mnsinm on and distribuido bottlaecks. At
the nationl level ding fo oil riin Alaska's Actic Natiaal WUf Refuge is one step that cold
be taken to inrease oil supplies Yet, it would have a negigibsl affect on electrity prodution. and
would not sigificantly reduce oil pric. improve nergy tecuity, or alleviate the ade defici Any
oil and gs found will be trvial in comparison with global production and long-tern U.S.
consmpdioa This combned with th economic and cavoinm nal cost of such a proposal make
dimrupt the Axtic Refug D um ocesary tcp, ad illutrate a lack of integrated energy plamning.

We mfiry believe tha the u mal solutions to meeting our nation' cnergy needs must be based on
pivate sector investment, boltrd by well-targeted govenmmant tupprt such as tax incentive for
emergi g nergy technologies and R&D. This must b coupled with polici that opcn maketa to
new gnerating capcity, raer than through federl subsidies for program to increae energy
supply nsmg alady mature tchnologie. Ths latter strtegy would only gnemat ncar-trn and
inormenml paybacks while doing little to promote energy security or advance ocial and

cironmatal goals. Insa, we now have dbe opportrity to bild a stainable future by engaging
and stimulating the mendous innovsive and mntepruriial capacity of t U.S. private ector. To
accomplish this, we mun develop policie that guaratec a sable and predictbl economic
environmena for advacing clean energy technologie This can be frthr bolsered by market
innves to reward ctions that advance the public good. Tb Federal Energy Task Force has the
oppounity to claify federal policies, build a nutainable ccnry rtse3r basc, encouraget a and
regional initiarves and bld dynamic mrk andu idustries focused on clean enegy optios. With
thes thoughts in mind we preset sceral options that addre both the sborn-trm need to increase
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eergy tspply and the long-term goal to bave a susainablc, ecn .mic and cviruomentay soumd
U.S. eery policy.

* Ierea federal R&D Iunding for renewable energy and enegy effcienq techmoloiet. To
dat, federal ive nt in renewable enry and enry efficient technolopes has been spr
and eraic. with each year pmrw cig t appmpriatoos bale that is ofta lost The remlhng
financial ad policy ncatainty discourges effctive cn-y tecnology developent and
deployment in the marketplac With aergy now a pla national priority, frnding for die US.
Deptmoza t of Enrgy's Encrgy Eficicncy and Rnacwabl Encrgy rogram must be
ubstaritually and symatically incrcaied The ealizatioo tha RAD fmdin g provides a critcal

--- -- dridvea to__c_ MC _groh resulted in importan coanm it, particula y in dt life ciencs, to
doubling R&D fiund iin lb five ai3n Th6e reazLn -o-inwstmet trim lth c rfy rector,
bi it ut not been tmrlald into similary increased RID funding fo new renewable ad
energy effciency tecmologis. If th U.S epects to be a world leade in this indutry, a it is in
the biomedical and high-tech slec, srcb iw cstmncm in rmncwblc e rgy and ecrgy
e iency are cssertial (Sec Appendix, Note 1)

* Provide ta credit in addition to tax aut for companic deveJoping and uslag rnewabk
energy and energy aflciecy teehmoloFgi Thc R&D tax credit ha prove rzmarkably

ffective and popular with private indunry. so much so tt tre isu strong conseu in both
Congrss mand the Adninifstion to make this credit permusnmtL eon energy must be a natonal
pnority. ad given the importnce of priva actmr RAD in commaaializig new tchDo)oies.
an additional tax incentive for RAD izvcinani in mcnwablc ad energy efficiecy tecimulogies
is eactty tc type of wcllargcted federal policy tha is needod Punthrmce, tax incetivcs
directed toward those who use the tecnologic would provide the 'dAmand pull' to accclcate
the tccooology trasfer procea and rate ofmarct developcent The U.S. has largely lon its
poitic as the global leader in energy inovation resuling in the loss ofjobs and carni
potcntil for U.S. conpmics precitly at die tim whe dthe intcuatianal market for clean en
technologies i booming Our dutmctic industric a wde aM the ghlnll eergy ecormy would
both benefit directly from a renewed commintm t to U.S. clean energy lcsrahip.

* listitula improved effldmcy standards for rerldeutlal and cmnmerdal water keating and
spac. beating and coollng, ad motors and appliances Signi cint advances in heing and
cooliug sys efficiency, and for morors and many appiances, have becn made but more
improvemens are tcchnlogicafy possble and ecanoaicaly fiahble A cler federl starement
of desired Improvements in systenm cffcicncy is eeded to remove mucrtainy and reduce the
economic cots of implemening these chanes. if Be 2 rderal mmne cxisted then fficiency
tadards for bhtring and cooline and for roxt an a appliance would begin to graualy

i8crca, helping to expand the market shlar of exisng bhi efficincy ryutma. a wll as
spurring a wealt of fithr improvmnents. (See Appendix, Note 2)

* A federal renewable porfolio sbtudad (RPS) to help bud renewable energy anurkeb. The
RPS is a renwble enmagy content standrd, skin to cfficiency itanArds for Yvhicles and
appliaccs that hae proven sucetsl in the past A trtdLally incrfsng RPS is an eonxmic
way of coening th a growing proportion of ccctricny sacs mv prideod by renewahb cwcrgy.
and is dcsic d to intgte renowablei into the mkadswtpe in tbe mot cost-cffctivc fashim.
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In this mac , the mart pido the win ng and loig tehologies and projetj- not
adminisraron. We recmnm d a 20 - 25 perent rencwble nrgy component within ten to
fitn y=an, usin mark dynamic to rimulatn inaovation thiugh m active trading prorn
of renewble energy aeda. (Sec Appendix, Note 3)

* Federal tadards for net mettria of dimributed sgal-scal enera genertion. Ne
meteing allow cuSomera to intAconnect Ian feed urphus power back into the id during
priods when g enration c cds the cuitoma's ow use. Such & syrm malms it calr and
more affordable for customcr to gcncrat thbc own power from renewble ecry sourcs o
other diitibrued gencration tdchologies. The use of net metering beeits customer, utlihts.

_ and enden powa provida and is particulary importat for inttrm - renewable
srout Slcucrhaso1lr and-small wind machine., which geeate sleicirty oniy when theo

srcsorec is vtilable. A mniform froal standard is tdcd c-tbcoufing-nd _ disp-at-e
array of state net metering program; currenty in mode c (Sec Appendix Note 4)

* Form National Public Benefit Pund blaed o, revtne cllected from * natioal,
competitively neatral witr charge. Such a fund could match stt fund t ai mst in coximain
or epanrdiig aenergy efficncy, low- ncome services, the deploymnt of rcnewable, research
and cveldopent, and similar public purpoe pr-gn tha cos of which have tditianly been
incoporated into electricity ram by rgulated otiltic As the utilities havr moved toward
deregulaicon uch public benefit fund& havc been disappearing

* Improve federal stadards for vehic ful economy. New hybrid vehicle terhonogis re
bcgip w to cate the markeplac offerg signcant improvcmcnt in vehicle fuel ecomoy at
modest incromenta vdhicl cora Lookng beyond the initia wave of gasolne hybrid vehics,
fuel cei vehicles are ceny unda acve development by all of the lal antankert and
promie cvcn higha effcincies and still lower cnissioo level. The impwovcmnt, in fuel
economy that these new vehicle typ offer would help to low growth in petroleum deand,
reducing our ol import depadecy and trade deficit While the Part hip for a New
Geneation of Vehices helped to gocmram some vehicle techology dvanc, an increase in the
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standard is required to provide an incentive far
copaies to bing thse new vehicles rapidly to markt The potential for futre hylid and fuel
cell vehicles o achieve ova 100 mia per gallon believed to be both technically aad
eamically viable in the ncar-tm, and - ceds only dcear federal guidlincs and support to
move from planning to reality. (See Appendix. Note 5)

* Iltcgite domesic energy and ceviroamenul planalng with U-S- global Icadm lp. The
need for leadahip on the global climate iu ha become particularly apparent wit the lack of
intenaional coopcrato at the recent rlimae meeting in The Hague. Part domestc political
oppoition to U.S. leadership i this are was based a outited viws of the scincea and
economics of climat change It is now widely undntood th the cost of inaction on global
warming can be catanstphic while bte beefits of action to redt the enviroamental izac
of energy ue through new inovao developng dean acnry indouscs, aad inpraving
domcnic ai quality and belth can be abstatial. This reipmnts the cdasc 'win-win' scenrio.
Significan actiona clmatc change "tigstio no pn nnlikely nLus. the US. takr on a
sipificat leadrshaip role. (Sec Appedix. Note 6)
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I we bope n enjoy te type of prosngry in te h mmgn cenry s we U vc in the pt thc work of
the Tak Fate on Energy in fonmdas a new nmonal energy policy mnst be carrid out with
eafl oonsnd-aton. We camnmad yo for trbi anspidoua undealiking and would be happy to
elbotas fiurtr on any of te pou raised abov. Thank you for the oppomnity to weigh in a this
crical juncture in our country's hitory.

Sinccreiy,

Dai H.ifi^ic^

Professor DualdJ M. Ksmmaiir-------
Rwwablo and Appmnrate Eargy Laboratnry
EmaF : dba =in-ocra bntlcky y.cdu

Dr. An.ti VY. Herzog
Unlvetity of Ctaifoia Presidem's Postdoctor Fellow
Email: ahcraog6 xrateo. .berkceey.ed

Dr. rTmothy EL Lpm
Podoctoral Fellow, RAEL
Fmail' tip: atsocrtcbacridy.cdu

Cc:
Spencer Abraiam. Secretry of Enaagy
Governor Gray DaviS Goveror of Calfbni
Roesa Birnbcan, Acting Director, Office of Science and Technology Policy
Scnalor Prank H. Murkonld, Oainman, Seaae Conmiinoe on Eetgy and Nanunm Rcoures
Senator Jefl Bingammn Raning Member, Se Committe on Energy and Nannal Resrorce
Hon. WJ. "Bily" Tauzin, Chaimu House, Cmmittee on Energy and Commece
Hoal John D. Dingd, Raking Member H .use Coanminitte Enrgy and Commeca
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Appendai: Supporting Matrial* and Rdeforncts

Many of te pubicatons lined below a available on line ar the RcwwabLk and Appropriate
Energy Labo ry's (RAEL) Intenet site. The Pubjucafon Page i:
htUpllJ/sats.bcraley.c -racippapcrnaluI

Note 1: Federai R&D funding for renewale energy ad energ effiiLncy techologia

Fedeal funding and leadahip for rencwable energy and enrgy efficiency prjets has resulad
in small number of notable successe such u the Enrg Star and GreT Light Programs that
has now been amnlated in a number f cournies. Depite thoce chievm ti, funding in tis
area ha been both acent, - ~iitimtand etirnrbxivate-ccwin u erment bhabco acthu!l ________

dicouraged A combination of a fedeal piogram for naadily i funding and active
political leadeahip would trandrm the cle energy ector finm a pood ids to a pillar of he
new conomy. n particular, romising technolgics mach as fiwl cnll dese spcial at nion
Fuel ctl) developemnt isu aacdng significant public ad private funding and offers tde prmise
of being a kcyrtone technology for the ultimate trarition fiorm natual ga, pceolcum, and coal
energy to a renewable ad hydrgen basd energy conomy.

Duke R D, and Kammcn, D. M. (1999), nbe acmomin of crgy market ansformation
inittivcs". The Energy Jounal, 2O, pages 15 -64

Kcnien, D. M and Marlgoi, R- Ml (1999) 'Evidae of Undcr-lnvhtmet in Energy RAD
Policy in the United States and tbo Impact of Federal PoLcry Energy Policy. 27 pags
575 - 584.

Margolis. R . and KnarncL D. M. (1999) Underinvcsunent The Enrg Technology and
R&D Policy Challenge," Science, 25, pages 690 - 693.

Preaidcnas Committe of Advisor on Science and Technology (PCAST) (1997) Federal Ener/ y
Research and Devlopmenm for the Challenges of tht T7nty-First Cenay (Wasaine
D.C: Encrgy Rcsar-h and Dcvlopment Panel, Prnidenl' Canminee of Advison a
Sdcnce and Technology). November.

A second, and related issue is the trucaue of the Deparment of Energy iclf. We have
hindered. ven crippled, the ability of the Deprnmnt of Energy t investigae, promot and
champioo inovatio in the energy sector by focing much of in acrivies an the ean-up of
the legacy of nuclear energy rucarch and wate. While thi is an impornt misio it
dominates the resources of the Department of Energy and prevent tde focus from moving to
currnt and fute energy ncprs and opportmities. A sparaion of these functions is in order.
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Not 2;: Effidency standards for rideatil-and coumerdal wfatr heating ad rpac,
hadtin and coling, and motors and *pplians.

A confluencc of techndcal advances and econcmic and policy rr anims now cxista that could
be utilized to dnamaically reduce domenc, com tinmeral Md irusti cngy ned. FdcinJ
loadzship and parenhri pr s Lrm with na and regional orgziztons could produce
dramie improvments and cost reduction

Intniabortory Wu idn Coup (2000) Scenaros for a Cla Enery Fuanre (OLk Rilge, TN
Oak Ridge Natiomal Labonaty and Bclrkly. CA; Lzwrccc BI deley NanoTal
L---------- -Labay), ORNIJCON-476 and LBNT-44029, Novumbr.

Note 3: A federal Renewabl Portfoio Standard

Al federal RS propomls should use tradable renewable energy crdits for complia.
Rmcwable aedit trading i analogous to the sulfur allowance trading syrt estab' id in the
acan Ai Act. Lik cmissions trading it is dcsigned to be adminirtrativly simple and to
increae flxbility and dcrease the cos of compliace with the caandd. Electricity auplicn
can gncrat renewabl electricity temxslve, pchuasc rnewabl electricity and credit from
gcncrator or buy credits in a seconday tradig market

The RPS is the suret mechanism fr ecuring the public bcoefi ofrenewables and for redxing
teir cost to enable them to becoam mor competitive. It ui a maict mechniinm, stting a
uriform stndrd and allowing oompanics to dctnine the bet way to meet it Te RPS will
redce rencwabk cucre y cots by:

* Providing a revenuc stcam that wil enable niaubr»crtr and cvelopa t obtain
reasonable cos financing and make minvstment in expanding pacity to meet an
expanding renewable energy madkct

* Allowing economies of scale in aing, tal labin, operation and
mmintennc of enewable nrugy faciltics.

* Promnoting vigotrou compctition among reewable nergy developcn and
Iechnologie to mett the sndard at the lowst cot.

* Incing development of rcewables in the repon of the co ry whc they an the
most cost-cffcctiv. while avoiding expcusive kn-&sracc trxnmnli ion. by
allowing nationrl renewable energy credit tradin.

* Redcing tranctio costs, by naling nupplicr ti buy crdits and avoid aving to
negotiate many smll conact with indiviual renewable energy proects.

Clemmer, S-. Nogee , an, d Brower, M. (1999) "A Powerful Oppotmity: Making
Renewbke Electridty the Standard," Union of Concnd Scientit, Janury.

Note 4: Federal tnndardA for net metering

Net metering eiminats te adiinistranve cxp w of iastalmig reading, ad bllin for an
additimna mer to meaureac gaecatoo sepxratp y ftom comnuzpticni During surplus gccraibon
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period, the tingle metr spins backward. so tb that cutmcnr is billed only for the nt amount
of elctricity emsumed duing a hilimg period. By facliaing snmal-scale genaion by
customrm , net macting will blp reduce loadb on cecnal gneaon, tnmsissoa and
disrmbuion, nhuacig rdiabily su wl a3 ful divcrty.

Wa Y. (1996) Net Metering Programs, NREL/SP460-21651, National Reewable Encry
Laboratory, December.

Not: 5: Improved federal standards for vehicle fueld eoomy

A1t five yca of COiitiona bant.t.hiCe on the potential fe increass in CAFE rtnadrd
to con-effctively reduce petrolemn da d Ie i-w u uodrwy rby _c Dcpauwnl of
Transportaimo and the Nadonal Acadiny ofScicn Te udie. Swidiisnut -d .in Ity
2001, will help to rugge optmal leveli of inceasd stndars. givn the costs and bacfu-
highat fuel c aen iy. w ell as phte-in sche hils that will prote conpctitive ivtnarcb of
dmestic srtomaars. The issu of maiaing CAFE mandard is becoing incrcangly relevant

with progre in the PNGV progran, and as svral utmmiaker ar peparing to introfce hieb-
effricry fuel cell vehicles beginning soon as 2003-2004.

Dulccp, K. 0. (1997) "Evolutionary and Rcvolutionary Technologiea for Improving Fcl
Economy," Trr7 pornaton. Enegy, and Eivironment How Far Can Technology Tarke
U?, Edited by J. DcCicco and M Delucchi ACEEE Washington, D.C

Mark J. (1999) GrCcca SUVW: A Blueprint ftr Cleaer. More Efficient Light Tnc,." Union
of Concerned Scicntit, uly.

Ofi5c of Teclaology Anscwnt (1995) Advancd VYecle Technology: Vision ofa Super
Efficient Family Car, OTA-TI-638, Office of Technology AAss- cenl, U.S. Congrsu,
Washington, D.C., Scptember.

Note 6: Crliate cbange and the need for federn ladesnhip

The U.S. can reduce greenhouse (GHG) enission while inprving our coonomic efficincy.
cearing jobs and wavig coaumn mo , may. intaining our techological leadership, and
achieving odtcr enviarnnenta baefits. Tbe optians pft ed in this Ictl not only rpr a

ponmible encrgy st=rgy, but can also inuluneoudly adrdu the need to reuce U.S. GHG
emssion. In prticular, they would mpport a range of sratcgie to reduce power plant

mnsiaon, which accomnt for a rebstanial percatage of total U.S. cnisions otgrccnboui

gue, 29 percent in 1998. These include witching from oar curn t relince on highcarbo
fosil fuel, particulry coal and oil, to renewable fuel sourcs which havc zo cirbo n

emnaions, and )or-crb nmaul gas; and igeading the efficiency of electriity g raio
and use

We trngly support the rcent inuiive in Congress, for which the cure Atdmicnimiaon has
indicated it's bcking, to reduce pollutant caissio from deectricity gnerntion- a the 106*
Coarss Scnator Jeffords and Senator Liebeman inaduced S. 1369, the Clean Eaer Act of
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1999. This legisltion cotained provions that addressd the mvirom laeih damage and
comptitive atisrio created by the patchwork of uneqal and inadoquatl sndards that
cumrey apply o dectric power psint nanwide. The bil put a natibo cap o cnaurion fir
Ul power ptan3 ofnitrog oxides ulfur oide marny. ad carbon dioxide. The mbctiira n

In carton dioxidc would have brom t miusions levls brk to 1990 lvet by 2005. dhe sai
level ipted by the wo-binding tarc of th Rio Traty of 1992, ratified by he U.S. Seomte
Lcgislaion that conro} the four mjor power plant pollumts in an ingrated pacage wil help
rednce uncrtinis for electric geaera and will be les costly tdn ep programs f r
----each polou. Integrated control rnoragMu System-wide cfficincy impveniti and
-inctad utilntioo ofdeanr fuels And while volhmtary cton by Amrican campanie u a
amaetiwe opa ntconader, itou ten years voluntary actims have fiiled to reduce carbon
dioxide amiLniu in the U.S. lnsta, mhrbave-incrcasd by IS pent since 1990 and
contue to incrac .

BarP. PHrt., J., Hay B., Hrzog. V. Holdre, I., Hubltrn. N.E Kami D.M,
Norgiard, RA., and Raymond, L (2000) "Equity and Grenbous Gus Responiilty,
Scienc, 289, page 2287.

Interlaboratory Workig Group (2000) Scenariofor a Cln Encrx Fuune. (Oak Ridge. TN;
Oak Ridge Ntional Laboratory ad Bcareeiy, CA; Lawrnce Bakclcy Nsional
Laboratory), ORNtL/ON-476 ad LBNL-44029, Novambr.

IPCC (Incrgovemm eal Panel oo Clinac Change) (2001) Climate Chiang 2001: .Th SrciCaflc
Basis, Janary.

Kinzig. A. P. ad Kaum, D. M- (1998) "Naional tnjecdtrie of carboe cminsions: Anaysis of
proposalr to foer te transition to low-carbon economies, Global Enviromnantal
Change. 8 (3) pages 183 - 208.

Natnm Ranouzte Defase Council (2001)A Responsible Engy Policy for the 21' Cenry,
Fcbruny.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 4:10 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Joe,

-Onginal Message-
From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday. April 30, 2001 3:44 PM
To: Angulo. Veronica
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Pemniting Process and Gas Export Program

----- Original Message----

From: Angulo, Veronica

Sent: Monday, April 30. 2001 11:26 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Joe,

From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Friday. April 27. 2001 8:04 PM
To: Angulo. Veronrca
Subject: RE: Actions n Connection wth Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program
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---Orginal Message----
From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 5:39 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Just to recap on our conversation today, these are the actions that might work:

I am brainstorming about others.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 11:26 AM
To: Kelliher. Joseph
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Joe,

From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Friday. April 27. 2001 8:04 PM
To: Angulo, Veronrca
Sublect: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permitino Prcess and Gas Exronr Prooram

From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 S:39 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Just to recap on our conversation today, these are the actions that might work:

I am brainstorming about others.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 4:10 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Joe,

-Original Message-
From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday. April 30. 2001 3:44 PM
To: Angulo. Veronica
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Perriling Process and Gas Export Program

---- Original Message-----
From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 11:26 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Joe.

From: Ketliner. Joseph
Sent: Frinay. April 27. 2001 8:04 PM
To: Angulo. Veronica
Subject: RE: Ac!ions in Connection with Presidential Permiling Process and Gas Export Program
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--- Original Message-----
From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 5:39 PM
To: KeDiher, Joseph
Subject: Actions in Connection with Presidenbal Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Just to recap on our conversation today, these are the actions that miaht work:

I am brainstorming about others.

2
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 5:39 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Actions in Connection with Presidential Permiting Process and Gas Export Program

Just to recap on our conversation today, these are the actions that might work:

I am orainstorming aoout omers.
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2001-008154 3/26 P 4:01
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

P. Benjamin Underwood. Esq.
Maribme Building, Suite 100G

215 East Bay Street
Charleston. S.C. 29401

March 22, 2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary
United States Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

RE: Coordinating the National Energy Policy and the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA)

Dear Secretary Abraham:

I congratulate you on your recent speech before the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
at the National Energy Summit. Having arrived at the brink of a new energy crisis, due
in large part to nearly a decade of political shortsightedness, I applaud your efforts to
propose and implement a National Energy Policy. I would also like to propose a solution
to a legal issue that you and the Administration will no doubt confront very soon.

As you and the Administration prepare to announce a proposed energy policy to
the nation, I would suggest that there is a statutory tool that could serve you, the Energy
Task Force, and the Administration quite well, if applied strategically. This statutory tool
consists of the environmental process requirements within the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). Too often Federal agencies forsake the opportunity to use the
procedural requirements of NEPA to their full advantage, especially when confronting a
new policy or plan. Instead, environmental compliance becomes an afterthought and the
obligatory process fails to provide the political gains and legal protection of a well-
designed NEPA strategy.

An objective reading of 40 CFR §1508.1 8(b) by your attorneys will confirm that
NEPA applies to the adoption of a proposed national energy strategy. The critical
question for the Administration, therefore, is not whether, but when and bow to satisfy
the procedural requirements of the statute. May I suggest that it would be to the
Administration's strategic advantage to implement the procedural requirements of NEPA
as soon as practicable and to utilize a policy-level approach to statutory compliance. The
benefits of such a strategy would be many, including: 1) the immediate recognition that
the Administration takes environmental requirements seriously; 2) reassurance to a
suspicious public that the development of a national energy policy will be an above-board
process with ample opportunity for public involvement; 3) an acceleration of te actual
implementation of the new energy policy and ensuing site-specific actions; and 4) the

Phone: 843 * 577 * 6100 nepa@bellsouth.net Fax: 843 * 577 .9778
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establishment of a strong legal position from which to defend against thc inevitable
challenge.

DOE is fortunate to employ some of the best NEPA talent in the country. Carol
Borgstrom, Bill Dennison, Marc Johnston, Steve Fergusen, to name just a few, are
outstanding practitioners and counselors. Additionally, the staffat the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ), which oversees NEPA compliance nationally, relies upon
the exceptional guidance of Dinah Bear and others. Some of the other Federal agencies
that would necessarily cooperate in the development of a national energy policy also have
NEPA advisors with varying degrees of expertise. Nevertheless, with all this talent,
designing an effective NEPA strategy to advance a national energy policy will be an
enormous undertaking and require creative thinking "outside the box"

May I suggsrtiit-aipolicy-llev'document rcrcntly prepared by DOE's- ---

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), which evaluates the altrnative means to
balance regional energy production and fish and wildlife mitigation, would serve as a
useful analytical model for a NEPA process to support the national energy policy. This
BPA NEPA process is an outgrowth of another policy-level NEPA document prepared
for the Agency's business plan, which was lauded by the United States Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit as "superior." In my opinion, the methodology employed by BPA
to examine energy and environmental issues i the Pacific Northwest could be modified
and expanded to evaluate similar issues on a national scale.

To be completely candid. I assisted BPA, as a consultant, in the preparation of the
aforementioned policy level NEPA document and am very proud to have contributed to
the development of this unique document I have approached bigger, more recognized
NEPA consulting firms about jointly proposing a procedural solution for a national
energy policy, but I sense that they either fear the vastoess of this project or are unwilling
to step "outside the box" to change their standard approach to NEPA compliance. In my
opinion, however, it is the very enormity of the project that mandates a different
procedural approach, as BPA was willing to do with respect to their analysis of energy
production and endangered salmon_

It now occurs to me that DOE and the Administirtion may be further along than
anticipated and, probably feared, in the development of a strategy that will satisfy an
important environmental compliance requirement, involve and inform the public,
advance an energy policy long overdue, and provide legal protection. I would further
suggest that the cost of fulfilling these goals could be considerably less than some may
propose. Much of the talent necessary to do the job is scattered around the country, but
already on the government payroll. I predict that the challenge of being associated with
such a substantial and unique NEPA project would be of great interest to these
individuals. No doubt, such an endeavor would require a recommitment of resources. but
the job need not cost the many millions that some will no doubt suggest.

In closing, as one who has seen good, bad and ugly NEPA processes, I strongly
suggest that DOE, the Interior Deparutent, CEQ, EPA and others begin to design a
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NEPA strategy today that will position the Administration wherc it wants to be a yrar or

two down the road Tbe sooner you start, the sooner you can actually begin to solve the

problem to your greatest advantage.

I appreciate your valuable time.

-enjamin Undnewood, Esq.

cc: -- TheHonomblePrcsidcnteofthc United States George W. Bush

The Honorable Vicc-Prcsident of the United States and Chairma

of the Energy Task Force Richard Cheney

The Honorable Secretary of Interior Gale Norton
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2001-011566 May 4 p 4:05

lnfted States tmnatt
WASHINGTON. DC 20610

May 1, 2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Abraham:

We write to request that you ensure continued viability of the domestic uranium enrichment
industry as part of the Administration's review of the U.S.-Russia HEU Agreement and the
development of the Administration's Energy Policy. The sole domestic operating uranium
enrichment plant in the U.S. is located in Paducah, Kentucky, and we are interested in your views
regarding the best way to balance the national security aspects of the HEU agreement so that they
do not jeopardize this component of our energy security.

Without question, the Russian HEU Agreement has had a beneficial impact on the national
security of the United States. However, according to a recent GAO report in December 2000
(GAO-01-148), the HEU Agreement appears to be having a negative effect on American energy
security. The USEC Privatization Act and the Energy Policy Act of 1992 were crafted so that
"neither the privatization of USEC nor the implementation of the HEU Agreement would be
harmful to the domestic uranium industry." The HEU Agreement, coupled with the way the
privatization of USEC was implemented, has adversely affected U.S. nuclear fuel production.
Unfortunately, the Enrichment Oversight Committee, created by Executive Order in the previous
Administration, was largely passive in its responsibilities to prevent or mitigate the negative
effects of the HEU Agreement, according to the GAO.

We understand that the National Security Council is reviewing the proposed agreement between
USEC and Tenex to import additional enriched uranium from Russia consistent with the
recommendations from the GAO. We would encourage the Energy Task Force to examine the
domestic energy implications of the loss of the uranium enrichment industry, especially if
nuclear power is going to be an important part of the energy portfolio of the United States.
Given the concerns raised by GAO about the status of the domestic nuclear fuel industry and the
two major reviews underway in the Administration on energy and national security, we seek
clarification regarding the Administration's path forward:

1. What is the status of the review of the HEU Agreement being undertaken by the National
Security Council discussed in the February 7. 2001 letter from NSC Chair Condoleeza
Rice to the Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Billy Tauzin? Will alternatives
to importing additional commercial SWU from Tenex be evaluated?
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
May 1, 2001
Page Two

2. Testimony before the House Energy and Commerce Committee, as well as several recent
reports by the GAO and DOE, indicate that the U.S. is becoming increasingly dependent
on the Russians for our supply of nuclear fuel as a result of the HEU Agreement.
Moreover, the GAO has identified difficulties in implementation of the HEU Agreement
that resulted in five interruptions in shipments. Is the Administration reviewing the
extent to which the U.S. is becoming reliant on Russian supplies of nuclear fuel and the
consequences to the U.S. economy in the event that such fuel supplies areinterruped?
Whiatifontiigency plans-should be put in place to assure energy security?

3. The Gaseous Diffusion Plant at Paducah will soon be the only operating enrichment plant
in the U.S. In its review of the HEU Agreement or development of the nuclear option mi
a new energy policy, is the Administration considering options to keep this plant open
and operating until new competitive technology has been fully deployed?

4. Advanced technology is needed to replace the WWVI-cra gaseous diffusion process upon
which the U.S. now depends. Are there sufficient private incentives for the development
and deployment of such new technology? Is the Energy Task Force examining future
uranium enrichment technology as part of its energy policy development? What options
arc being considered and under what time frames?

5. The previous Administration suggested that granting Executive Agency status should
be linked to operations of the plant at Paducab in the interests of U.S. energy
security. Does the Administration agree with that approach and what options are under
consideration? If not, how will the U.S. deal with the probability that the U.S. could have
no economic enrichment operations by 2003?

6. Russia has proposed to export even more enriched uranium to the United States. We
are particularly interested in your evaluation of the effect the proposed import of
additional commercial fuel from Tcncx will have on the operations and economic
viability of the one remaining enrichment plant at Paducah.

Our goal is to balance the need for both national security under the HEU Agreement, and energy
security by maintaining an economic and reliable domestic uranium enrichment industry in the
U.S. Unfortunately, these goals appear to be in growing conflict. It may require clear and
determined policy decisions by the Federal Government to balance the national security and
energy security interests to achieve these goals. We hope these concerns will be reflected in the
Administration's new energy policy.
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
May 1, 2001
Page Three

Thank you for your careful attention to what we believe are vital concerns. We would request
that given the importance of our questions, we receive a response no later than May 15.

Sincerely,

cc: Vice President Richard B. Cheney
cc: National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice
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margot
-----Original Message-----

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, Aprl 30, 2001 6:49 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: dean coal

Y#S in addition. Thev want somethina like this (I auess):

--. Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 6:19 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Knpowicz, Robert
Cc: Carter, Douglas; DeHoratiis, Guido
Subject: RE: clean coal

Joe,

Is this beyond what we already sent them (from FE) a few hours ago? If so, we should ask Doug Carter
and/or Guido DeHoratiis to answer (I note that Bob K. is out today). By when?

Margot

--- Original Message----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, Apnl 30, 2001 6:16 PM
To: Kripowicz, Robert
Cc: Anderson, Margot
Subject: clean coal
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2001-012447 May 17 p 3:38

ATMEL CORPORATION
Tel: (719) 576-3300

Secretary of Energy. Spencer Abraham
U.S. Deportment of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW
Washington bC 20585

bear Mr. Abraham May 11'. 2001

Approximately 3 months ago, I sent a letter to the Governor of Colorado, Bill Owens, Senators
Wayne Allord and Ben Nighthorse-Campbell and United States Representative Joel Heffley. Today
I write again, adding our very respected Vice President, Dick Cheney; who is working diligently with
a 'National Energy Task Force'. My previous message addressed the concern that I have with
escalating prices for electrical power and with the general condition that regardless of who wants
to blame, we must take emergency and/or crisis level action to see that the present issues with
energy shortfall and rising prices are addressed with long term corrective action and not 'band-
aids'.

I write this letter as both a concerned American and as an Executive in the Semiconductor business
with responsibility for a major manufacturing site of Atmel Corp. in Colorado Springs, CO. I believe
this problem is os significant as was our need to put men in space -40 years ago, and to say that we
had better treat it in the same manner: with a vision given to the American people as to the real
nature and size of the problem. Along with the vision of the problem must come a vision for
solutions in the near. intermediate, and long term that allows our economic well-being to remain
positive and full of hope in each of those forward looking time periods. This is not a smaller task
than putting man in space and on the moon, and in reality it is even more important as it has
'everything' to do with the American way of life, and the expectations of opportunity that we would
wish all to have.

The issue is ENER6 ! And as I stated above, at stake is the standard of living of every American.
and those citizens of any other country who aspire for economic freedom and opportunity.

All economic issues, events, or situations are the result of the balance of a myriad of forces, to
name some:

* Conservation ond/or conservotionists
* Productivity (Producing the most for the least, or preventing the loss of purchasing power

by continuously producing at a higher rate than the underlying cost components)
* Exploration and Development (oil, natural gas, nuclear energy)
* Producing and Refining
* Automobiles being manufactured including a range from 'lean machine' to 'gas guzzler'

If not for a sustained period of low inflation and high productivity in place at this time, the present
economic downturn could very easily have been a major recession. We are lucky and 'everyone' had
best admit it to themselves. In fact. I contend that this current downturn has the potcntiol for
greater retrenching if we don't build confidence that we have a plan in both areas of energy and
taxes. Yes, tax relief is important, but the optimum solution to our energy situation and its'

- 1L0 E CbrTjze MnU Bhi. * CaKrldo Sprie v CO ·* 90-45U *
*u Fa (719) 540-1323 * Human R ar (71) S40-1074 - Fab 2 A 3 719) 540-313 * Fb 5 (71) 540-1515
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potential influence on our economy is much, much more. We had better hove the right answer this
time, because this issue has only received 'lip service' for the past 30 years, and we had better
'sell' our 'right answer" to the American public as though it is the emergency that it really is.

We have time to be in control of the play-out of all these opposing forces, but there will be 'no
more time', if we ploy 'gomes' with the energy situation again.

Let's recognize with the wisdom of many of the prophets of biblical times, that from blessings can
come self-confidence that can erode to arrogance, indulgence, greed, and apathy. We are not
'above' the nature of humankind.
We in America have come to a point of economic prosperity and superiority that we believe we con
'hove our coke. and eat it too', that the 'good times' will never run out, that at least is what we
have come to expect. As a result, we want to believe that we can leverage all the 'easy' forces in
the equation, and ignore the harder or more distasteful ones.

Some for instances
* If one SUV is big, then the next supplier makes a bigger one, and what does the consumer

do...he follows in like step.
* If one conservationist wonts their State to keep out all new power installations because of

'their' more precious environment, then let's do it, _..'but' we don't want to pay higher
prices, or do without the many things electrical power provides.

* Maybe the most classic is....' want to eat any and all the food I want, but I don't want to
gain a single pound'.

What's the point? The point is that we don't have the time, nor con we get this done if we only do
the 'asy stuff'. We must be willing to conserve in our homes, we must be willing to give up on
these 'tanker size' SUVs, we must be willing to give some ground, not in the fashion of compromise,
but in order to 'optimize' and achieve the end which allows the most economic viability: otherwise
we will give it up in our standard of living. How do I know? We are already there. Californion's ore
suffering brownouts, with both gasoline and utility bills they can ill afford. Many lower income
citizens. ore giving up medicine, or even foods they might otherwise buy, because of 'bills' that are
now 30-100% higher than a year or two years ago. The bad news is 'at the doorstep'.

rm sure that the talent, skill, and demonstrated qualifications of those on Vice President Cheney's
Energy Task Force are very adequate to the task But I do hove some concerns, the primary one
being that 'it's hands off' to have the American citizen forego their existing lifestyle. or in any way
require of them more discipline, or live with less options than they do today.
Folks, this is serious: we had best not leave one element aside that can be a contributing factor in
this race. Also, is there anyone reading this that agrees with my position that this 'IS bigger
than o 'man in space', and is just as daunting in the magnitude of issues that we face whether
technically, socially, or otherwise? We need to make this o batiohnal Endeaorr' and sell the vision
of both the problem and the solution, and gel our nation behind the program.

Some 'must do's':
* Allow and encourage cool-fired power generating installations, by moderating/optimizing the

amount of cost of capitol equipment with less strict EPA regulations for the next 3-5 years.
H Have each State project both their planned use and capacity of electrical power from both
public and private sources. Where critical gaps exist in some States, insure that there are
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solutions that can be implemented to close those gaps: as a minimum. understond 'where
the problems are and what is being done to remove them.
Almost every area of the country has seen naturol gas prices 'double' over the past year.
With a combined task force of government and energy company officials, require a
composite look at the demand and capacity projected forward what is required to bring
forces into place, from all aspects...xploration, development, transport, delivery: that will
mitigate this current rise, or as a minimum insure the present accelerated price trend is
moderated. Insure, everything is 'on the table', there should be no predatory pricing, or
gouging, because of the present demand/supply scenario. If so, it's no different than the
abhorrent looting that goes on in the aftermath of a tornado, or hurricane.

· bo the some thing for electrical power installations and gcneration, what's the plan, where
are the gaps. how do we 'head them off?

* bo the same for oil, we face a much higher probability that oil supply shortfall compromises
our economy and/or standord of living, than any potential military action.

So far, Ive limited this discussion to the existing fossil fuel constraint; when it (fossil fuel) is gone
Cfini'), the above arguments get really serious. The thoughts presented above only deal with the
short and intermediate term. so why does anyone think that 30-50 years from now (when my
grandkids are in their prime) isn't as demanding upon science and technology as was/is the effort by
NASA and any associated enterprises in the era of space exploration? Sometimes I get the feeling
that we have seen so many technological miracles that we find the one of delivering energy to our
homes for heating and cooling in very different ways, or the one of providing fuel to an automobile.
that is no longer oil based as a very boring and unimportant endeavor. Quite the opposite, this is as
important as any key event in the history of our country, because left undone, it takes away our
ability to continue the 'productivity' curve such that 'every American' has the opportunity before
them.

Now, let me address another side of the coin. The last area our politicians want to take action in is
the market place, i.e. influence or control prices. Let me touch on three areas where something can
be done (if the courage is there to do it):

1) As individuals, families, or business enterprises, we are facing ludicrous increases in
electrical rates in the year 2000/2001. Please refer to the attached chart, which depicts
the price for the Colorado Springs Utilities to purchase power from other sources when
used to supplement the existing power capacity available from this very efficient and well
run public utilities provider. I think it goes without saying that from 1985 through 1999
those providers of supplemental power were operating on what they considered on
acceptable profitability. So what happened? First of all natural gas prices increased.
therefore that cost must be passed on. Secondly, nothing else happened except the power
providers in the American west saw on opportunity with the California situation to 'gouge'
the consumer and industrial users of electricity. In fact, the Atmel site here in Colorado
Springs will pay on additional -$lm for power in 2001 than even that in 2000. How many
jobs does $lm account for? At least 25-30 jobs. Why is it so unreasonable to give a
Presidential order that no company in an unstable market environment con have greater than
a 100% margin against their cost? The result of such an order would reduce the 2001 rote
on the attached chart to less than t of that depicted, and for our new President, such an
order would likely increase votes on his behalf in 2004 in California by a significant amount.
That should not be President Bush's motivation, but regardless, it's a very likey result.
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2) Now for gasoline, the present prices ore ludicrous and predatory. A year ago oil prices went
to $37 per barrel. and gasoline prices went up dramatically: supposedly because of this huge
price increase in basic supply, the many blends and regulations placed on refined gasoline,
and the shortage of capacity to actually produce at the rates demanded. One year later,
when the oil supply cost is at $27-28 per barrel, and all other things ore basically equal, the
price for gasoline is far beyond it's peaks of last year, even though we are only early in the
expanded driving season. In a period where consolidation of major 'oil' corporations is
rampant, due diligence requires the excessive profit rates of these corporations to be
reviewed. Why is it that most of our high tech corporations are suffering serious revenue.
profit, and stock value setbacks in a time that the major oil firms are more profitable than
ever? Please don't try to convince me that we are seeing a huge increase in the
'productivity' of our oil firms...they don't even understand the word.

3) On the other side, the American people still 'wonts it's cake and eat it too'. rve attached
two website renditions of the ever increasing SUV size. We are facing a terribly bleak
picture in the near term for gasoline prices and for any real solutions to mitigate this issue
to be found. Give an EPA mandate that 'all- personal or family vehicles delivered in the
year 2003 or 4, achieve 25 mpg on highway. and you will see things change. Will this really
'cost' the American public anything? Not really. I myself actually own a 1997 Jeep Grand
Cherokee. purchased well before r could read enough material to understand the current
scenario being played out. Really. my concern is not with $1.79-2.00 gas prices, my concern
is that unless we do something our economy and our standard of living will be more like many
countries oround the world than the one that exceeds all expectations ever conceived. By
the way, my Grand Cherokee is up for sale!

We are a proud nation, the 'land of opportunity', where at some point 'all' people will be limited only
by their own desire, and personal drive. We face a real crisis and yes. we can't afford to 'scare the
public', but tell us, the American people, the truth, a complete picture. Show us what really
happens if we don't act. Show us what can be done if we do. Show us the options and why you
choose to do what you propose to do. we can come together when we 'have to', when we must.....as a
Nation we always have.

Sincerely,

Ralph Bohonnon
Sr. Vice President
Atmel Corp.

Cc: Dick Cheney Vice President of the United States
Joel Heffley House Representative
Ben Nighthorse Campbell U.S. Senator
Wayne Allard U.S. Senator
George Perlegos President & Chief Executive Officer,

Atmcl Corporation
Bill CYRcilly Fox News Channel
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Escalade Page 1 of2

Spdficatlosu
Dlmensions Specs

- Fuel Ernomy

Item Descrptaponw - ohfh, .ma

Engine Type AWD - High Output LQ9 * rta D
6.0L OHV V8 E*rtr OtwnNonr

2WD - 5.3L OHV V8

Fuel Delivery AWD - Sequential tuel
injection

Displacement AWD - 364 / 5967 (cm3)
2WD - 327 / 5328 (cn3)

Compression Ratio AWD - 10:1

Horsepower/Torque AWD - 345 f200 rpm
(Ib-ft) 380 @ 4000 rpm

2WD - 285 @ 5200 rpm
325 @ 4000 rpm

Transmission AWD -4L60-E HD
2WD -Four-speed electronic-

shift overdrive
automatic with torque
converter dutch, 4L60

Towing Capacity AWD - 8,500 Ibs.
2WD - 7,700 Ibs.

Final Drive Ratio AWD - 3.73

Back to top

Fuel Economy

Item Description

EPA Estimated MPG AWD - 12 City/16 highway-
2WD - 14 City/18 highway

Back to top

Chassis Dimensions

Item Description

Wheelbase 116.0 In.

Tread (f/r) 65 in. /66 in.

Turning Diameter 39.54 ft.
tpi-www.cadillac.cor cscalade/fcat_r_diims. h 05/0620O]
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-- Original Message----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 6:16 PM
To: Kripowicz, Robert
Cc: Anderson, Margot
Subject: dean coal

2
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.5 E ^o. Sec.

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE 4!/

REFERRAL

2001-014610 6/19 P 3:23 June13. 201

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: INFO COPY ONLY/NO ACTION NECESSARY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

1D: 488444

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MAY 23. 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE MIKE THOMPSON
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON. DC 20515

SUBJECT: REQUESTS THE PRESIDENT TO IMPLEMENT THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS
DIRECTING FEDERAL FACILITIES TO TAKE CONSERVATION MEASURES BY ISSUING
AN EXECUTIVE ORDER

-.

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT. ROOM 72 THE WHFTE HOUSE. 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE
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THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488444
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE

DATE RECEIVED: 05/25/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE MIKE THOMPSON

SUBJECT: REQUESTS THE PRESIDENT TO IMPLEMENT THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS DIRECTING FEDERAL
FACILITIES TO TAKE CONSERVATION MEASURES BY ISSUING AN EXECUTIVE ORDER

ACTION DISPOSmION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
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ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS
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REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 19 SIGNEES

ACTION COOES: DISPOSRTON CODES: OUTGOMNC CORRESPONDENCE:
A - PPROPRIATE ACTION A -ANSWRED TYPE RESP -INITIALS OF SIGNER
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D -DRAFT RESPONSE C -CO.4ETED COIPLETED = DATE OF OUTGCOIN
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I - INFO COPY/NO ACT NECCESSARY
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June 6, 2001

Dear Representative Thompson:

Thank you for your recent letter urging the Administration to-implement your
recommendations to ameliorate electricity shortages by Executive Order as soon as
possible. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely.

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Mike Thompson
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF
For Information: DP. DOE

0 0606
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Congrezs of the nniteb 1tated
tBafington, MC 20515

May 23, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

As members concerned about the energy crisis that is deepening in the Western
United States, we would like to call to your attention additional measures that will help
ameliorate electricity shortages anticipated this summer.

Experts widely believe that there will not be enough new generation online this
summer to meet demand. Current estimates show that during these summer months
California alone may experience shortages of 3,000 to 6,000 megawatts, which will likely
lead to wider and longer-lasting rolling blackouts. Power supplies elsewhere in the
Western region will be also extremely tight. And expected drought conditions will curtail
generation capabilities while heat conditions will add to demand.

Your Executive Order directing Federal facilities to take conservation measures
will help reduce energy usage and is, in our view, an important first step in fashioning
near term solutions. But we strongly believe the federal government can and should do
more.

The Department of Defense. for example, can further reduce its reliance on the
civilian electric grid. It is the largest single consumer of electricity in California,
accounting for about one percent or 420 megawatts of the state's peak load. According to
a General Accounting Office (GAO) study completed at our request, the Department
could immediately provide between 16 MW and 90 MW of additional generation
capacity.

Based on the GAO findings, we ask that the Department of Defense provide
additional assistance in mitigating some of the impacts of this energy crisis in three ways:

First. the military should fully utilize all of the on-site power plants located on
western military bases in order to decrease demand on the western power grid. As a
result of work requested by Congress. the GAO has identified about 16 MW of available
generation which is not fully utilized (13.4 MW nanural gas-fired and 2.6 MW diesel

1 92/i
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fueled; 16 MW is available from 5 power plants: Vandenberg, Onizuka and Bcale Air
Force Bases and Naval Air Station North Island) out of the total of about 109 MW
located across the West. With the dire predictions of summer shortages, it is imperative
that the military take all necessary steps to make this generating capacity available to
California.

Second. the Department should conserve energy, in all forms, this summer across
the West by eliminating all non-essential activities that do not jeopardize mission
preparedness or public health and safety. Reduced energy consumption by the military
could benefit the electricity market by reducing overall demand. This reduced
consumption could increase the amount of supplemental energy available from military-
owned power plants, above and beyond the 16 MW identified by GAO.

Third, the Department should develop a plan to deploy available mobile
generation facilities, estimated by GAO to equal about 74 MW of capacity, in the event
of a serious energy emergency this summer. This plan should: (1) assure that units
remain available for deployment to California in least-cost ways; (2) identify and prepare
sites and interconnection facilities to permit their operation in environmentally and
operationally optimal ways; (3) coordinate with the California Independent System
Operator (ISO) to develop operational and management agreements to provide the ISO
with maximum flexibility; (4) summarize actions required by the state and federal
government to deploy and provide compensation for the use of these units; and (5)
develop environmental proposals or arrangements to allow these facilities to be used in
the state.

While these measures will not solve the energy crisis, the additional energy saved
and generated can help reduce and prevent electricity disruptions in the West this
summer.

Mr. President, this a matter of great urgency, and we request that you implement
these rccommendations immediately by Executive Order.

Sincerely,
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June 18, 2001 in)

Mr. Andrew Lundquist
U.S. Department of Energy
Energy Task Force
Forestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Mr. Lundquist:

I am extending an invitation for you to join me in Midlsad, Tcxzs, during the July District Work
Period when I will be meeting with local oil and gas producers to discuss President Bush's
National Energy Policy. This portion of my district is in the heart of the oilpatch and would be
excited to hear from you about the National Energy Policy, and in particular, the NEPD Group
recommendation to the Secretaries of Energy and the Interior to promote enhanced oil and gas
recovery from existing wells through new technology. Like many of the fields in the U.S., those
in the Permian Basin region are mature and declining, but operators there are already doing much
to keep existing wells productive. I believe the meeting, and especially your participation, would
be a good opportunity to exchange information about enhanced oil and gas recovery efforts and
technologies, and how they can help the U.S. meet its energy needs.

I would be glad to work with you if you are interested in a mutually agreeable date to travel to
Midland. Please contact Shanna Brown of my staff to indicate whether you will be able to join
me, or if you have any questions.

Sincerely.

Larry Combs
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Friday, April 20. 2001 1:15 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Vemet, Jean; Kripowicz, Robert
Cc: Conti, John; Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: NSR

Margot -

Doug
--- Onginal Message---

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 12:36 PM
To: Vemet, Jean
Cc: Carter, Douglas; Conti, John; Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: NSR

<< File env't chapter 2-21.wpd > << File: March 27 DOE comments Chapter 4.doc >>

-----Ongina! Message-----
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 11:36 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Carter, Douglas; Conti, John
Subject: RE: NSR

Margot: Report from the call. Brenner, Gibson, and Schmidt on call

Bottom line
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Jean

--- Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 9:15 AM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Thanks. I won't be there. I am swamped with WH orders for the NEP. I called Joe to tell him. Unless he
insists, I am tying myself to my computer

-----Original Message----
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, Apnl 20, 2001 8:55 AM
To; Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

See you then.

--- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Fnday, Apnl 20, 2001 8:42 AM
To: Vemet, lean
Subject: RE: NSR

Nope. Just Joe's note.

---- Original Message-----
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:37 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

Certainly. Do we have any more info?

---- Orignal Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Fnday, Apri: 20, 2001 8:35 AM
To: Venet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Can you attend the meeting in Joe's office at 10:00?

----Onginal Message-----
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Fnoay, Apnl 20, 2001 7:05 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR
Importance: High
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I'm here.

--- O-riginal Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, Apnl 19, 2001 5:37 PM
To: Vemet, JeanSubject: FW: NSR
Importance: High

Jean,

You going to be around in the morning?

Margot
-- Original Message---.

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:35 PMTo: Anderson, MargotSubject: NSR

Importance: High

Who is our smartest NSR person? Can you and that person (and it may well be you,be frank and admit it if that is the case) be in my office at 10 tomorrow for a
conference call with our brothers at EPA on NSR? Let me know. They just calledabout this. Thanks.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.govJ
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 10:25 PM
To: Kelliher. Joseph; Anderson. Margot; Moss.Jacob@epamail.epa.gov%intemet;

Williambettenberg@ios.doi.gov%intemet; Tom_fulton@ios.doi.gov%intemet
Cc: Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%/intemet; Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;

Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: chapter 3

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 4:42 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Robert_C._McNally@oa.eop.gov%internet
Cc: Andrew D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet; Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp eop.gov%internet-

KjerstenS._Drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: Clean up of Chapter 1
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 9:34 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: One-pager on Vitrification/Glassification

Joe:

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%/ointernet [Charles_M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2001 3:52 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov%intemet;

Galloglysj@State.gov%intemet; McManusmt@State.gov%/ointemet;
Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%intemet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%intemet;
Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%intemet; Beale.John@EPA.gov%intemet; commcoll@aol.com%
intemet; WheelerE@State.gov%intemet

Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
John_fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%intemet; Commcoll@aol.com%intemet

Subject: Photographs for NEPDG Report

As a pointed reminder. All photographs that you are proposing for use
in
the National Energy Policy Development Group's Report must be submitted
in
either print, slide, or transparency format. If you don't have access
to
prints, slides, or transparencies, then you've got to select another
image.
And if that's the case, we need to know now and we need to know your
completion date. A number of you have submitted prints from a digital
file and that is not going to work.

I'd like a status by noon, Tuesday, April 10, 2001. Thanks.

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet (CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday. April 04. 2001 1:46 PM
To: Kelliher. Joseph
Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet: Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;

Johnfenzel@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: Transmission Bottlenecks

Joe

Charlie
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(13
Kelliher, Joseph

From: Charles_M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.govl
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2001 6:57 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevin; Anderson, Margot; Galloglysj@State.gov%intemet:

McManusmt@State.gov%intemet; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%intemet;
commcoll@aol.com%intemet; WheelerE@State.gov%intemet

Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet; Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Johnfenzel@ovp.eop.gov%intemet; Kjerstendrager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet

Subject: Reformatted Chapters

All right, let's try this again. I believe last Friday, March 30,
2001, I
requested the following:

Message follows:

Could you, by Monday noon, send me your Chapter(s) in the format that I
requested on 3/26/01. As an example of what I'd like to see, I am
attaching Treasury's latest submission.

We've got to start plugging in where graphics and photographs go in the
chapters and seeing it laid out like that will help.

One last thing, please date your draft. That too will help.

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 8:31 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot
Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet; Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Subject: Ch. 6 -- energy efficiency

Joe
Margot

Some observations from John Howard re. chapter 6
--------------------- Forwarded by Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP on
03/23/2001
03:27 AM ----- -----------------

John L. Howard Jr.
03/23/2001 07:15:38 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP@EOP

c=: Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP@EOP
Subject: Ch. 6 -- energy efficiency

(
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE o 0

REFERRAL

2001-014609 6/19 P 3:23 Je 13, 2001

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: INFO COPY ONLY/NO ACTION NECESSARY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 488437

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MAY 18, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE TIM HUTCHINSON

UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON, DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT PROPOSED NATIONAL ENERGY
POUCY AND SHARE A THOUGHTS ON ALLEVIATING THE ECONOMIC STRAIN
CAUSED BY ENERGY SHORTAGES IN THE WESTERN STATES

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72 THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE

I.
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THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488437
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE

DATE RECEIVED: 05/25/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE TIM HUTCHINSON

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT PROPOSED NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY AND
SHARE A THOUGHTS ON ALLEVIATING THE ECONOMIC STRAIN CAUSED BY ENERGY
SHORTAGES IN THE WESTERN STATES

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICE/AGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YY/MM/DD RESP D YYWMMIDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/05/25 4 f f,/>

ACTION COMMENTS:

\I /2 /c ,t; 0 Kp 15 _ _ _ I

ACTION COMMENTS:

ACTION COMMENTS: ______________________

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDmONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE:

ACnTIO COOES: ODPoSmoN COoE: OUTcOG CORRESPONDENCE:
A -APPROPRIaTE ACTION A .ANSWERED Ype RESP * INmLS OF SIGER
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F -FURNISH FACTETSEET S SUSPENOED
I. NFO COPY/NO ACT NECCESSARY
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-INTERIUM REPLY

REFER OUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72, OEOB) EXT-2590
KEEP THIS WOR

t
ISHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO

RECORDS MANAGEMENT.
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June 6, 2001

Dear Tim:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing support for the Administralion's National
Energy Policy and recommending a few ideas that might alleviate high energy prices in
the short term. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
arc receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Tim Hutchinson
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF
For Information: DP. DOE

01 0606
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May 18, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to you to express my strong support of your proposed National Energy Policy
and to share with you a few thoughts on alleviating the economic strain caused by energy shortages in
the western states.

While there is no doubt that a long-term solution is needed to provide for our nation's
growing energy needs, and that increased and diversified production is the logical solution, I feel that
it is important that we consider a few short-term measures to alleviate the astronomical prices being
faced by consumers throughout our country. Such compassionate measures could diminish much of
the negative rhetoric that has been circulating since the plan was made public. Partial relief from
these high prices may also garner the grass-roots public support necessary for congressional approval
of many of the long-term provisions of the plan.

Recently. I spoke with a constituent in Arkansas who proposed a one-year tax deduction for
electricity costs in the western states. Under this proposal, yearly electricity costs in excess of the
average total electricity costs for the past two years could be deducted from an individual's income
taxes. While mindful of the potential cost of this proposal, I think the concept has merit for
specifically targeted areas where electricity costs have reached staggering levels that may force the
poor and elderly citizens to make difficult financial decisions that may have health risks associated
with them.

Please be assured of my continued comrnitr.ntl to working with the Administration and my
colleagues in the Senate to win passage of much needed legislation to promote a responsible national
energy policy. I thank you for you time and consideration, and I look forward to hearing from you in
the near future.

With kind regards,

Sincerely, /

Tim Hutchinson
United States Senator

TH:mz

ROOM 2527. fOf^RAL SUILDING 101 NORTH WAStCNGrON. SUITE ASTCET SUIE ROOM 12. tEDERA*L SUI1 G
1l0rr ROCK, AR 72201 EL DORADO. A.l 71730 FAYErTTVILE. AR 7701 JONESBORO AR 74o,

15011 3)4-6336 l8701 »3-6406 1(011 0r-1S35 1(701935-1.022
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE
REFERRAL

2001-014701 Jun 20 p 2:40 June 42001

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: APPROPRIATE ACTION

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 488535

MEDIA: LETTER. DATED MAY 31,2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE TOM HARKIN

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON. DC 20515

SUBJECT: URGES THE PRESIDENT TO DIRECT THAT ALL FLEXIBLE-FUEL VEHICLES IN THE
FEDERAL FLEET BE OPERATED WITH E-85 FUEL TO THE MAXIMUM EXTEND
POSSIBLE AND TO EXTEND AND EXPAND THE $300 MILLION USDA B10-BASED
ENERGY INCENTIVE PROGRAM & DENY CALIFORNIA REQUEST FOR WA

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING OAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT. THE WHITE HOUSE
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June 12, 2001

Dear Senator Harkin:

Thank you for your recent letter requesting that the President increase the role of
ethanol and biodicsel in our nation's fuel supply and that California's request for an
oxygenate waiver be denied.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Tom Harkin
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPDP
For Information: DOE.AG-USDA.EPA °

O
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May 31, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

Apart from the longer-term debate about our nation's energy policy, there is an urgent
need for immediate steps to address the huge runup in motor vehicle and other energy prices.
Without a doubt, renewable energy sources like ethanol and biodiesel can play a substantial role
in both the near term and the longer term in contributing to our nation's fuel supplies.

There are nearly 17,000 vehicles within the federal fleet capable of using what is called
E-85 fuel (a mixture consisting of 85 percent ethanol, 15 percent gasoline). If at least half of
these flexible-fuel vehicles were to use E-85 fuel instead of conventional or reformulated
gasoline, that would free up millions of gallons of gasoline in a year's time. I therefore urge you
to direct that all flexible-fuel vehicles in the federal fleet be operated with E-85 fuel to the
maximum extent possible. In addition, vehicles in the federal fleet that use diesel fuel should be
directed to use biodiesel blends to the maximum extent possible.

To provide stronger incentives for ethanol production. I encourage your administration to
extend and expand the S300 million USDA bio-based energy incentive program that was started
by the previous administration. This program, which was created under the authority of the
Secretary of Agriculture to manage surplus agricultural conuiioditecs; reimburses renewable fuci
producers for a portion of the costs of the grain or oilseeds used to increase production. This
program has been especially important to smaller, farmer-owned renewable fuel producers as
they expand their production. Extending this program will give these renewable fuel producers
additional support for increasing their output and thereby adding significantly to our nation's fuel
supplies.

Finally, it is critically important that you resolve the long-standing issue of the California
request to waive the oxygenate requirement of the Clean Air Act. There is no legal or scientific
basis for the requested waiver and it should be denied. The oxygen standard has delivered clean
air benefits, and it also provides an important opportunity for renewable fuel. We know that
ethanol can replace MTBE in the California market. A denial of the waiver would pave the way
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The Honorable George W. Bush
May 31, 2001
Page two

for ethanol producers to expand with confidence that the California market will grow to consume
the additional ethanol they are well-positioned to produce.

Thank you for considering my views on these very important matters.

Sincerely yours,

Tom Harkin
Ranking Democratic Member
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

01 499 q ZOI JUN25 A I-: 4ue 19,2001

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 483785

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MAY 17.2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE RUSS FEINGOLD
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: LISTS FIVE THINGS THE ADMINISTRATION CAN DO NOW TO ADDRESS HIGH
ENERGY PRICES

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 4562590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT -THE WHITE HOUSE
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-' THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 483785
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1
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SUBJECT: LISTS FIVE THINGS THE ADMINISTRATION CAN DO NOW TO ADDRESS HIGH ENERGY PRICES
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May 24,2001

Dear Senator Fcingold:

Thank you for your recent letter recommending five things that you feel the
Administration should do to reduce the high price of energy. The President certainly
appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Russell Feingold
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF
For Information: CEQ

010525
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May 17, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Bush:

Today, you begin in earnest to seek to promote changes within your Administration and in
federal law to establish a comprehensive national energy strategy. While I do not agree
with every element of your strategy, I embrace and welcome this opportunity to work
together to develop such a strategy which is acutely needed, and, indeed, overdue.

However, as you work with Congress over the 107t Session to refine and pass legislation
to enact pieces of your long-term energy strategy, I believe your Administration can and
must do more today to address the real suffering that high energy prices are imposing upon
the people of Wisconsin and of the country. In my view, there are several things the
Administration can and must do nght now:

1. Use Federal authority to ensure production at refineries is not interrupted by
power or repair problems. As you know, with gasoline stocks at low levels,
refinery outages can cause extreme volatility in gasoline prices. The Administration
has been aware of market tightness in gasoline supply in the Upper Midwest since
January, when a major Midwest refiner announced it would close, reducing gasoline
production by two million gallons per day. Today, gasoline prices have climbed to
over $2.00 per gallon in certain areas of the Midwest. The Administration should be
prepared to use federal authority to ensure that refineries are un-interruptible energy
customers if blackouts and brownouts occur in western states. Such action will
reduce the need for regional fuel shifting away from already constrained areas to
assist the west, and should be prepared to aid refiners in keeping up and running this
summer.

2. Insist that all segments of the gasoline supply chain maximize production and
distribution of fuels of the needed quality and quantity. Though the Federal
Trade Commission report on last summer's price increases in Chicago and
Milwaukee did not document technical violations of the Sherman Antitrust Act, it
did report troubling evidence that some companies did not do all they could to help
reduce acute consumer prices. As this Administration regards the current energy
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President Bush, pg. 2
May 17,2001

situation as requiring a long term policy that needs the Wisconsin public's support, it
should also press upon all market players that in times of high prices they should be
doing all they can to supply needed fuels.

3. Require Federal facilities to use available off-the-shelf energy efficiency
technologies. I am pleased that you have instituted efficiency measures at the
federal level, and are considering more initiatives to develop long term efficiency
strategies. However, more can be done in the short term to enhance efficiency of
federal facility operations and to require vehicles in the Federal fleet that can use
alternative fuel to do so. I have been pleased to cosponsor legislation authored by
my Wisconsin colleague, Senator Kohl, which would create a federal energy bank in
the Treasury to allow federal agencies to purchase off the shelf technologies
immediately and repay the bank with their saved energy costs. For this summer,
easily implemented efficiency measures should be adopted.

4. Support appropriated programs to assist consumers and prepare for summer
fund releases and high temperature situations. You should act in the next two
weeks to release emergency cooling funds from the Low Income Energy Assistance
Program to states for the summer cooling season. In addition, this summer may
require coordinated emergency response for areas that experience high temperatures,
and the Department of Defense and the Federal Emergency Management Agency, as
well, as other federal agencies, should be convened now to review plans for
providing emergency shelter, water, power and cooling should that assistance be
required.

5. Continue diplomatic pressure on the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) to increase short term supply. Even with a long-term
strategy, the United States' ccntinud relationship with OPEC nations is critical to
short term supply. OPEC's market actions continue to be unfair, they would be
illegal if undertaken in the United States, and our nation should respond
appropriately and aggressively to their efforts to manipulate world oil prices.

Again. I appreciate your efforts to focus the nation on the importance of an energy strategy.
I am committed to working with you on that goal, and I appreciate your consideration of
my views.

Russell D. Feingold
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE
REFERRAL

0 1 4 2 0 2001 JUN 25 ' g? 2001

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 483740

MEDIA: LETTER. DATED MAY 15, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE PAUL WELLSTONE
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

SUBJECT: URGES THE PRESIDENT TO MAKE A SUBSTANTIVE COMMITMENT TO ENERGY
CONSERVATION AND TO RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING
WHEN HE ANNOUNCE THE ADMINISTRATION'S ENERGY PROPOSALS

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT. PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 4562590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE. WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72. THE WHITE HOUSE. 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE
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' , ^* '· 'THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 483740
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 05/18/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE PAUL WELLSTONE

SUBJECT: URGES THE PRESIDENT TO MAKE A SUBSTANTIVE COMMITMENT TO ENERGY CONSERVATION
AND TO RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING WHEN HE ANNOUNCE THE
ADMINISTRATION'S ENERGY PROPOSALS
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Wcllstone:

Thank you for your recent letter supporting energy conservation, as well as renewable
energy development and funding. The President certainly appreciates your concern and
suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Paul Wellstone
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Dayton:

Thank you for your recent letter supporting energy conservation, as well as renewable
energy development and funding. The President certainly appreciates your concern and
suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Mark Dayton
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

010524
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BMnit itat S enate
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

May 15, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

In advance of your appearance in Minnesota this week to announce thc Administration's energy
proposals, we are writing to urge you strongly to make a substantive commitmncnt to energy
conservation, as well as to renewable energy development and funding.

YourBudget for fiscal year 2002 proposed cutting federal funding forrenewable energyresearch and
development by 50 percent, and it proposed cutting funding for energy conservation research and
development by 46 percent. It further proposed cutting by 48 percent the federal energy management
program, which seeks both to conserve energy and to reduce federal costs through "advancing energy

and water conservation" in the government's own buildings, vehicles and operations. You now have
an opportunity to recommend restoring these cuts through the Vice President's task force report. We

hope you will do so.

Investments in conservation and renewable energy development have never been more important,
particularly for a state such as Minnesota, which is situated at the consuming end of the pipeline for
non-renewable fossil fuels. Contrary to the widely reported suggestion by the Vice President that
conservation is little more than "a sign of personal virtue," a recent report by scientists at our national
laboratories concluded that improved energy efficiency could reduce growth in electricity demand
by nearly 50 percent. Furthermore, wind power in Minnesota, currently producing electricity for
three to six cents per kilowatt-hour, is competitive with the cost of electricity from new coal-fired
power plants, which appear to be favored by the Vice President's task force. Through additional
research and development investments, it has been estimated that the price ofMinncsota wind power
could go as low as 2.5 cents a kilowatt hour within a few years. Development of such renewable
energy sources promotes keeping capital investments in Minnesota. rather than continuing to rely
on the importation of what is now approximately S6 billion worth of coal. oil and nuclear fuel each
year. Renewable energy production from wind and biomass also helps boost Minnesota rural
communities economically. Creating jobs in home-grown, forward-looking, innovative industries
is key to the prosperity of Greater Minnesota, where the farm economy continues to struggle under
low commodity prices and poor federal agriculture policy.

Minnesota is a national leader in the development of renewable fuels, such as biodiesel and ethanol
- incrcasingly important sources of transportation fuel. Ethanol production in Minnesota already

075
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exceeds 250 million gallons a year. As the state's 14 farmer-owned cooperative ethanol plants
continue to invest in value-added processing, production is expected to top 300 million gallons this
year. Ethanol and biodiesel fuels reduce dependence on imported petroleum products, improve air
quality and help revitalize the rural economy. As in the separate, bipartisan letter sent to your
Administration today by a number of Senators, we again urge you to include among your proposals
a recommendation to utilize biofuels to meet at least 3 percent of the nation's motor fuel market
within 10 years.

We understand that these recommendations may not be looked upon favorably by oil, coal or utility
industry leaders. However, we believe they are central to any forward-looking and balanced long-
term energy strategy. Clean supply-side technologies should be combined with conservation to
address our current over-reliance on non-renewable energy sources. Mr. President, we hope that we
can find common ground to establish sound, sustainabic, affordable energy policy for Minnesota and
for the country's future.

Sincerely,

Paul D. Wellstone Mark Dayton
United States Senator United States Senator
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL
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TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 483732

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MAY 10, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE JEFF BINGAMAN

UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES CONCERN ABOUT GASOLINE PRICES AND OUTLINE 5 THINGS THE
ADMINISTRATION CAN DO ABOUT GASOLINE PRICES AND WOULD LIKE TO KNOW
THAT ACTIONS THE ADMINISTRATION IS PLANNING TO TAKE IN THE SHORT TERM
TO ADDRESS RISING PRICES IN VARIOUS REGIONS OF THE CO

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 45-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHmTE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT -THE WHITE HOUSE
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THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 483732
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Bingaman:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short tcrmn The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and thc Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Jeff Bingaman
United Slates Senate
Washington. DC 20510

010524
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'United tiatat nat
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

May 10,2001

President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We are concerned that with gasoline stocks at low levels and no end in sight for high crude oil
prices, problems such as refinery outages or pipeline disruptions could cause extreme volatility in
gasoline prices. The Administration has been aware of this problem since January, when a
major Midwest refiner announced it would close, reducing gasoline production by two million
gallons a day. Today, gasoline prices have already climbed to over S2.00 a gallon in certain areas
of the Midwest.

It was not until April 27 that the Secretary of Energy wrote to members of Congress regarding
the risk of price spikes in the gasoline market due to below-average levels of gasoline stocks.
Unfortunately, the Secretary did not propose any actions that could avert or even ameliorate this
potential crisis. While oil producers continue to experience record profits, the average American
consumer will suffer from high prices at the gas pump.

In this light, it was particularly disturbing to hear Vice President Cheney indicate, once again,
that he does not believe there is anything the Administration can do about gasoline prices this
summer.

In our view, there are at least 5 things that the Administration can do right now:

Develop a streamlined system of gasoline specifications to ensure flexibility in the
market.

* Use Federal authority to ensure production at refineries is not curtailed during rolling
blackouts.

- Require vehicles in the Federal fleet that can use alternative fuels to use those fuels.

* Insist that all segments of the gasoline supply chain maximize production and distribution
of fuels of the needed quality.

* Ensure the Energy Information Administration has adequate resources to provide timely
data on energy markets.

10961
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Page 2

We would like to know what actions the Administration is planning to take, in the short term, to
address rising gasoline prices in various regions of the country. Not only is it important that the
Energy Department keep everyone informed about rising energy costs this summer, we believe it
is the Administration's responsibility to proactively develop a strategy to alleviate this looming
problem.

We look forward to hearing from you in the near future regarding your gasoline price strategy
and would be pleased to work with you on its implementation.

Sincerely.
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May 23, 2001

Dear Mr. Leader:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful anention

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Thomas Daschle
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

. 0524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Chuck:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term- The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Charles Schumer
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Rcid:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area Your comments
arc receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Harry Reid
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Evan:

Thank you for your recent lener regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Evan Bayh
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

010524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Nelson:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Ben Nelson
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

01 0524
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May 23. 2001

Dear Senator Feinstein:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area- Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

* ?-. , '
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Graham:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Bob Graham
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Cantwell:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Maria Cantwell
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

C' 1- 0K .
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Murray:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Patty Murray
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

C 1 c.,.:
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May 23, 2001

Dear Senator Dayton:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Mark Dayton
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

" 1 3524
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May 23, 2001

Dear Tom:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the price of gasoline and five steps you feel
the Administration could take to reduce the price in the short term. The President
certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Thomas Carper
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010524
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

June 22. 2001

2001-015497 Jul 2 A 8:31

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: APPROPRIATE ACTION

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 488582

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED JUN 05, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE OLYMPIA SNOWE

UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: URGES THE PRESIDENT NOT TO REPEAL THE MORATORIUM ON OIL AND GAS
EXPLORATION ON THE GEORGES BANK

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE. WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE
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THE WHITE HOUSE IDM 488582
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE

DATE RECEIVED: 06/11/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE OLYMPIA SNOWE

SUBJECT: URGES THE PRESIDENT NOT TO REPEAL THE MORATORIUM ON OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
ON THE GEORGES BANK

ACTION DISPOSmON

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICEIAGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYMMWDD RESP D YY/MMIDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/06/111 - J
ACTION COMMENTS _ /

L'_ . ___-VP A A -P <. _1_1 _PL- _

ACTION COMMEi: _

j ACTIl dOMMENTS:________

______ 0 -, _'_ I ,

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 4 SIGNEES

ACTIN COOES: DoPosmo COOES: OnUTcaGNG COsPONDENCE:
A -APPRPRIATE ACTION A-ANSWERED TYPE RESP - ITmtLS OF SIGNER
C -COUMENT/RECOMENOElTON B -NON-SEPC-REFERRAL CDE * A
D DRAFT RESPONSE C -COMPLETED COMPETE - DATE OF OLITGO4WG
F -FURNISH FACT S&ET S -6USPEINED
I -IFO COPYI4O ACT NECCESSARY
R . DIECT REPLY WI COPY
S .FR SImAlJURE
X- NTERIM REPLY

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM T. OEOB) EXT625O
KEEP THIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL LTMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.
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June 18,2001

Dear Olympia:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your opposition to a proposal that would lift
the morarotum on oil and natural gas exploration off of the Georges Bank in the North
Atlantic Ocean. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Olympia Snowe
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

O

c w copy for appropriate action: VPTFBcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF X
For Information: CEQ, DoE rO

O
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June 18,2001

Dear Susan:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your opposition to a proposal that would lift
the moratotum on oil and natural gas exploration off of the Georges Bank in the North
Atlantic Ocean. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Susan Collins
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF O
For Information: CEQ. DoE

O

o10
O
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June 18,2001

Dear Linc:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your opposition to a proposal that would lift
the moratotum on oil and natural gas exploration off of the Georges Bank in the North
Atlantic Ocean. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
arc receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Lincoln Chafec
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF O
For Information: CEQ. DoE

.o

*
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June 18, 2001

Dear Judd:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your opposition to a proposal that would lifi
the moratotum on oil and natural gas exploration off of the Georges Bank in the North
Atlantic Ocean. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Judd Gregg
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF
For Information: CEQ, DoE 0

0
ro

O
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June 18,2001

Dear Bob:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your opposition to a proposal that would lift
the moratotum on oil and natural gas exploration off of the Georges Bank in the North
Atlantic Ocean. The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely.

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Bob Smith
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF
For Information: CEQ. DoE O

0

O
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WASHINGTON, DC 20510
June 5, 2001

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We would like you to be aware of the grave concerns we would have ifa proposal
were put forth by your Administration to consider lifting the current moratorium on oil and
natural gas exploration off of the Georges Bank in the North Atlantic Ocean. Our concern
stems from a recent recommendation from a federal advisory panel, the Natural Gas
Subcommittee of the Outer Continental Shelf Policy Committee, that, if approved, would
direct the Minerals Management Service to collect seismic data to determine the five best
prospects for natural gas reserves. The Georges Bank is reported to be one of these
prospects.

As you are aware, both the United States and Canada have moratoria on oil and gas
exploration until 2012 for the ecologically sensitive Georges Bank. We heartily agree with
the moratoria and strongly believe that the moratoria should not be lifted on this 185-mile-
long bank that stretches from Nova Scotia to Cape Cod - five-sixths of which is owned by
the U.S. This broad, shallow fishing ground is one of the world's most productive, and
current available natural gas reserves in the U.S. dwarf those which are projected to be
available on the Georges Bank.

Of note, 89 percent of proven gas reserves, both on and offshore, in the United
States are in areas with no restrictions on natural gas drilling. Of onshore reserves alone,
90.7 percent are completely open to drilling and 84 percent of estimated reserves on the
Outer Continental Shelf are also unrestricted. We, therefore, do not believe that it is
necessary to revisit the moratorium on drilling for natural gas or oil on Georges Bank.

In light of the importance of the Georges Bank fisheries to our commercial and
recreational fishermen, and realizing the potentially negative environmental impacts that
ocean oil and gas drilling could have on the tourist economies of our coastal communities,
we strongly urge you not to repeal the moratorium on oil and gas exploration on the
Georges Bank. Thank you for you consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

OLYMPL J+90WES SUSAN M. COLLINS
United c es Senator United States Senator
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The President
June 5, 2001
Page two

LIN CO
LINCOLN D. CHAFB JDD GREGG BOB SMITH
United States Senator United States Senator United States Senator
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Fnday, March 23, 2001 8:57AM
To: 'CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: 'Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; 'Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'
Subject: RE: Ch. 6 -- energy efficiency

Charlie,

If we could please get specific language, we would be happy to include.

Margoz

----- Original Message-----
From: CharlesM. Smitheovp.eop.gov'intern-.
(mailto:Charles M. Smith8ovp.eop.govJ
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 8:31 Py.
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Maroc
Cc: Andrew_D. Lundquist@ovp.eop.govt-r.terne:;
Karen Y. Knutsoneovp.eop.govinterne:
Subject: Ch. 6 -- energy efficiency

Joe
Margo-

---------------- rorwardez: o Cnaries M. Smith/OVP/EOP on
03/23/2001
08:27M ---------------

John L. Howard Jr.
03/23/2001 07:15:38 AM

Record Type: Record

To: Charles M. Smith/OVP/EO?PEO?

cc: Karer Y. Knutson/OVP/EOPEO?
Subject: Ch. 6 -- energy efficiency
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Tuesday. March 27, 2001 6:49 PM
To: Charles Smith (E-mail)
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: update

Charlie,

Margot
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2001 8:59 AM
To: Charles Smith (E-mail); Kelliher, Joseph; Karen Knutson (E-mail)
Cc: Conti, John; Haspel. Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, William;

KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay, Melchert, Elena; Cook,
Trevor; Breed, William: 'jkstier@bpa.gov': York, Michael; Freitas, Christopher; Friedrichs,
Mark; Pumphrey, David; Kolevar, Kevin

Subject: Status report from DOE

Charlie.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Thursday, April 05. 2001 4:54 PM
To: 'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet': Kelliher. Joseph
Cc: 'WheelerE@state.gov%intemet
Subject: RE: IA comments on State's Chapter

Charlic,

Margot

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%interne:
{mailto:Charies M. Smitheovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2001 4:43 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot
Cc: WheelerE@state.gov%internet
Subject: IA comments on State's Chapter

Joe

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2001 9:13 AM
To: Charles Smith (E-mail)
Cc: Conti, John; Haspel. Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood. Andrea; Breed, William;

KYDES, ANDY; Whatley. Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch. Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook.
Trevor; Breed, William; 'jkstier@bpa.gov'; York, Michael; Freitas. Christopher; Friedrichs,
Mark; Pumphrey, David; Kolevar, Kevin; Scalingi, Paula; 'caball@bpa.gov'; Kelliher. Joseph

Subject: DOE NEP Chapter Update

Charlie,

Margot
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2001 12:16 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay; Zimmerman. MaryBeth
Cc: 'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar. Kevin;

'commcoll@aol.com%intemer
Subject: RE: Photographs for NEPD Report

Jay and MaryBeth,

Please make sure you coordinate with me cn the NEP photographs as I have
the most recent copies of the chapters :I edit them every day when I get
comments from other agencies.

Charlie

Marcot

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles M. Smithfovp.eop.govinternet
[mailto:Charles M. Smith~ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2001 12:01 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph: Kolevar, Kevin; Anderson, Margot;
commmcoll@aol com%internet
Cc: Andrew D._Lundquistiovp.eop.qovinternet;
Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.govinterne:; John fenzel@ovp.eop.govinterret;
commcoll@aol.cominternet
Subject: Photographs for NEPD Report

Ma rgot
Joe
Kevin

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2001 8:46AM
To: 'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet'; Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevin;

'Galloglysj@State.gov%intemet'; 'McManusmt@State.gov%/intemet';
'Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%intemet; 'commcoll@aol.com%intemet':
'WheelerE@State.gov%intemet'

Cc: 'Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet';'Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet';
'John_fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%internet'; 'Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'

Subject: RE: Reformatted Chapters

Charlie,

Margot

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles M. Smithiovp.eop.gov;interne:
[mailto:Charles_M._Smithlovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2001 6:57 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevir. Anderson, Margot;
Galloglysj State.gov%internet; K-:'anusrt.?S ate.govinternet;
Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%interne'; =crmncl!l@aol.com%internet;
WheelerE@State.govincernet
Cc: Andrew D. Lundquist@ovp.eop.cov-internet;
Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%ir.ernet; Jcn- fenzelovp.eop.govinternet;
Kjerszen drager@ovp.eop.qovin:ernet
Subject: Reformatted Chapters

All right, let's try this again. I believe last Friday, March 30,
20C1, I
requested the following:

Message follows:

Could you, by Monday noon, send me your Chapter(s) in the format that I
requested on 3/26/01. As an example of what I'd like to see, I am
attaching Treasury's latest submission.

We've got to start plugging in where graphics and photographs go in the
chapters and seeing it laid out like that will help.

One last thing, please date your draft. That too will help.

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday. April 05, 2001 5:02PM
To: 'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%/intemet'; Kelliher. Joseph
Cc: WheelerE@state.gov%internet'
Subject: RE: IA comments on State's Chapter

Charlie,

Margot

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.govinternet
[mailto:Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov)
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2001 4:43 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot
Cc: WheelerE@state.govinternet
Subject: IA comments on State's Chapter

Joe
Margot

CnarLie

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2001 6:03.PM
To: 'Kjersten_S._Drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; McSlarrow, Kyle; Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: 'Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; 'Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet';

'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%/intemet'
Subject: RE: Info. Needed ASAP For Chapter One...

Kjersten,

Margot

----- Original Message-----
From: Kjersten S _Drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet
nIailto:Kjersten S. Drager@ovp.ecp.gov)

Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2001 5:48 PM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot; Keiliher, Joseph
Cc: Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internec;
Andrew_D._LundquistCovp.eop.gov%internet;
Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.govinternet
Subject: Info. Needed ASPP For Chapter One...

(Sep attached file: Chapter One Assignments.doc)
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 5:49 PM
To: Charles Smith (E-mail)
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: fact checking the NEP

Charlie.

Margot
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 11:08 AM
To: 'KjerstenS._Drager@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; McSlarrow. Kyle; Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: 'Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet'; 'Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%intemet';

'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.govinternet'
Subject: RE: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Kiersten,

----- Original Message-----
From: Kjersten S. Drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet
[mailto:Kjerster S. Drageriovp.eop.gov)
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 10:56 AM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot; Kelliher, Joseph
C=: Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.govinternet;
Andrew D. Lundquistovp.eop.govinternet;
Charles M. Smithovp.eop.gov%internet
Subject: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Thanks so much' -Kiersten
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EJ MaryBeth Zimmerman .03/14/2001 05:29 PM

To: <Chares_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov>@intemet@HOMAIL @ HQDOE
cc: John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE

Mary Beth Zimmerman
Director of Planning
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585
Phone: 202.586.7249
Fax: 202.586.2176
e-mail: marybethzimmerman@ee.doe.gov

Renewables Chaoter Efficiency chaoter with Impacts chaoter - ed
<Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov> on 03/14/2001 04:57:50 PM

., , <CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov> on 03114/2001 04:57:50 PM

To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HOMAIL
cc:
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Charlie
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O MaryBeth Zimmerman 02/12/2001 06:59 PM

To: johnfenzel@ovp.eop.gov
cc:

Section D. revisPlease give a call if you have any questions. Thank you,

Mary Beth Zimmerman
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
Phone: 202/586-7249 Home: 703/979-7559
Fax: 202/586-2176
e-mail: marybeth.zimmerman@ee.doe.gov
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 9:02.AM
To: 'Poche, Michelle'; Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: New Chapter 9 from DOT

Michelle,

Margot

---- Original Message-----
From: Poche, Michelle [mailto:Michelle.Poche@ost.dotgov]
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 7:57 AM
To: Anderson, Margot; Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: FW: New Chapter 9 from DOT

---Original Message----.
From: Poche, Michelle
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 7:55 AM
To: 'Karen_Y._Knuson@ovp.eop.gov'; 'Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov'; John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov
Subject: New Chapter 9 from DOT

<< File: Ch9.03.26.doc >
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Friday, March 23. 2001 8:58 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: policy options

We will try our hardest

-Orginal Message----
From; Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 8:39 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject policy options
Importance: High

< File: neplist .doc >>
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 12:16 PM
To: Charles Smith (E-mail). Karen Knutson (E-mail)
Cc: Kelliher. Joseph
Subject: chapter 3 questions

Charlie and Karen,

Margot
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Karen Y. Knkltsor@tcvp.eoI..yo .:: 04.28'200C 03:0e:26 PM

To: James RannelslEE/DOE@DOE
cc:

Subject Re: Solar Home

Jim - can you fax all of these to me?? my fax is 456-1606 - and if we
decide to use it, I will get the version from you some other way - our
computer system doesn't let me open these documents -- it actually blocks
them!

Sorry for the hassle. Karen Knutson

(Embedded

image moved James.Rannels8ee.doe.gov
to file: 04/27/2001 05:41:27 PH
PIC07630.PCX)

Record Type: Record

To: Karen Y. Knuteon/OVP/EOP

cc: Robert.Dlxonaee.doe.gov, William.Parks6ee.doe.gov
Subject: Solar Home

(See attacnea iLle: Snea Homes brocnure.part
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1 D :- Shea Homes Brochure.pdf

I - PIC07630.PCX
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Dave Nevius i .v... ..
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:55 PM
To: Elena_S._Melchert@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph; dcook@nerc.com%intemet; Istuntz@sdsatty.com%intemet;

bnolan@nerc.com%intemet
Subject: Re: Please provide citations

Elena
From NERC's annual "Electricity Supply & Demand" reports:

Existing U.S. Transmission Miles, 230 kV and above, AC and DC:

Dec 31, 1989 - 146,595 miles
Dec 31, 1999 - 157,810 miles

This represents only.a 0.74% average annual increase in transmission
mileage over this period.

This compares to average annual increases in peak demand of 2.67%, in
net
energy for load of 2.13%, and in installed generating capacity of 0.86%.

Let me know if you need anything else.

Dave

At 01:45 PM 5/8/01, you wrote:
1Sirs: can you please verify and provide citation for the followoing
statement? .

>
>"....transmission cpapacity has increased by only 0.8percent annually
since
> -989..."
>Thanks!
>Elena Subia Melchert
>Office of the Vice President
>National Energy Policy Development Group
>Washington, D.C.
>202/456-5348
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^ A ̂ , ~ The Secretary of Energy 2001-017639
Washington, DC 20585!^\^/ ^~' ~ September 5, 2001

The Honorable Harry Reid
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Rcid:

Thank you for your recent letter to President Bush in which you and other
members of the Nevada Congressional Delegation expressed your concern that
the nuclear energy recommendations of the National Energy Policy could
influence future decisions on the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada
for a geological repository.

Our National Energy Policy is based on the principle that all Americans should
have affordable and reliable energy. The Administration has developed a
balanced approach to electricity supply, an approach that includes the use of
traditional sources of electricity supply such as nuclear energy. Nuclear energy
provides about 20 percent of the Nation's electricity supply without producing
harmful air emissions and nuclear power plants are among the most reliable and
efficient electricity sources available on the grid today. For these reasons, we
believe that nuclear energy is an important element of tomorrow's energy supply.
Industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are successfully moving
forward with relicensing of existing nuclear plants, and we expect that nearly all
of the 103 existing plants in this country will operate beyond their original
licenses. For the first time in decades, industry is also examining business cases
for new nuclear plant construction in the United States.

Regardless of the future of nuclear energy in the United States, the Federal
Government must meet its obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act We
must address the existing legacy of high-level radioactive waste, and to meet this
objective, we believe that a geologic repository is required. At present, there are
over 40,000 metric tons of spent fuel from nuclear power generation plus
significant quantities of Department of Energy and Navy spent fuel, surplus
plutonium, and vitrified high-level waste resulting from national security and
environmental cleanup missions that must be safely managed. Regardless of
whether new nuclear plants are built, renewal of the Price Andmeon Act is needed
to enable the Department to meet its environmental cleanup obligations and
operate our facilities safely.
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The Department has conducted an extensive program of investigative science at
Yucca Mountain, and the scientific analysis is still underway. My decision on
whether to recommend Yucca Mountain for development as a repository will
follow the processes outlined by the law and will be based on sound science. I
will not prejudge the outcome. I, too, want to ensure that health and safety
concerns of the people of Nevada have been fully addressed.

This Administration is committed to working closely with Congress as we move
forward implementing an integrated and comprehensive National Energy Policy.
If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me or Mr. Dan
Brouillctte, Director, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs, on
(202) 586-5450.

Sincerely,

- --r, Spencer Abraham
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

September 5, 2001

The Honorable John Ensign
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ensign:

Thank you for your recent letter to President Bush in which you and other
members of the Nevada Congressional Delegation expressed your concern that
the nuclear energy recommendations of the National Energy Policy could
influence future decisions on the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada
for a geological repository.

Our National Energy Policy is based on the principle that all Americans should
have affordable and reliable energy. The Administration has developed a
balanced approach to electricity supply, an approach that includes the use of
traditional sources of electricity supply such as nuclear energy. Nuclear energy
provides about 20 percent of the Nation's electricity supply without producing
harmful air emissions and nuclear power plants are among the most reliable and
efficient electricity sources available on the grid today. For these reasons, we
believe that nuclear energy is an important element of tomorrow's energy supply.
Industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are successfully moving
forward with relicensing of existing nuclear plants, and we expect that nearly all
of the 103 existing plants in this country will operate beyond their original
licenses. For the first time in decades, industry is also examining business cases
for new nuclear plant construction in the United States.

Regardless of the future of nuclear energy in the United States, the Federal
Government must meet its obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. We
must address the existing legacy of high-level radioactive waste, and to meet this
objective, we believe that a geologic repository is required. At present, there are
over 40,000 metric tons of spent fuel from nuclear power generation plus
significant quantities of Department of Energy and Navy spent fuel, surplus
plutonium, and vitrified high-level waste resulting from national security and
environmental cleanup missions that must be safely managed. Regardless of
whether new nuclear plants are built, renewal of the Price Anderson Act is needed
to enable the Department to meet its environmental cleanup obligations and
operate our facilities safely.
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The Department has conducted an extensive program of investigative science at
Yucca Mountain, and the scientific analysis is still underway. My decision on
whether to recommend Yucca Mountain for development as a repository will
follow the processes outlined by the law and will be based on sound science. I
will not prejudge the outcome. I, too, want to ensure that health and safety
concerns of the people of Nevada have been fully addressed.

This Administration is committed to working closely with Congress as we move
forward implementing an integrated and comprehensive National Energy Policy.
If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me or Mr. Dan
Brouillette, Director, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs, on
(202) 586-5450.

Sincerely,

Spencer Abraham
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

Scptcmbcr 5, 2001

The Honorable Shelley Berkley
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Berkley:

Thank you for your recent letter to President Bush in which you and other
members of the Nevada Congressional Delegation expressed your concern that
the nuclear energy recommendations of the National Energy Policy could
influence future decisions on the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada
for a geological repository.

Our National Energy Policy is based on the principle that all Americans should
have affordable and reliable energy. The Administration has developed a
balanced approach to electricity supply, an approach that includes the use of
traditional sources ofelectricity supply such as nuclear energy. Nuclear energy
provides about 20 percent of the Nation's electricity supply without producing
harmful air emissions and nuclear power plants are among the most reliable and
efficient electricity sources available on the grid today. For these reasons, we
believe that nuclear energy is an important element of tomorrow's energy supply.
Industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are successfully moving
forward with relicensing of existing nuclear plants, and we expect that nearly all
of the 103 existing plants in this country will operate beyond their original
liccnses. For the first time in decades, industry is also examining business cases
for new nuclear plant construction in the United States.

Regardless of the future of nuclear energy in the United States, the Federal
Government must meet its obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act We
must address the existing legacy of high-level radioactive waste, and to meet this
objective, we believe that a geologic repository is required. At present, there are
over 40,000 metric tons of spent fuel from nuclear power generation plus
significant quantities of Department of Energy and Navy spent fuel, surplus
plutonium, and vitrified high-level waste resulting from national security and
environmental cleanup missions that must be safely managed. Regardless of
whether new nuclear plants are built, renewal of the Price Anderson Act is needed
to enable the Department to meet its environmental cleanup obligations and
operate our facilities safely.
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The Department has conducted an extensive program of investigative science at
Yucca Mountain, and the scientific analysis is still underway. My decision on
whether to recommend Yucca Mountain for development as a repository will
follow the processes outlined by the law and will be based on sound science. I
will not prejudge the outcome. I, too, want to ensure that health and safety
concerns of the people of Nevada have been fully addressed.

This Administration is committed to working closely with Congress as we move
forward implementing an integrated and comprehensive National Energy Policy.
If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me or Mr. Dan
Brouillette, Director, Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs, on
(202) 586-5450.

Sincerely,

Spencer Abraham
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

Septernber 5, 2001

The Honorable Jim Gibbons
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Gibbons:

Thank you for your recent letter to President Bush in which you and other
members of the Nevada Congressional Delegation expressed your concern that
the nuclear energy recommendations of the National Energy Policy could
influence future decisions on the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada
for a geological repository.

Our National Energy Policy is based on the principle that all Americans should
have affordable and reliable energy. The Administration has developed a
balanced approach to electricity supply, an approach that includes the use of
traditional sources of electricity supply such as nuclear energy. Nuclear energy
provides about 20 percent of the Nation's electricity supply without producing
harmful air emissions and nuclear power plants are among the most reliable and
efficient electricity sources available on the grid today. For these reasons, we
believe that nuclear energy is an important element of tomorrow's energy supply.
Industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission arc successfully moving
forward with relicensing of existing nuclear plants, and we expect that nearly all
of the 103 existing plants in this country will operate beyond their original
licenses. For the first time in decades, industry is also examining business cases
for new nuclear plant construction in the United States.

Regardless of the future of nuclear energy in the United States, the Federal
Government must meet its obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. We
must address the existing legacy of high-level radioactive waste, and to meet this
objective, we believe that a geologic repository is required. At present, there are
over 40,000 metric tons of spent fuel from nuclear power generation plus
significant quantities of Department of Energy and Navy spent fuel, surplus
plutonium, and vitrified high-level waste resulting from national security and
environmental cleanup missions that must be safely managed. Regardless of
whether new nuclear plants are built, renewal of the Price Andcrson Act is needed
to enable the Department to meet its environmental cleanup obligations and
operate our facilities safely.
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The Department has conducted an extensive program of investigative science at
Yucca Mountain, and the scientific analysis is still underway. My decision on
whether to recommend Yucca Mountain for development as a repository will
follow the processes outlined by the law and will be based on sound science. I
will not prejudge the outcome. 1, too, want to ensure that health and safety
concerns of the people of Nevada have been fully addressed.

This Administration is committed to working closely with Congress as we move
forward implementing an integrated and comprehensive National Energy Policy.
If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me or Mr. Dan
Brouillette, Director, Office of Congressional and Intergovcrnrnntal Affairs, on
(202) 586-5450.

Sincerely,

Spencer Abraham
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE
REFERRAL

July 20, 2001

2001-017639 7/25 A 10:39

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY WICOPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

I0: 488493

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MAY 23, 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE HARRY REID
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES CONCERN REGARDING THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY
DEVELOPMENT GROUP RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING NUCLEAR WASTE

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72, THE WHITE HOUSE. 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT -THE WHITE HOUSE
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THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488493
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 06/01/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE HARRY REID

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES CONCERN REGARDING THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING NUCLEAR WASTE

ACTION DISPOSmION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICE/AGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYWMM/DD RESP D YY/MMW D

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001105/30 /fJ A Jw /f I1

ACTION COMMENTS
/C RY

ACTION CS MENTS: _____________

CO \ AES ION COMMENTS: ^

ACTION CO ENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 3 SIGNEES

ACTION COOe: DISPBwION co00: OUrTOc G cORaiSPNOIEtCE:
A - PPOPRIATE ACTnON A -ASWEREO TYPE RESP - IT-LS Of SIGNER
C CONfENTtRECOMMENDElON -O- C-SEPGEFEkRAL CODE * A
-DRFT RESPONSE C o COMPLETED COITED * DATE Of OFTGONG
-FURNS FACT SMEET S- USPENDED

I - IO10 COPYINO ACT E CCESSARY
DIRECT REPLY W/ COPY

S -FOR SICOATURE
X -. INTE RjBLY

REFER QUESTKIONS AND ROTINO UPDATES TO RECORID MNARAIEfENT (ROOM 72, OOeDI EXCT4Z50
KEEP THtS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TOD HE ORUOIIAL ICOMSIO LETTR AT AL TIMES AND SED COMPLETE RECORD TO
RECORDS M.AMYaewT.
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June 12, 2001

Dear Senator Reid:

Thank you for your recent letter opposing the increase of nuclear power because it
might increase the possiblity of Yucca Mountain becoming a nuclear waste repository.
The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

1 have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Harry Reid
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

O
O
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June 12, 2001

Dear John:

Thank you for your recent letter opposing the increase of nuclear power because it
might increase the possiblily of Yucca Mountain becoming a nuclear waste repository.
The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely.

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable John Ensign
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

0
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June 12, 2001

Dear Representative Berkley:

Thank you for your recent letter opposing the increase of nuclear power because it
might increase the possiblity of Yucca Mountain becoming a nuclear waste repository.
The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Shelley Berklcy
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington. DC 20515

O

0
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June 12, 2001

Dear Representative Gibbons:

Thank you for your recent letter opposing the increase of nuclear power because it
might increase the possiblity of Yucca Mountain becoming a nuclear waste repository.
The President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Jim Gibbons
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

C0

-1103
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HARRY REID
NEVADA

united Btats senate
WASHINGTON. DC 20510-2803

May 23, 2001

President George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We are writing in regard to the recently released report by the National Energy Policy
Development Group. "National Energy Policy". As you know, this report encourages an increase
in the use of nuclear power. Despite tremendous effort, however, our nation still has not
developed a sound science and policy program to deal with the existing waste. Although the
report recommends using the "best science to provide a deep geologic repository for nuclear
waste," no nation, including the United States, has found a suitable geologic repository to safely
isolate the waste.

As you know, we are deeply concerned about this issue, because the only site being
considered for a proposed repository is at Yucca Mountain, Nevada This site would be located
approximately 90 miles from Las Vegas, the largest city in Nevada and one of the fastest growing
cities in the United States. In addition to being home to more than 1.3 million Nevadans. Las
Vegas and its neighboring communities draw more than 30 million visitors each year. Nevada
communities rely on the water resources below Yucca Mountain for drinking water, livestock
production, and other agriculture activities. Radiation contamination of this groundwater or the
surrounding environment would create an unacceptable human health risk and would threaten the
tourism and recreation-based economy, which provides jobs and important tax revenue to Nevada
and its communities.

We are concerned that the report's recommendation for more nuclear power production
will lead to additional pressure to move forward on Yucca Mountain, despite the known scientific
and public policy shortcomings. Because of these concerns, we cannot support:

(1) the relicensing of existing nuclear power plants or the licensing of new nuclear
power plants; or

(2) the reauthorization of the Price-Anderson Act, a controversial Department of
Energy and nuclear power industry liability program.

The continued prosperity of our nation depends upon an evolution in the way our nation
produces and uses energy. We cannot support, however, any initiatives that increase the
possibility that Yucca Mountain will become the repository for the nation's nuclear waste. We

( Wtur: 0 0 CCo,. LED . PAK[ I
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are willing to work with you to address these problems and make this energy report a document
that all Americans can support.

We appreciate your consideration of our concerns and look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

HARRY REID NSIGN
U.S. Senator .S. Senator

GIBBONS
of ~ConcsU (Se aMember of Congress
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2001 10:17 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: FW: status

Forgot to cc you on my latest e-exchange with Charlie.

----- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday. March 27, 2001 10:17 AM
To: 'Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.govinterre:'
Cc: 'Andrew D. Lundquist@ovp.eop. oviinterne ';
'KarenY._Knutson@ovp.eop.govinternet';
'John Fenzelovp.eop.govinternet'
Subject: RE: status

Charlie,

Marqot

----- Original Message-----
From: Cnarles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov.internet
[mailto:Charles M. Smith@ovp.ep..oov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2001 9:32 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Andrew D. Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov.interne;:
Karen Y._KnutsonCovp.eop.govinternet; John_Fenzelovp.eop.govinternet
Subject: status

Margot:

Thanks

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson. Margot
Sent: Tuesday, April 03. 2001 2:24 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: chapter 3 blues

Joe,

Margot
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THE WHITE.HOUSE OFFICE
REFERRAL

July 02, 2001

.TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: INFO COPY ONLYINO ACTION NECESSARY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 488638

MEDIA: LETTER. DATED JUN 06. 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE MAX BAUCUS
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: REQUESTS THE PRESIDENT TO DENY CALIFORNIA'S WAIVER REQUEST

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72 THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT -THE WHITE HOUSE
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* - 'THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 488536
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 0611312001 2001-018401 8/6 A 10:07
NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE MAX BAUCUS

SUBJECT: REQUESTS THE PRESIDENT TO DENY CALIFORNA'S WAIVER REQUEST

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICEIAGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYIMMIDD RESP D YYWMMIDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 20010t6/13 '/

ACTION COMMENTS

ACTIQN R _MLiNS; G _I__

ACTION COMMENTS:

£ePA A _ _,,
0/ ACTION COMMENTS:0 1 , U

_______________ CrC 01 ii-^__

ACTION COMMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDmONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE:

ACTtn COoES: DOIOs5m3OI CooES: OUTGOmG CORESfONENCE:
A -APPROPRATE ACTION A- ASWERED TYPE RESP * INITLS OF SIGNER
C -COrMENT1RECOMMElOETION 6 -NONtEPC-REFERRALU COCE * A
O DRAFT RESPONSE C -COPLETED COPLETEO = 0ATE OF O UTING
F .FuRt4tIN FAC SHEET S 5USPENDEO
I INFO COPYNRO ACT NECCESSARIy
Rt OIRECT REPLY WI COPY
S FOR SIGNATURE
x - ,ITERIM REPY

REFER OUESTIOIS AND ROUTING UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROM 72. OEOB) EXT425S
KEEP TIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED 10 THE ORIGINAL INCOM1NG LETTER AT ALU TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD to
RECORDS LMAAGEMENT.
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June 25, 2001

Dear Max:

Thank you for your recent letter regarding California's waiver request from the 2%federal oxygenated fuel requirement. The Presid c nt certainly appreciates your concernand suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the EnergyTask Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your commentsare receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010626
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MAX A8.JCUS
-MON1ANA

^'OIA^ lof faE( A e

united Sl atcs cnatc
WASHINGTON. DC 20510-2602 .. .i.. ... ..... b. .

June 8, 2001

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to reiterate that I do not support California's
waiver request from the 2% federal oxygenated fuel requirement.

In my opinion, California fails to meet the Clean Air Act's
statutory requirements for such a waiver. As you know, the waiver can
only be granted if the Administration finds that Ethanol 'prevents or
interferes with the attainment" of air pollution standards. I am
certain that this conclusion could not be factually supported.

Ethanol - an oxygenate alternative to MTBE - reduces carbon
monoxide levels better than any other reformulated gasoline. And
unlike petroleum-based MTBE, Ethanol is a renewable energy source.
The Renewable Fuels Associatior (RFAI position on the issue is clear,
and they are quick to recognize the benefits of Ethanol: "The U.S.
Ethanol industry will absolutely meet California's oxygenate demand.
providing clean air, clean water and clean fuels without increasing
consumer gasoline prices." In addition, the hio-fuel Ethanol creates
an important agriculture market for our nation's farmers.

It is important to maintain a balance between our energy use and
our environmental obligations; but these do not necessarily have to be
conflicting ends. We must improve our energy technologies and develop
energy resources that lead to greater economic stability, increased
international competitiveness and a healthier environment. Ethanol
can deliver all of these benefit-, as -e;l as many others.

I hope that you -ill deny California's waiver request. If you
have any questions on this issue, please do not hesitate to contact
me. I look forward to your response.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

MSB/ser

SL'£,*CS a0t(«l SV111 0 . 'u*l I't'T.T ! ISSOV4O0, 6~ ' '0 lO I ·0 · ·ant ·*fle. 'e0 b f e. *r, at w0Su lo '0t6) )fl'
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August 8, 2001

Vice President Richard B. Cheney
The White House
Washington, DC 20501

Dear Mr. Vice President:

We are writing to express our strong support for increasing the amount of funding that
the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) may borrow from the U.S. Treasury.

As investor-owned utilities, consumer-owned utilities, industrial customers, and
independent power producers, all doing business in the Pacific Northwest, we often
disagree on matters relating to the Northwest power system. But we are absolutely united
on at least one point: that substantially increasing the reliability and capacity of the BPA
transmission system is essential to the economic health of both the Northwest and the
entire West

The BPA transmission system is already heavily constrained as it attempts to serve
existing loads and generation facilities, and the problem is only going to get worse unless
dramatic steps are taken. As the report of your Energy Task Force made clear, new
generation facilities are essential to solving the electricity crisis. Right now, the call for
new generation is being answered - developers have announced plans to build many new
plants in the Northwest. This new generation will benefit consumers in all 11 Western
states served by the regional transmission system known as the western interconnection.

But those new generation facilities cannot help solve the supply problem unless they are
interconnected to a reliable regional transmission system. Because BPA owns and
operates over 75 percent of the high-voltage transmission system in the Northwest, and
no major investments have been made i that system for over a decade, the transmission
system that would bring these new supplies to consumers is simply not prepared to do the
job. Unless relieved through substantial infrastructure improvements, the constraints that
plague the BPA transmission system will prolong the current electricity crisis and
contribute to future crises.

We understand that solving this problem will not be free. All BPA transmission
customers will bear the total costs ofBPA's transmission investments through
transmission rates. In turn, the revenues from transmission rates will be used by BPA to
repay all the money borrowed from the Treasury, with interest. But we cannot move
forward toward a solution until the federal government does its part by increasing BPA's
borrowing authority.
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One recent development gives us, and hopefully you, extra confidence that this new
borrowing authority will be well spent. To assure that BPA properly prioritizes its
transmission investments, a technical review committee consisting ofBPA's transmission
customers was recently created, and is already beginning its work. This review process
(which received the full support of the Senate Appropriations Committee in its July 13
report on the Energy and Water Development Appropriations bill) will allow meaningful
customer input and thereby help assure that BPA's transmission investments will provide
the most cost-effective, reliable service for the region's consumers.

In conclusion, we ask that you put the Administration on record as supporting an increase
in BPA's borrowing authority for FY 2002, so that BPA can immediately move ahead on
critical, multi-year investments in the transmission system. We also ask that you
promptly transmit a statement of your views to the Senate and House Appropriations
Committees. With the Administration's support, we are hopeful that this matter will be
successfully concluded when those Committees meet in conference on the Energy and
Water Appropriations bill after the August recess.

Kris Mikkelscn Al Gonzalez
General Manager General Manager Patrick Ashby
Inland Power & Light Central Electric General Manager

Cooperative, Inc. Tillamook Public Utility
District

,j s.uS -u&^.H Qu S'PD
James W Sanders David E. Piper
General Manger Don Godard Chief Executive Officer
Benton Public Utility Manager Pacific Northwest
District Grant Public Utility District Gcnerating Company

Pamela G. Lesh
Vice President James C. Miller
Public Policy & Regulatory Senior Vice President Brett Wilcox
Affairs Delivery President
Porland General Electric Idaho Power Company Goldendale Aluminum and
Company Northwest Aluminum

2
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Jack Haffey
President and Chief Gary Zarker Gary Ely
Operating Officer Superintendent Chairman, Pres. & CEO
The Montana Power Seattle City Light Avista Corp.
Company

Alan Richardson Jeny Leone Charles E. Martin
Chairman of the Board Manager President
PacifiCorp Public Power Council National Energy Systems

Company
Sumas Energy, Inc.

Executive Director Paul T. Champagne M. Steven Eldridge
Washington PUD President General Manager & CEO
Association PPL Global Umatilla Electric

Cooperative

Randy L. Berggren

Mark Gendron General Manager
Manager Eugene Water & ElectricManager BBoard
Idaho Falls Power

cc: Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham
Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Robert C. Byrd
House Appropriations Committee Chairman C.W. Young
Senate Budget Committee Chairman Kent Conrad
House Budget Committee Chairman Jim Nussle
Senate Energy Committee Chairman JcffBingaman
House Energy and Commerce Chairman WJ. "Billy" Tauzin
OMB Director Mitchell E. Daniels Jr.
NW members of Congress
Governor Dirk Kempthome
Governor John Kitzhabcr
Governor Gary Lock
Governor Judy Martz

3
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

August 1 7.2001

2001-019469 Aug 21 A 11:23

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: INFO COPY ONLY/NO ACTION NECESSARY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 491474

MEDIA LETTER, DATED JUL 11. 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE JOSEPH CROWLEY
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON. DC 20515

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES CONCERN REGARDING THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY
DEVELOPMENT GROUP (NEPO) RECOMMENDATION TO SUPPORT THE BAKU-
CEYHAN PIPELINE AND ITS ASSUMED COMMERCIAL VIABILITY

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE. WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT. ROOM 72. THE WHITE HOUSE. 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE
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' THE WHITE HOUSE I. 491474
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 07125/2001

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE JOSEPH CROWLEY

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES CONCERN REGARDING THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP
(NEPD) RECOMMENDATION TO SUPPORT THE BAKU-CEYHAN PIPELINE AND ITS ASSUMED
COMMERCIAL VIABILITY

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICEIAGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YYIMM/DD RESP D YYIMMRDD

LEGISLAIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001107f25 NL, -J Z.. /7

ACTION COMMENTS: _e ^---

.0 -p a. ____ ___ __ ___ ii

ACTION COMMENTS: _________

ACTION COMMENTS:_

COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDIVIDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 35 SIGNEES

ACTION COOES: DISPOnITION COOES: OUTGOIGC CORESPOuNDEICE:
A. APPROPRIATE ACTION A ANSWERED TYPE RESP - INITLALS OF SIGNER
C ·COIMENTIRECOMEOENDETIDw ..NO-.SEPCEFERRAL COOE = A
C -DRAFT RESPONSE C -COMLETEO COMPLETED - DATE OF OtUGOMG
F -FURNISH FACt SEET S -SUSPENDED
I INFO COPYNO ACT NECCESSARY
R D·RECT REPLY W/ COPY
S -FOR SIGNATURE
X -INTERIM REPLY

REFER QUESTIONS AND ROUTING UPOATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 7Z. OEOB) EXT-6259
KEEP THIS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.
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July 31. 2001

Dear Joe:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your concern with the proposed Baku-
Ccyhan pipeline route that bypasses Armenia and encouraging the United States to take
a more balanced approach to energy resources in the Caucasus. The President certainly
appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area- Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Joe Knollenberg
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Bcc w/ copy for appropriate action: VPTF
For Information: DOS

4' Cfa rc(..l,

01 0802
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ongrts of tfe Biniteb state! &IW/ 7/
allattgton. ]IC 20515

July 11, 2001

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear President Bush:

We arc writing to express our concern regarding the National Energy Policy
Development Group (NEPD) recommendation to support the Baku-Ccyhan pipeline and its
assumed commercial viability.

Despite its proclaimed multiple pipeline policy, the Clinton Administration exclusively
promoted the Baku-Ceyhan pipeline, the viability of which many experts question. In Cato's
recent Foreign Policy Briefing The Great Game. Round 2: Washington's Misguided Supportfor
the Baku-Ceyhan Oil Pipeline, Stanley Kober notes that the pipeline "far from promoting U.S.
interests in the region, undermines them." Another report by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace reinforces Cato's conclusion that the Baku-Ceyhan pipeline is not
commercially viable and notes that pursuit of this pipeline only "exacerbated tensions between
the United States and Russia and did little to advance U.S. interests. 'Given this analysis, we
believe that the United States should take a more balanced approach to energy resources in the
Caucasus.

As you may know, the proposed Baku-Ceyhan pipeline route originating in the
Azerbaijani capital of Baku and terminating at the Turkish port of Ceyhan via Georgia, explicitly
bypasses Armenia at the insistence of Azerbaijan. Tbe demands by Azerbaijan to bypass
Armenia come despite the knowledge that a trans-Armenia route is the most reliable, direct and
cost-effective route, and certainly one of the most tangible actions in support of regional
integration and cooperation. It has been estimated that a pipeline from Baku to Ceyhan that
traverses Armenia would save approximately $600 million over the current proposed route.

Exclusion of one country in regional projects only fosters instability. The United States
should make it clear that Armenia must be included in regional and trans-regional economic
plans and projects. Without cast-west transportation and commercial corridors, Armenia is
forced to orient its strategic and trade policies on a north-south basis for its survival and
continues to be isolated from the economies of the west The United States must not acquiesce to
Azerbaijan's demands to exclude Armenia from all east-west commercial corridors and energy
routes. If the Caucasus region is to move forward, we must ensure that all countries move
forward together at the same time. Choosing winners and losers in the Caucasus will not
promote regional stability, economic integration and peace.

Secretary of State Colin Powell has stated that Armenia's integration into international
institutions remains a priority for the United States. However, continuing the prior
Administration's policy of unilateral acceptance of Azerbaijan's demands that the pipeline
bypass Armenia runs counter to U.S. policy objectives for the region and only serves to further
isolate Armenia Armenia's exclusion from regional economric and commercial undertakings in
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the South Caucasus hinders U.S. policy goals of promoting regional stability based upon the
development of strong political, economic and security ties among all countries of the Caucasus
and the United States. Therefore, we believe that Armenia, which represents the most reliable,
direct and cost-effective East-West oil and gas pipeline route, must not be excluded.

We strongly urge you to reexamine the NEPD Group's recommendations regarding the
Caucasus and review all current and future oil and gas pipeline routes, as well as other east-west
commercial corridors and regional development projects, to ensure that all countries of the South
Caucasus are included.

SSin rely,
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July 31. 2001

Dear Pat:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your strong support for increased natural
gas development in order to meet the growing demand for these necessary fuels. The
President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who arc formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very imponant maner.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Pat Roberts
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

01-0802
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July 31. 2001

Dear Senator Johnson:

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your strong support for increased natural
gas development in order to meet the growing demand for these necessary fuels. The
President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

[ have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are recciving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Tim Johnson
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010802
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WASHINGTON, DC 20510

July 17, 2001

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We agree with you and Vice President Cheney on the critical need for increased natural gas and oil
production in the United States. It is important that the Administration focus on policies that
encourage the responsible development of these natural resources. The nation needs policies that
can mitigate the impact of the boom and bust cycle caused by world oil prices.

Moreover, our rural farm states must have dependable and affordable supplies of natural gas, fuel,
and lubrication products for farms, ranches, and homes to keep our nation's economy strong and
to produce the abundant, safe and affordable food and fiber supply that benefits consumers in this
country and around the world.

As we work together on formulating a comprehensive yet balanced energy policy, we want to
share our strong support for increased domestic natural gas development, scheduled for approval
in December 2001. Our nation's decision to use natural gas for electricity production impacts not
only those on fixed incomes whose heating bills have doubled, but also producers who face
exorbitant input costs. Since January, 2000, the average daily price for natural gas has jumped
from $2.37 per MMBtu to an average in December 2000 of $8.80 and a contract price for January
2001 of $9.90.

U.S. production of natural gas has dropped 14 percent, from a peak in 1973 at 21.7 trillion cubic
feet. to the current level of 18.7 trillion cubic feet At the same time, natural gas demand is
projected to increase from 45-62 percent nationwide by the year 2020, and electricity generation
fueled by natural gas is estimated to increase 200 percent in that same time period.

Mr. President. tapping domestic sources will increase our natural gas supply to meet these
demands. More natural gas will reduce market pressures that increase heating and energy bills.
Furthermore, our producers will have an affordable supply of natural gas for irrigation, grain
drying, food processing, and fertilizer.

Agriculture. small businesses owners, rural and low-income consumers, and the nation are best
served if potential domestic energy alternatives are considered as part of an overall national energy
policy debate. rather than in isolation. Gulf of Mexico exploration and production have allowed
for the growing use of natural gas and oil--vital parts of this nation's productive economy and
energy future that limit imports. Moreover. America's farmers and food producers are this
nation's frontline environmental stewards. They are sensitive to the ongoing need to protect and
conserve soil. air and water quality, as well as the Gulf of Mexico's waters and beaches.

/r / f7 -Y;/'
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If we arc to meet the growing demand for these necessary fuels, and for U.S. agriculture to remain
productive and competitive, it is imperative that domestic reserves are explored and developed as
soon and as safely as possible in the context of a balanced energy policy. Thank you for your
consideration.

Sincerely, / )

Tim Jiohnss Pat Roberts
United States Senate United States Senate
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2001-019419
H(^I^>Q Department of Energy

Washington. DC 20585

SEP 6 c 2001

Mr. Bob Thompson
Jefferson Consulting Group. LLC
1401 K Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Thompson:

Thank you for your memorandum dated July 6, 2001 to Vice President Chcney
concerning the potential for Mitsubishi Electric's Flexible AC Transmission
System (FACTS) technology to help solve today's electric transmission problems.
Your letter has been referred to the Department of Energy for reply.

The Department's Office of Power Technologies performs research and
development on electric power delivery systems including real time control
systems, advanced composite conductors. superconducting equipment, and energy
storage systems. These technologies, along with FACTS controllers and high
voltage direct current ( HVDC) technology, have the potential for enhancing the
capacity of the existing North American grid without the construction of new
overhead transmission lines. We are quite familiar with FACTS devices and their
capabilities. and the Department's power marketing authorities, Bonneville Power
Administration and Western Area Power Administration, are now operating
several variations of these controllers. In addition, the Department has followed
the installation and star-up by other utilities of several other variations of FACTS
controllers. These controllers certainly offer versatile and unique solutions to
relieve today's grid congestion.

For your information. the Dcpartment is launching a National Transmission Grid
Sludy that will be announced in the near future. This study will include the
opporunity for public comment on major issue areas we think will influence
creation of an improved North American grid under competitive electricity
markets. One of the issue areas for which the Department is seeking comment is
on the emerging transmission technologies like those listed above. The web site:
www.ntes.doc. ov will have information on how to submit comments.
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Thank you again for information onthe FACTS technology, and your interest in

the nation's energy needs. Should you have further questions. please contact

Philip Overholt (202 586-81 10) in the Office of Power Technologies.

Sincerely,

Robert K. Dixon, h.D.
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Office of Power Technologies
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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2001-019419 8/20 P 3:41

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
WAS H INGTON

01i q 9 .c q 2NUr20 P 34 1
TO: Ms. Carol A. Kennedy

Executive Secretariat
Room 7E-054 Forrestal Building
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20585

DATE: August 16,2001

We are forwarding the enclosed constituent mail addressed to the Vice President because your
agency has the expertise to evaluate the technical suggestions, products and procedures that are
recormmended to alleviate the energy crisis. These constituents have been notified that they will
be bearing directly from your department

Should you have questions, you may reach me by telephone at 202.456.9002 or by fax at
202.456.7044.

Sincerely,

Ceclia Boyer
Special Assistant to the Vice President

for Correspondence
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MEMORANDUM 1

TO: Vice President Cheney
FROM: Bob Thompson, on behalf of Mitsubishi Electric
CC: Andy Lundquist

Cesar Conda
DATE: July 6, 2001
SUBJECT: Mitsubishi Electric & FACTS Technology

I wanted to bring to your attention a technology a long-time client has developed that
seems to hold vast potential In helping to solve many of the electrical transmission
problems experienced in California and other parts of the country.

This technology, known as FACTS, has been demonstrated to greatly enhance grid
reliability and significantly increase electrical transmission system capacity on a very
cost-effective basis. In addition, FACTS resolves many of the state and local
environmental challenges in upgrading the electrical transmission infrastructure.

Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) are now being offered by Mitsubishi Electric
in the North American market, after over 10 years of successful installations in Japan.
While FACTS are well known in Japan, the benefits of this technology are not as fully
appreciated or understood in the US.

So that you and your staff are fully apprised of the energy and political advantages that
FACTS have been demonstrated to confer, I wanted to arrange a briefing by senior
executives of Mitsubishi Electric's Pittsburgh-based US subsidiary in Washington during
the August recess.

In selecting Mitsubishi Electric FACTS equipment to alleviate well-chronided difficulties in
supplying electricity to its consumers, San Diego Gas & Electric found this technology to
be:

Performance-Based & Fiscally Sound Investments

FACTS technologies allow for a significantly higher percentage of power to be
transmitted reliably across the existing network at a fraction of the expense associated
with "traditional" approaches to upgrading transmission capacity.

Environmentally Friendly

FACTS defers and in many cases eliminates the need for new transmission lines that
would otherwise run through backyards, community landscapes, and preservation areas.
FACTS technologies are Implemented at existing utility substations eliminating concerns
over eminent domain.

Jeffcrson Consulting Group. LLC
1401 K Street, N.W.. Suite 900. Washington D.C. 20005

(202) 626-8550 Fax: (202) 626-857B www.jcffcronconsulUng.coD
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o Efficiently Implemented

FACTS technologies can be Implemented in 12 - 18 months - - many years less than the
process of building new transmission lines.

· Technically Proven

Mitsubishi Electric is a leader in the development and application of large-scale power
technologies for the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity. Mitsubishi
Electric completed the first commercial installation of FACTS in Japan in 1990 and has
had tremendous success with this technology to date.

Mitsubishi Electric recently completed a major FACTS project for Vermont Electric Power
Company that Is now contributing to the improved operation and reliability of the
transmission network in the New England region.

I would be appreciative of the opportunity to arrange a briefing between Mitsubishi
Electric and the Vice President's Energy Task Force on this issue. I will be In contact in
the next several days to explore this possibility.
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2001-019602 8/23 A 9:04

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

TO: Ms. Carol A. Kennedy
Executive Secretariat
Room 7E-054 Forrcstal Building
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20585

DATE: August 21, 2001

We are forwarding the enclosed constituent mail concerning suggestions and technical
recommendations. It is not necessary to respond to our office regarding your individual
responses to these communications.

Should you have questions about these procedures or need to provide updated contact
information, you may reach me by telephone at 202.456.9002 or by fax at 202.456.7044.

Sincerely,

Cecelia Boyer
Special Assistant to the Vice Presidcnt

for Correspondence
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2001-019602

Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

October 4, 2001

Mr. Norman C. Peterson
W350 16' Street 2
j an Monica, CA 90402

Dear Mr. Pctcrson:

This is in response to your letter of May 7, 2001, to Vice President Cheney regarding the HotSpot
oil recovery process. Your letter was forwarded to the Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of
Natural Gas and Petroleum Technology for response because this office is responsible for
petroleum research.

Thank you for bringing TRW's HotSpot vapor solvent process for recovering heavy oil and tar
sands to our attention. The DOE's Office of Natural Gas and Petroleum Technology is actively
implementing the Vice President's National Energy Policy which calls for, among its many
recommendations, increasing oil and gas recovery from existing wells through new technology
and improving exploration technology through public/private partnerships. We implement these
by offering financial assistance for developing new oil field technologies through various
Program Solicitations. However, we do not endorse particular technologies nor do we provide
assistance with marketing. Thus. we are unable to follow through on your suggestion of
contacting TRW and locating the developer of HotSpot, Mr. Jack Bohn.

If either TRW or Mr. Bohn wish to participate in DOE's field demonstration program to
showcase their HotSpot oil recovery technology, complete information on our program and
instructions for submitting a proposal can be found on the website of the National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL) (which handles procurement actions for DOE's fossil energy
program) at http://www.nctl.doc.gov/business/solicit/. Also, to keep informed of other related
solicitations as they become available, our website at httn://www.fossil.enerev.eov allows
technology developers to register for e-mail notification of such announcements. On the left side
of the page click on "Register for e-mail Alerts."

Thank you for your interest in DOE's programs. Should you have any questions or require
additional information, please contact Louis Capitanio of my staffat (202) 586-5098.

Sincerely.

Guido DeHoratiis
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Natural Gas and Petroleum Technology
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Norman C. Peterson
F50 16th Street
Santa Monica, CA 9'04Q
May 7, 2001

Mr. R. Cheyney
Vice President of the United States
c/o Senate Chambers, U.S. Capitol Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Vice President:

My purpose is to insure that a petroleum production process de-
veloped and extensively lab tested at TRW, Inc. 19 years ago, is
brought to your notice and to the attention of your colleagues on
the Energy Task Force.

This process, named HotSpot, is addressed to the production of
Heavy Oils and TarSands deposits. Such deposits contain more pe-
troleum today than all of the original oil fields of North America
had before the pumping began.

Heavy Oils and TarSands deposits are too thick to pump and must be
liquefied to be produced. HotSpot in NOT a thermal process.
Purely thermal procedures can work on some deposits but are very
costly. HctSpot is a vapor solvent process developed by a bril-
liant lab expert, Mr. Jack Bohn, in the early 80's. Mr. Bohn is
probably retired by now-

Ho'Spot was not taken to the field because at the time it was
ready, OPEC's control of world light crude supplies collapsed, and
TRW felt that with gasoline prices of 40 cents a gallon, HotSpot
could not compete. The program was cancelled. But now, with gas
prices hovering over 2.o00 a gallon, it's a new game. My feeling
is that TRW needs a wakeup call.

I urge you to have your people contact TRW, and also that they try
to find Jack Bohn. These acts could be utterly worthwhile for the
USA.

I have no stake at all in these matters. I retired from TRW in
1994. This letter is an act of citizenship.

Heavy Oils and TarSands are very plentiful.

C. 172T-
Sincerely,

^ I,^ cH f56 /7g
A VP/4/.t A
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•8 is ©~Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

atO .~2001-019685
ocr o 4 2001

Mr. J. Patrick Nicholson
Chief Executive
N-Viro International Corporation
3450 W. Central Avenue, Suite 328
Toledo, Ohio 43606

Dear Mr. Nicholson:

Thank you for your letter of August 9, 2001 to Vice President Cheney concerning the opportunity
to utilize methane energy. It has been forwarded to this office for a response. The Office of
Power Technologies oversees research in the development of biomass conversion and other
renewable energy technologies for power generation.

I want to thank you for your opinions. Enclosed is a previous letter dated April 20, 2001, to
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur on your behalf, which explained the research efforts of the
Department of Energy in this area. In addition, I suggest that you examine the "National Energy
Policy" which clearly describes the Bush Administration's priorities for energy development and
also guides our research and development programs. The Policy recognizes the importance of
providing a clean and diverse portfolio of domestic energy sources and the value that biopower
and other renewable energy technologies can bring to energy markets. It calls for expanding
development of energy and other products from plant, animal and tree material and landfill gas.
This document is available at <http://www.whitehouse.zov/cncrgy/National-EnervY-Policy.pdf>.

In collaboration with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, we have recently initiated an aggressive project to address animal waste
management. We do recognize its potential as a renewable energy source.

Thank you for your continued interest in the Department's energy programs.

S,

Donald K. Richardson
Director
Office of Biopower and Hydropower Technologies
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy

Enclosure
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2001-019685 8/24 A 11:41

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

TO: Ms. Carol A. Kennedy
Executive Secretariat
Room 7E-054 Forrestal Building
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20585

DATE: August 23, 2001

We are forwarding the enclosed constituent mail containing views and concerns about energy
issues It is not necessary to respond to our office regarding each reply.

Should you have questions about these procedures or need to provide updated contact
information, you may reach me by telephone at 202.456.9002 or by fax at 202.456.7044.

Sincerely,

Cecelia Boyer
Special Assistant to the Vice President

for Correspondence
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(N-VIR®)
N-Viro International Corporation

August 9, 2001

Vice President Richard Cheney
The White House
Washington, DC 20501

Dear Mr. Vice President:

As a lifelong democratic leader in Toledo, Ohio, who has actively provided leadership in the
presidential campaigns of John and Robert Kennedy, Jimmy Carter, John Glenn and Bill Clinton,
1 salute the efforts of this Bush-Cheney Administration to seek positive achievements.

Enclosure #1 is a February 13, 2001 letter to you from my friend, Governor Bob Taft, who we
also strongly supported, concerning the opportunity of utilizing methane to compliment natural
gas while concurrently greatly reducing U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.'

We strongly believe and we can document (Enclosure #2) that organic lagoon and surface
impoundments now receive annually over 5 billion tons of organic sludge or manure annually.
While landfills, receiving about 100 million tons annually of organics are correctly recorded by
USEPA as generating about 12 million tons of methane (CIH) annually, USEPA official
inventores have no defendable record of the methane generated by lagoons and surface
impoundments. We have been amazed that the Clinton-Browner EPA ignored these sites. We
now understand that EPA did not want to admit an inventory error of about 100 million tons of
methane (CIL) or the equivalency of 2 billion tons of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is one-third
of the total U.S. inventory provided at Kyoto. Moreover, we understand that the Clinton-
Browner EPA did not wish to acknowledge that anything other than fossil fuels is the key cause
of global warming. The quoted position of Dr. Jim Hansen of NASA is further documentation of
the validity of our information (Enclosure #3).

Enclosure #4 is a gracious letter that I have recently received from Administrator Whitman- It
contains a letter from Robert Brenner, Acting Assistant Administrator of USEPA. to
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur.

In that letter Mr. Brenner contends that "landfills represent approximately 35% of all methane
emissions in the U.S. while manure management is approximately 5% and wastewater treatmcnt
(note paragraph #3 of page 1 says, "surface impoundments are covered by the source category
'wastewater') approximately 2%." As Enclosure #2 demonstrates these statistics cited by Mr.
Brenner are incredibly wrong. Pulp and paper sludge surface impoundments alone generate

3450 W. Central Avenue * Suite 328 - Toledo. Ohio 43606
Ph: 419-535-6374 - Fx: 419-535-7008 * 1-800-66N-VIRO

www.nviro.com - info@nviro.com t $
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more methane (CH4) than all landfills combined. Methane from manure lagoons are at least
comparable to all landfills combined. This June I was the keynote speaker at the annual joint
USEPAIWater Environment Federation (WEF) Conference in Chicago on "Animal Manures"
(Enclosures #5 & #6). 1 know the quantities of manures that are now wasted in lagoons. EPA's
figures are not remotely defendable. Why is the truth being withheld?

In 1991 President George Walker Bush awarded myself and my firm, N-Viro, the Presidential
Citation of Excellence in Conservation and Environmental Technology. Administrator William
Reilly is a trusted advisor and friend. We arc amazed, discouraged, and disappointed that
USEPA and USDOE have ignored this methane challenge and opportunity. If we do not know
where we are, how do we determine where we are going?

Enclosure #7 is an article from the May 19a/20 h' issue of the Financial Times. It is a wonderful
tribute.

God bless you, Mr. Vice President.

Sincerely yours,

J. Patrick Ni olson
Chief Executive

JPN/erv

Cc: Governor Bob Taft
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur

Enclosures (7)
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Th SHoak February 13. 2001

The Honorable Richard B. Cheney
Vice President of the United States
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Dick:

I am forwarding for your Energy Task Force a letter from one of my
constituents, Pat Nicholson. Chief Executive Officer of N-Viro International
Corporation in Toledo, recommending more be done to capture methane emissions
from organic disposal sites as a source of natural gas for energy. Apparently, the
City of Toledo is now in negotiations to sell landfill methane to the new Daimler-
Chrysler Jeep production facility.

Sincerely,

Bob Taft
Governor

BT/acs

c: Pat Nicholson
Kate Bartter

T7 Iao HO a "h STvC*LT - OTn P * COLUP UL. OtUo 0 31S3-4 17 * *l-M41A3Sa . rA *: 4*t.354*A
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CN-VIRO)
N-Viro Intemational Corporation

May 8, 2001

Mr. Robert K Dixon
Deputy Assistant Sectary
Office of Power Technologies
Dcpt of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Dixon:

I am in receipt of your letter to Congresswoman Kaptu. We appreciate your time and effort in
responding to our suggestions. Thank you for your positive comments.

In paragraph 3 you acknowledge that the use ofbio-bascd products and bio-nergy could reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by as much as 100 million tons a year by 2010. We project that the
use of methane now being generated and not used or flared could reduce geenhouse gas
equivalent emissions by over one billion tons a year or 10 times your projection within two
yean. This is comparable to all greenouse gas emissions generated annually by Ford and
General Motors combined (Enclosure #1).

The methane tonnage now being generated by the disposal of over 5 billion tons annually of
organics in landfills, surface impoundment and lagoons is over one hundred million tons
annually of methane, the greenhouse gas equivalent of 2 billion tons of carbon dioxide, or one-
third of U.S. Kyoto survey. Moreover, the utilization of these organics, particularly in land
reclamation, offers the magnificent opportunity for carbon credits to offet CO generation as
unilaterally proposed by the Entrgy Corp. and reported in the Wall Street Journal on May 4,
2001 (Enclosurc #2).

As the U.S. Kyoto inventory total only included 10% CO2 equivalent from methane, the U.S.
Kyoto inventory total was greatly understated. Apparently someone does not want to admit to a
mistake. Obviously that someone is USEPA Thus, all efforts for two years to get the trth from
EPA have been ignored even when those efforts have come from Congress.

From DOE's responsibility comes a far different question. Why has this sustainable 100 million
tons annually of methane not been vigorously pursued to supplement shortages in natural gas?
One hundred million tons of methane is the energy equivalent of 200 million tons of coal, which
is 20% of the total coal now used annually in electric energy productionL

3450 W. Central Avenue Suite 328 Toledo, Ohio 43606 ,
Telephone: 419-535-6374 Fax: 419-535-700
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Today, the Middlesex County Utility authorty in New Jersey is using its landfill generated
methane to produce electricity at its wastcwater facility, saving over $5 million dollars annually
or about 50% (Enclosure #3).

Today, the City of Toledo is working with Daimler-Chrysler Corp. to utilize Toledo landfill
methane to compliment natural gas at the new Daimler-Chrysler plant in Toledo (Enclosure #4).
Mr. Dixon, EPA's own reports confirm that over 5 billion wet tons of organics are disposed
annually in U.S. landfills, surface impoundment and lagoons. Our engineers confirm that such a
volume of organics in confined disposal sites will generate over 100 million tons of methane
annually. We suspect that

1. USEPA refuses to monitor these sites because an inventory will reveal that the U.S.
nderstated its CO2 generation by about 25% at Kyoto and significant methane reduction

could lower the pressure for more fossil fuel reductions.

2. USDOE is hesitant to recognize this sustainable source because it will reduce public
pressure to build new energy production and the low cost availability of methane will
negatively impact the interests of conventional energy producers.

Neither position by a public agency of the U.S. Government is acceptable. We are going to
move aggressively to open the windows for a full-scale public debate on the methane challenge
and opportunity (Enclosure #5). All we seek is the truth!

Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

Patrick Nicho on
Chief Executive

JPN/crv
Enclosures (5)

Cc: Senator Michael DeWine
Congressman Paul Gillmor
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur
Senator George Voinovich
Mr. William Reilly
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August 31, 2001

Dear Vice President Cheney:

I am writing to urge you to make public the groups, corporations,
lobbyists, and industries which attended your energy task force.
I was dismayed to read that Halliburton will benefit from the
energy recommendations made by the energy committee.

If you have nothing to hide, then you must make public the groups
which helped you formulate your energy policy.

Judy Pasternak's Times' story said " many of the executives
at the White House meetings (on energy) were generous donors
to the Republican Party and some of the key lobbyists were
freshly hired from the Bush presidential campaign."

I think Congress and the American public have a right to basic
information on how the energy panel carried out its work.

Sincerely,

Sandra Hoover
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.-- Rold Marico
935 Loch Nea Avnu
Worthit Ohi 43085

* 6145.w7089
August 21, 2001 -

Hon. George W. Bulh
Pradeat of te United States
Tbe Wite Roue
1600 Pennylvania Aenue
Wihlatoa, D.C., 2050

Subiect: EBru Pdky. isltin, And Posible hitigoa Of Ccrtal kleric Tramiaumio
Lne Bottle B y Utlingm Ilaovttve glttactOerl Techniqum

Dear Mr. Prideot,

After LAbor D ty. t Ib my undermadling thla the Senae wil be coasderig the Buse pawed
eregy BOD thut Inude muy d yoor balfacd LItti~v weldg to remedy the Nationa'rs er

problanms aD aft specu s. Uafortn utel, imt sa ttt s S te Democratc Laden
appear determi ed t tr to cuttle ioae mjr parts or your iblek d pr atipcrogram; I
hopc th your propoed «otBm prevai.

ln yor MAy 2001 a eocet of the Administraion's acrg policy. amoa mmy other
itiativre, 1 maderwood you to m te the ed for the coaty o try to 'Iquezc more oat of existng
idfrulrtmre (ie. to becoe more dlfeleet or to do moe with wlut we already hb ). Whis
reanbl limits, tis aho t etft f lides t d assets cam be ae hIporUd ud
prtcal spet dan u overll bal-nced mDgy ma . Se me tirable opt f tis pat of an
enery sobdtko could be: cairocumetal ca innity adionaart, ct-effcdvtm, ttmneac,
and a mau r priat oa pubMic od private lnds.

For ealy a year Ow, I kave writento or copied morc.0 ta 25 differf federl, tte, and
deetric tilhy cotitda ffiedah (iu S eprase mlimp) wth initatives to pt bly enable m
t.ll ftr 2= ->c2 iW ~ tobe uppaded to cary mom power i* a ca-fectiv, mlrnm ly
sctfsrl. d tidy maanner i of doea or two Ud. te of which I m a co-iaenor.

la the July 16. 2001 N-itoal Town HaU Meeai (tdlecat from Peusylvaxaa oe C-SPAN) irkcb
wru led by VicPreddut Chey and Gov. Ridge wth Sena Spectr nad SSaImnuI HIaut
MeNberc Andrew Lmadqru. Mary M ida nd otber tovermt offidals cpmulbt
rcumci re madeo thn e t i t t ra-nam tlo e botile-m problem thad ww the dccZr
geaeratioa sortfeo iut are gerally staniu by most of he pfDe. DaM te Q & A
esion, v-ri participt-b mateid the med to atila-e nervatis. tealoy, leerbg.

deff cy, a"d 1uBevat to hc reoh the BltlMceetd cam y proble tagetber wit the r
bo seed for Cew sou d esf eoer ppUes lbot with ew fcllhtieo for their deliy. I stroly
agr wit dch a blanred sod a~rn- s arpproac

Aa up tad. minradOota , rin eanovdtccailogy whch pmAktatj "ageezea more at
of ex fdMe, sb1d1 rigdtfkbly be called a eBoservstlo mes diae it may h rsce the
oned for cwastrntio for IM coplkty oew / ~ta a d tbdr aied Impact

Of iJ theaetHiies alff thlc hv beem made *awre of my italsftiveto psiblytry o
upgrade crtale existin trri oa alic* I rptly ppretried rieavia a reqpma eoApril 13,
2001 frtam Ecttve Dirctor Andrew Lnadqut (dO yar Eokrl Ts&l Fore) oo bekhaf or
VLa4reidcat Chency to wbho I wrote on March 16, 2001. Surprimrgly. Dooe th e otcr
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aothWotioffik a apparetlyt. erv d tdruffj ed sme sa o4kak-yoa *ot er, much more
impottly, a abort letter tln said my lalitlv were analyzed by tchcall experts ad rejeted.

It should eea oio, eve to a lay-perno on tbese techcal matten (comasdering the major
tra-saho b kttle-eck prublts on the West Coast ad eewbcere and tbeir pablidty acrs tht
coutry) that tebe seriouly affetded tialt fidals would wat to explore a raouble
alteratif for tbe bladc of tic public thUt they serve, ea if oly inty oe a fesibllity stdy
bas.

It appean t me (from the lack cotacu) th*t even sah -i--maln d aatys wasu ot carried out o
the We t Coadt and It is t auasnable to sk theb , wby ot ? However. If feaubilhy analyse
were ande I wold be inter d i karo g about tte corchnsio obtiaed frons mc studies

My prpose L wrIttt dinctly to tbe Preddast bt to tr to malit mm that yo kowr about my
Ihidtha (whtid I itFl bWllee demr seriaeomaldertdoo by moe appropriat enfty/s) which
may provide oe miort plbi and apecMl tol for reovig some tectricl tramisaloo loc
problems - you work wth Congrm to pa meaaigful ad prtodcl emeru elrti.

Since I do sct kaw how man y of my prrriou letter, tchnicl Informato, and alternativ
relative eto estimnia ye may Lkse se. I am U the liberty of aain ectosing thes hem
with thi letter.

My logf yer of experiece ua tnmissi imo e ena nering a r ad enieer pngret to me
that prdently appUed hInovtis my belp remolve in otherwise n table electric
transaissm problkes. My 1diBi e* a rertaialy t a pat ldamn te D of t
ra-amm lo Une probleas facing the country. Iowever, pruetly applied, they ay offer a

desirae abernative srtin or riberdi: certain exis tras liso ID e padu tht hav
capacity ortagea. Also, thy se to ctd dde wtth yor objectIe to try to upa ze' morve ot oft
the extig inafrfraturc.. where mr tabb poaible.

Regardles of the evetaut outcome of t(be inhiavea, I wish you and your Admnitrtion
mecce in your effort to pun into law a macb-Meded. log- rdse, aud commoaem- e eatry
trnltei tbht wI protect and advance our axno i tth1e tear and lon term.

RnUld MM

Ediosarcsa

Coptesr Roo. Bickad Clhey - Vlc-raldet fd the Uni edStts
Mr. Anodrw Inidquih -icartire Director, Naioual lerqy Policy Development Grnp
M. Mary Mdalin - Advior to the Vice-Preideat
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US. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

CORRESPONOENCE CLOSE-OUT (BY MEETING OR TELEPHONE)
(Io.td Io ES 17E-0S4 Fo, lralI es. o'' 0

t
i;omf *to celo t Co ionl .

ES CONTROL NO. ASSIGNED IO CORRESF'ONDF CE DATE OF CORRESPONDENCE )ATE RESPONSE DOu

2001-021617 9/20/01 10/23/01

CURRESPONDENCE FRDO ISIGNEO Byl ON BEHALF OF (AFFILIATION On COMSTITUENTI

Andrew Lurdquiat Ronald Maraico

SUBJECT
Mr. Marsico offered idea on transaission line upqrades to the EP Dveloprenr.

Croup. r. Lundquiat requests a DOC refponae to Mr. Marsico.

DATE

0 MEETING OR B TELECON PARTICIPANTS 10/04/01

NAMEWI AFFILIATION OR OFFICE TELEPHONE NUMBERU)

IRecican Electric Power Co.
rr. Ronald Marsico Retired (AP) Enineer 614-885-7089

DOE PERSOWtEL

Phil OOverholt EZ-16 202-586-8110

REMARKS Mr. Maraico ecnt correapoao rnce Co the NEP Working Group in April, 2001 oad to

President Bush on August 28. All ideas esumitted to the tNEP are being forvarded bi
Mr. Lundquiet' office to the appropriate Departrent for reply. The controlled
corresponlenc. package did not includa the attacnmentJ describing Mr. larscco's ideaj.

therefore I called him on October 4 as a reply. Mr. Marsico haa tvo patents for metnods

to upgrade existing electric power transsiasions linee. We discussed the ideana and I siggestc
hat he forward these ideaa-to the Weatern Area Power Adminiataution (WAPA) which has
been directed by the Secretary to plan for the Lpgrade of 'path 15' in California.
Mr. naraico will send a complete package to tim Meeka at WAPA. and to me for future
reference in connection with the DOE Tranrmia ion Raliability Program. I snt Mr. KIsi o
an ehail with wet sites to the Transmission Reliability Multi-Year Program Plan, and the
National Pransaiasion Grid Study. T COSE

Phil Overholt EE-16 6-8110
ISIGNTJUREI IR.t.,9 Sy~oll (ror. Nw.b,
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WA SHINt GTON

" 02 1 b I 1 nZOSEP 21 P :33

September 20, 2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C: 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Enclosed are numerous unsolicited proposals and idea papers that we received from citizens
from all across the country during the development of the National Energy Policy, and in the
months to follow. Many of these individuals and companies have already received
correspondence and acknowledgement from the NEPDG and/or the Vice President's office.

What most of these citizens are looking for, however, is for review and consideration of their
proposals and ideas by program professionals. In turn, we would appreciate your vetting these
proposals out to the appropriate departments within your agency for review. If you would,
please have the appropriate staff respond with a direct reply to each of these individuals or
companies.

Thank you for your assistance. I know these citizens will greatly appreciate receiving a
response from the Department of Energy.

Sincerely

An D. Lundquist
Director, National Energy Policy
Development Group
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Ronald Marsico
8 Brentwood Lane

Englewood, Florida, 34223
941-473-7086
614-885-7089

April 20, 2001

Mr. Andrew D. Lundquist
Executive Director
National Energy Policy Development Group
Office Of The Vice President
Washington, D.C., 20501

Subject: U.S. Patent No. 4,686,325 -- CATENAY SAG ADJUSTMENT
USING ADDED WEIGHTS.

Dear Mr. Lundquist:

Thank you very much for your recent reply to my initiative
to the Vice President. I certainly agree that resolution of
the nation's energy problems is a significant undertaking
and I commend the Administration for taking swift action to
resolve these multi-faceted problems.

My 36 years of experince in the electrical transmission line
business (including management, engineering, research, and
purchasing) suggest to me that innovative solutions that safely
"squeeze" additional power-transfer capabilities out of certain
existing transmission lines could be an important part of
the national energy policy.

Prudently applied novel ideas to up-grade some applicable
existing transmission lines could be cost-effective, timely.
and endorsed by the environmental community. In addition to
the subject Patent, I have some other ideas that might be
helpful in this regard.

While I retired about 4-1/2 years ago, I still maintain a
strong interest and understanding about transmission line
issues. You may find that my long experience could be useful
to your Team as you address these very important challenges.

Therefore, I would welcome a dialogue (via phone or meeting)
with appropriate people on your Team to explore these ideas.

I will be at my winter home in Florida until May 5. After
that, I can be contacted at my permanent address which is:
935 Loch Ness Avenue, Worthington, Ohio, 43085 (614-885-7089).

Sincerely,

Ronald Marsico
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON

April 13. 2001

Dear Mr. Marsico:

On behalf of the Vice President, I thank you for taking the time to forward to us your
comments and suggestions regarding a national energy policy. We sincerely appreciate hearing
from you.

In TanaLarv nfthi ye. °', tjI^'npt. r.c, e.k'hlhI.,, t.Le Nt?[o-,! E"t.e:- ' Pl.' ,cy"
Dcvclopment Group, which is chaired by Vice President Cheney. Included in this group are the
Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Energy, Interior, Transportation, Treasury, and the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as the Director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency. The State Department has also been participating.

It is our mission to develop a national energy policy to help the private sector, and as
necessary and appropriate, Federal, State and local governments, to promote dependable,
affordable and environmentally sound production and distribution of energy. In developing our
final report, we will be sure to keep in mind your thoughts and suggestions.

Again, thank you for taking the time to contact Vice President Cheney. We have a
significant undertaking ahead of us, but I am confident we will be able to develop a national
energy policy that meets the energy needs of our country in a dependable, affordable and
environmentally sound manner.

Sincerely,

A. l .

Andrew D. Lundquist
Executive Director,
National Energy Policy Development Group

Mr. Ronald Marsico
l 8 Brenrwod Lane

aEnglewood. FL 34223
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

September 28. 2001

2001-022321 10/3 A 9:13

TO: DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ACTION REQUESTED: DIRECT REPLY W/COPY

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 491473

MEDIA: LETTER. DATED JUL 17. 2001

TO: PRESIDENT BUSH

FROM: THE HONORABLE TIM JOHNSON
UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON. DC 20510

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES THEIR SUPPORT FOR INCREASED DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS
DEVELOPMENT

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL - IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS
OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE UNDERSIGNED AT 456-2590.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE. WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE (OR DRAFT) TO:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT, ROOM 72. THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

OFFICE OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT - THE WHITE HOUSE
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THE WHITE HOUSE ID# 491473
CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING WORKSHEET PAGE 1

DATE RECEIVED: 07/25/2001 /

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT: THE HONORABLE TIM JOHNSON

SUBJECT: EXPRESSES THEIR SUPPORT FOR INCREASED DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT

ACTION DISPOSITION

ROUTE TO: ACTION DATE TYPE C COMPLETED
OFFICEIAGENCY (STAFF NAME) CODE YY/MMIDD RESP D YY/MMIDD

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NICK CALIO ORG 2001/07/25 N L A 2 o/

ACTION COMMENTS rLJp.o.. nL4. l lm4;j t[4 o- .J_

e/'\Iic' PtS SP O R °4 ) 1 c_ _iL24

ACTION COMMENTS:

ACTION COMMENTS:

\X4 n o F + t R o214 _ idg o 4f tC __4/c ____ L_ -

ACTION COMENTS:

COMMENTS

ADDmONAL CORRESPONDENTS: 0 MEDIA: LETTER INDMDUAL CODES:

REPORT CODES: USER CODE: 1 SIGNEE

AC'ON COOE3S P COE: DTGposmcN COORC CESPONDENCE:
A -APROATE ACTtON A -A^SWERED TYPE RESP * INITIALS OF SIGER
C -COMmENIECOMMBENETNN B -NON-SPCREFERRAL I CCOE A
D -DRAFT RESPONSE C -COMPLET OETED - DATE OF OUTGOING
F -FURNISH FACT SrEET S -SUSPENOEO
I -INFO COPY/NO ACT NECCESSARY
R . DIRECT REPY W/ COPY
S -FOR SIGC.ATURE
X .INTERIM REPLY

REFER OUESTIONS AND ROUTNG UPDATES TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ROOM 72. OEOS) EXT42s0
KEEP THlS WORKSHEET ATTACHED TO THE ORIGINAL INCOMING LETTER AT ALL TIMES AND SEND COMPLETED RECORD TO
RECORDS MAHAGEMENT.
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July 31, 2001

Dear Pat:

Thank you for your recent lener expressing your strong support for increased natural
gas development in order to meet the growing demand for these necessary fuels. The
President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area. Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely.

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Pat Roberts
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

01 C, 8,
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July 31, 2001

Dear Senator Johnson:

Thank you for your recent lettcr expressing your strong support for increased natural
gas development in order to meet the growing demand for these necessary fuels. The
President certainly appreciates your concern and suggestions.

I have shared your letter with the President's energy policy advisors and the Energy
Task Force who are formulating policy recommendations in this area Your comments
are receiving their close and careful attention.

Thanks again for your letter on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

Nicholas E. Calio
Assistant to the President and
Director of Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Tim Johnson
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

010802
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· fnited tates Sen ate
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

July 17, 2001

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We agree with you and Vice President Cheney on the critical need for increased natural gas and oil
production in the United States. It is important that the Administration focus on policies that
encourage the responsible development of these natural resources. The nation needs policies that
can mitigate the impact of the boom and bust cycle caused by world oil prices.

Moreover, our rural farm states must have dependable and affordable supplies of natural gas, fuel,
and lubrication products for farms, ranches, and homes to keep our nation's economy strong and
to produce the abundant, safe and affordable food and fiber supply that benefits consumers in this
country and around the world.

As we work together on formulating a comprehensive yet balanced energy policy, we want to
share our strong support for increased domestic natural gas development, scheduled for approval
in December 2001. Our nation's decision to use natural gas for electricity production impacts not
only those on fixed incomes whose heating bills have doubled, but also producers who face
exorbitant input costs. Since January, 2000, the average daily price for natural gas has jumped
from $2.37 per MMBtu to an average in December 2000 of $8.80 and a contract price for January
2001 of 59.90.

U.S. production of natural gas has dropped 14 percent, from a peak in 1973 at 21.7 trillion cubic
feet, to the current level of 18.7 trillion cubic feet. At the same time, natural gas demand is
projctccd to increase from 45-62 prrcen! nationwide by the year 2020, and electricity generation
fueled by natural gas is estimated to increase 200 percent in that same time period.

Mr. President, tapping domestic sources will increase our natural gas supply to meet these
demands. More natural gas will reduce market pressures that increase heating and energy bills.
Furthernore. our producers will have an affordable supply of natural gas for irrigation, grain
drying. food processing, and fertilizer.

Agriculture. small businesses owners, rural and low-income consumers, and the nation are best
served if potential domestic energy alternatives are considered as part of an overall national energy
policy debate, rather than in isolation. Gulf of Mexico exploration and production have allowed
for the growing use of natural gas and oil--vital pans of this nation's productive economy and
energy future that limit imports. Moreover. America's farmers and food producers are this
nation's frontline environmental stewards. They are sensitive to the ongoing need to protect and
conserve soil. air and water quality, as well as the Gulf of Mexico's waters and beaches.
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If we are to meet the growing demand for these necessary fuels, and for U.S. agriculture to remain
productive and competitive, it is imperative that domestic reserves are explored and developed as
soon and as safely as possible in the context of a balanced energy policy. Thank you for your
consideration.

Sincerely, /~

Tim Johns Pat Roberts
United States Senate United States Senate
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2001-023459
Department of Energy

Washington, DC 20585

February 4, 2002

Mr. Ralph Bohannon
Senior Vice President
Atnel Corporation
1150 E. Cheyenne Mtn. Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80906-4508

Dear Mr.Bohannon:

This letter acknowledges our receipt of your letter to the Vice President that
recommended more coal-fired powerplants, creation of a mechanism to ensure future
electricity demand is met, prohibition of price gouging, and completion of a
comprehensive analysis of problems in all other energy sectors. You also
recommended that vehicle fuel economy requirements be increased.

To address the many energy issues facing the Nation, one of President Bush's first
acts was to create a National Energy Policy Development Group, headed by Vice
President Cheney. On May 16, Vice President Cheney sent to the President the
recommendations of this group, together with a National Energy Policy report. To
achieve a 21" century quality of life - enhanced by reliable energy and a clean
environment - the report recommends 105 actions to modernize conservation,
modernize our infrastructure, increase our energy supplies, including renewables,
accelerate the protection and improvement of our environment, and increase our
energy security. Once these actions have been fully implemented by the Congress
and Federal agencies, they will help minimize future energy prices, while assurng
that energy supplies arc reliable and the environment is protected.

The National Energy Policy adopted by the President contains recommendations that
parallel many of those made in your letter, including measures to facilitate
improvements to existing coal-fired powerplants, support for the establishment of
regional transmission organizations to enhance the coordination of electric system
planning and management, assess the opportunities for improving auto and light truck
fuel economy, and reviews of existing government programs in order to maximize
their effectiveness. The Policy was based on a comprehensive analysis of problems in
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all segments of the energy sector. You may obtain more information by visiting theWhite House website at: www.whitehousc.gov/energ.

Thank you again for writing.

Regards,

Vicky A Bailey
Assistant Secretary
Office of Policy and International Affairs

2
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WAS H I N GT
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September 20, 2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secrtary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington. D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary

Enclosed arc numerous unsolicited proposals and idea papers that we received from citizens
from all across the country during the development of the National Energy Policy, and in the
months to follow. Many of these individuals and companies have already received
correspondence and acknowledgement from the NEPDG and/or the Vice President's office.

What most of these citizens are looking for, however, is for review and consideration oftheir
proposals and ideas by program professionals. In turn, we would appreciate your vetting these
proposals out to the appropriate departments within your agency for review. If you would,please have the appropriate staff respond with a direct reply to each of these individuals or
companies.

Thank you for your assistance. I know these citizens will greatly appreciate receiving a
response from the Dcparmncnl of Energy.

Sincerely

And D. Lundquist
Director, National Energy Policy
Development Group
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I i I ml
ATMBL CORPORATION

Vice Preident Dick Cheney Tel: (719) 576-3300
The White House

1600 Pennsylvaia Avenue NW

Washington, DC Z0500

Dear Mr. Vice President, May 11,. Z001

Approeimately 3 months ago, I ent a letter to the 6aernor of Colorado, Bill Owens, Senators
Wayne Allard end Ben Nlghthonrs-Caopbcll and United States kepresrntatwiv Joel Heffley. Today
I write again. adding our vry respected Vice President, Dick Cheny; who is working diligently with
a 'National Energy Task Force'. My previous meuage addressed the concern that I have with
escalting prices fer ectrlcal power and with the general condition that regardles of who wonts
to blame, we must take mergency and/or crisis level action to see that the present Issue with
energy shortfall and rising prices are addressed with long term corrective action and not 'band-
aids'.

r write this letter as bath a concerned American nd as an Executive In the Semiconductor business
with responsibility for a major manufacturing site of Atmcl Corp. in Colorado Springs, CO. I believe
this problm is as significant as was our need to put men in space -40 years ago, and to say that we
had better treat it in the same manner; with a vision given to the American people as to the real
nature and size of the problem. Along with the vision of the problem must come a vision for
solutions in the near, Intermediate, and long term that allows our economic well-being to remain
positive and full of hope in each of those forward looking time periods. This is not a smaller task
than putting man in space and on the moon, and in reality it is even more Important as it hao
'everything' to do with the American way of life, and the expectations of opportunity that we would
wish oil to have.

The issue is F U And as 2 stated above, at stake is the standard of living of every American,
and those citizens of any other country who aspire for economic freedom and opportunity.

All economic issues, events, or situations are the reult of the balance of a myriad of forces. to
name some

* Conservation and/or conservatloniss
* Productivity (Producing the mrot for the least, or preventing the loss of purchasing power

by contlnuoumly producing at a higher rate than the underlying cost components)
* Exploration and Development (oil. natural gas, nuclear energy)
* Producing and Refining
* Automobiles being manufactured including a range from 'lean machine' to 'gas guzler'

If not for a sustaind period of low inflation and high productivity in place at this time, the present
economic downturn could very easily have been a major recession. We are lucky and 'everyone' hod
bcrt admit it to themselwcs. In fact. r contend that this current downturn has the potential far
greater retrenching if we don't build confidence that we have a plan In both areas of energy and
taxes. Yes, tax relief is important, but the optimum solution to our energy situation and its'

UN L Cbk-e Mlm. Dh. CamdoM fpr * CO * wS64 -
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potential influence on our economy is much, much more. We had better have the right answer this
time, because this Issue has only received 'lp ervice' foe the post 30 years, and we had better
'sell' our 'right answer' to the American public as though it is the emrgency that it really Is.

We have time to be in control of the ply-out ef all these opposing forces, but there will be 'r
more time', if we play 'game' with the ener sItuation again.

Let's recognize with the wisdom of many of the prophets of biblical Times, that from blessing6 can
come self-confidence that can erode to arrogance, indulgence, greed, and apathy. We are not
'above' the nature of humankind.
We in America have comn to a point of economic prsperity and superiority that we believe we can
'have our coke, and eat it too', that the 'good times' will never run out, that at least is what we
have come to expect. As a reutt, we ant to believe that we cn leverage all the 'easy' forces in
the equation and ignore the harder or more distasteful ones.

Some for instances:
· If one SUV is big. then the next supplier maks a bigger one, and what does the consumer

do.he follows in lik step.
* If one conervationist wants their State to keep out all new power installtions because of

'their' more preciouw enronmeMt, then kets do it, _,'but' we don't want to pay higher
prices, or do without the may things electrical power proides.

- Maybe the most cslic i_... wat to eat any and all the food I want. bt I don't want to
goin a single pound'.

What's the point? The point Is that we don't have the time. nor can we get this done if we only do
the 'easy suff'. We mlut be willing to conserve in our homes, we must be willing to give up on
these 'tanker size' SUVs, we must be willing to give some greund, not in the fashion of compromise.
but in order to 'optimize' and achieve the end which allows the most economic viability: otherwise
we will give It up in our standard of living. How do I know? We are already there. Califorion's are
suffering brownouts, with both gasollne and utility bills they can ill afford. Many lower income
citizeis. are giving up medicine, or even foods they might otherwise buy. because of 'bills' that arc
now 30-100 higher than a year or two years ago. The bad news si 'at the doorstep'.

rm sure that the talent, skill, and demonstrated ualifications of those an Vice President Chency's
Energy Taok Force ore very adequate to the task. But I do have some concerns, the primary one
being that 'it's hands off' to have the American dtizen forego their existing lifertyle. or in any way
reuire of them more discipline, or live with less options than they do today.
Folks. this is serious: we had best not leave one element aside that can be a contributing factor in
this race. Also, is there anyone reading this that agrees with my position that this IS- bigger
than a 'man in space'. and is just as dao ting In the magnitude of issue that we face whether
technically, socially. or otherwise We need to make this a ';o tnwil Endsaw'and sell the vision
of both the problem and the solution, and get our nation behind the program.

Some must do's':
* Allow and encourage coolfired power generating installations, by moderoting/optimizing the

amount of cost of capital equipment with les strict EPA regulations for the next 3-5 years.
Hoave each State project both their planned use and capacity of electrical power from both
public and private sources. Where critical gaps exist In some States. insure that there orc
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solutions that can be implemented to close those gaps: as a minimum, understand 'where'
the problems are and what is being dare to remov them.

· Almost every area of the country has seen naturel gs prices 'double' over the past year,
With a combind task force of government and wrgy company officials, require a
composite look at the demand and capacity projected forward what is required to bring
forces into place, frmn all fpectsr-xploration, development, transport, delivery: that will
mitigate this current rise. or as a minimum Insue the pre nt accelerated price trend is
moderated. Insure, everything s 'on the table', there should be no predatory pricing, or
gouging, because of the present demand/supply scnario. If so, t's no different than the
abhorrent looting that goes on in the aftermath of a tornado, or hurricane.

* Do the some thing for electrical power installations and genertion, whats the plan, where
ore the gaps, how do we 'head them off?

* Do the sa for oil, we face a much higher probability that oil supply shortfall compromises
our economy end/or standard of living, than ay potential military action.

So for, Ivce limited this discussion to the existing fossil fuel constraint: when it (fossil fuel) is gone
Cf l), the above argufents get really srious. The thoughts presented above ony deal with the
ehort and intermediate term, so why does anyone think that 30-50 years from now (when my
grandkids are in their prima) im't as demanding upon science and technology as was/is the effort by
NASA and any associated enterpries in the era of pace exploration? Sometime I get the feeling
that we have ien so many technological miracles that we find the one of delivering energy to our
homes for heating and cooling in very different way, or the one of providing fuel to an automobile,
that is no longer oil based o a very boring and unimportant endeavr. Quite the opposite, this is as
Important as any key event In the hittory of our country. bcause left undone, it takes away our
ability to continue the 'productivity' curve such that 'every American' has the opportunity before
them.

Niw, let me address aother side of the coin. The lait area our politicans want to take action in is
the market place, i.e. influence or control prices. Let me touch on three area where something cm
be done (if the courage is there to do It):

1) As Individuals, famlllie, or businers enterprises. we are facing ludlcrou increases in
electrical rates in the yar ZOOO/ZOOL2 Please refer to the attached chart, which depicts
the price for the Colorado Springs Utilitie to purchase power from other saouce when
used to supplemmnt the existing power capacity aovailble from this very efficient and well
run public utilities provider. I think It goes without saying that from 1985 through 1999
those providers of supplementl power were operatng what they considered on
acceptable profitability. So what happened? First of all natural gos prices increased,
therefore that cost mut be passed on. Secondly, nothing ele happened except the power
providers in the Awrican west sow n opportunity with the Californio situation to 'pouge'
the consumer and industrial users of electricity. In fact. the Atmel site here in Colorado
Springs will pay on additioral -Slm for power in 2001 than ei that In Z000. ow many
jobs does SIm account for? t least 25-30 jobs. Why Is It so unreasonable to give a
Presidentiol ordr thot no company In an untoab)l market environment can have greater than
a 100%7 margin ogainst their cost? The result of such an order would reduce the 2001 rate
on the ottoched chart to less than t of that depicted, and for our new Presldent, such an
order would likely increase votc. on his behoif in 2004 in California by a sIgnificant omount.
That should not b. President Bush's motivatiof, but regardless, it's a very likely result.
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2) Now for gasolinc, the present pricu ore ludicrous and predatory. A yea ago oil prices went
to $37 per barrel, and gasollne prices went up draatically: supposedly because of this huge
price increase in basic supply, the many blends and regulations placed on refined gasoline,
and the shortage of capacity to actually produce at the ratea demanded. On year later,
when the oil supply cost is at $27-2 per barrel, and all other things arc basically equal, the
price for gasolke il far be d Its peaks of lt year, even though we are only early In the
expanded driving s eson. In a period where consolidation of major 'oil' corporation is
rampant, due diligence require the excusve profit rats of thee corporations to be
reviewed. Why is it that mast of our high tech corporations are suffering serious revenue,
profit, and stock value setbacks In a time that the major oil firms are more profitable than
ever? Please don't try to convince me that we are seeing a huge Increase in the
'productivlty' of our oil firs...they don't even understand the word.

3) On the other side, the American people till 'wants It coke and eat it too. rve attached
two website renditions of the ever increasing SLV size. We are facing a terribly bleak
picture in the nar term for gasoline price and for any real solutionr to mitigate this issue
to be found. 6ive an EPA mandate that '/q pertonal or family vehicle delivered In the
year 2003 or 4, achieve 25 eg on highway, ad you will see things change. Will this really
'cat' the American public anything? Not rmlly. I myelf actually on a 1997 Jeep &rcnd
Cherokee, purchaed well before I could read enough material to undertand the current
scenario being played out. Rteoly. my concern Is not with S.79-2.00 ga prices, my cncern
is that unlel we do something our economy and our standard of livin will be more like many
courtrie around the world than the one that exceeds all expectations ever conceived. By
the way, my Grond Cherokee is up for akel

We are a proud nation, the 'and of opportunity', where at some point 'all' people will be limited only
by their own desire, and personol drive. We face a real crisis and yes, we can't afford to 'scare the
public', but tell us. the American people, the truth, a complete picture. Show us what really
happen If we don't act. Show us what can be done if we do. Show us the options and why you
choose to do what you propose to do, we con come together when we hove to', when we must.-..as
Notion we always have.

Sincerely,

Ralph ehoannon
Sr. Vice President
Atmel Corp.

Cc: Ben Nighthorse Campbell United States Senator
Waync Allard United States Senator
Joel Heffley Uniled Stotes Representativ
George Prlegos President & Chief Executive Officer.

Atmel Corporation
11 aR0'Rll Foe News Channel
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.EnnlslTew. Spew._______x ». . ,-. .:w w_muukr ~ Pow coWmT

itMn Descrptaon ' __ a - oU isMrs

Engine Type AWD - High Output LQ9 , rt aonn
6.01 OHV V8 .* IBtjW ori

2WD - 5.3L OHV VS

Fuel Delvry AWD - Seuential fuel
Idection

Dtiplacement AWD - 364 / 5967 (cm)
_2WD - 327 / 532 (Ca3)

Compression Ratio AWO - 10:1

HorepowrTorque AWD - 345 200 rpm
(Ib-ft) 380 04000 rpm

2WD - 285 0 5200 rpm
~_________ ~32S O 4000 rpm

Transmission AWD -4L60-E HD
2WD -Four-sped edctronic-

shft overdrive
automuatc witt torque
convrtar clutch, 4L60

Towing Capadcty AWD - 5,500 Ibs.
___________WD- 7,700 Ibs.

Final Drive Ratio AWD - 3.73

Back o top

Fuel efonomyIV

EPA Estimatd MPG AWD - 12 Cti/16 nighway
ZWD - 14 Ctty/18 nighway

Back lI top

OChah D mewons

rten"_ D,, I Ipto~:
Wheelbase 116.0 in.

Tread (f/r) 65 In. /66 in.

Turning Dlarrter 39.54 t.
ip:/www. dca4fllsc co ead feai r dim. btm O5It2o J
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AT*' Im
Colorado Springs Operatlons

I 150 E. Cheyeaoe Mt. Blvd-
Colorado Spring, CO 09096
Fab 3 Fa (719) 540-1313

Fax \CcQ-a 0 ,- ,%Q.

Ta. Mrv \\Ul. Irrm
plan -y fte.tcc,

O uft 0 Pr Por w O Ple e ommon C Paom. Ropty

Comments:
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2001-023461
Department of Energy

wuahigton. DC 20585

,oCT 2 9 200o

Is. Suz.tne Slezak
210 Pomeroy

lesley. MA 024t1.j

Dear Ms. Slezak:

Thank you for the views you expressed to Vice President Cheney in your letter of
May 10. 2001. 1 have been asked to respond to your concerns regarding energy
efficicncy and renewable energy. The Department of egy always appreciates
the views of citizens on the future energy needs and policies ofthis country

The National Energy Policy, released by President Bush in May, recommended an
increase of $39.2 million in the FY2002 budget for the Department of Energy,
which will provide incteased suppon for research and development of renewable
energy. As of this writing, the Congress has not completed work on that
appropriation. The Policy also recommends the expansion and extension of tax
credits for electricity produced from renewable energy technologies. In fact the
President. in his budget request, asked for an extension ofthe current 1.7 cents per
kilowatt-hour tax credit for elecricity produced from wind and biomass. The.
recommendations include a proposal to provide a 15% tax credit for residential
solar energy property

In the area of energy efficiency the Congress has completed acion on the Interior
Appropriations, which includes funding for energy conservation or efficiency
activities. I am happy to rcport that the funding for FY2002 has increased by
more than S 100 million from FY 2001. That figure for all of energy conservation
will rise from S807 million in FY 2001 to $912 million in FY 2002. As our
Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, David K.
Garman. said "we're quite comfortable and pleased with the Interior bill."
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Thank you again for your comment on energy efficiency and renewable energy.
I hope you will ind the information provided helpful. If you need additional
information, I invite you to access qur wcbsite at http://www.eren.ov which has
links to all areas of energy efficiency and renewable as well as to budget
information.

Sincerey

RagB . Meyer
Office of Power Technologies
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

WA S HI G OT O

02 3 4 b I 2001 OCT q1 A 10 00

Scptember 20,2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue. SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary

Enclosed arc numerous unsolicited proposals and idea papers that we received from citizens

from all across the country during the development of the National Energy Policy; and in the
months to follow. Many of these individuals and companies have aready received
correspondence and acknowlcdgement from the NEPDG and/or the Vice President's office.

What most of these citizens arc looking for, however, is for review and consideration of their
proposals and ideas by program professionals. In turn, we would appreciate your vetting these
proposals out to the appropriate departments within your agcncy for review. If you would,
please have the appropriate staff respond with a direct reply to each of these individuals or
companies.

Thank you for your assistance. I know these citizens will greatly appreciate receiving a
response from the Depatment of Energy.

Sincerely

Anu D. dLundquist
Director, National Energy Policy
Development Group
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From: Su al Sleu k \
Date: My 10, 2001 19:10 GMT
Subj*ct: Act to sapport clean snrgy

Vie Pr·ident Dick Cbey
The Whit Hoam
1600 rfeuytv la Ave*e, NW
Washigton. DC 20500

Der Vice Presdent Chrey:

As a · elverlty stud·et. d future lesder. I am wrtting to urge yoe to mBLk reewable oery and
*emrDgy erdency top priorlty as you cru a ntiounal emerg policy. As the hed o the Presidnot's
*orgy tbik force yeo should rrecomeed:

- DivrJifyiig te powr *spply with additional rmen ble eerly sourte by eoactilg a national
marklt-kasd RI mblUe Porteflio SBtndard (RPS). Diverifying our electricity mix by gradual)y
incrleeimg tih premtr g f ectricity aipplied from rm-wble reources-ch wrrid. solar.
gtotherml eed bioma--will hel aert natural pg price spikls that kit coasurnr' pockatboolu.
Rembale powm ii not subject to the price volatility that plaus fossil fuel-fired power plats.

- Incre·sinEg rndig fotr *e*ry conservation througb a *etionsl Public Bb·fits Feud (PBF). Ivsatig
in *enurT cficiecy is by ftr the flstet, lest expensivre wy to blsarc cnerir demand and supply aeds.
This fund will presrve profgram to ucrease *erl eiciecy: provide low-ibca e custmerr asuitace
and uoiversl access; mad iscrea iavestiert in renrable Ichnoolocy research end developee·t

-Incrueang fluding for tlh U.S. Deparentt of Eergy' (DOE) roenewble eoerl and energy emciercy
progamr ia the Fiscal Yer 2002 (Y'02). The Prmsdent peviously ltated that be supports rmrwrbie
od efTicaecy. Ntow thern ar repaorts that the admiaiat-atio· mny cut DOE's *eergr eficincy aad

renarble energy reserch ad development budget Thue col-cfective progras are vital to the
growth and coraercializJtio of rewable energy tochiologo-solar, wind, geoctheral. ad blaonu.

Short-sibted ideas Illk drlllia in th Arctic Natioal Wildlife RfeBe, wlU bave virturlly *o imprct on
be natioe's eectricity powr prices or opplies s enly 2 to 3 percelt of US electricity Ii genrtod from

oll. Renewble eergy and ergy efficieacy e*r the crhaput, eufet ad cleanest wy to cope with biLb
electricity pric ad rliabilit problems. Pleas put America aO trk to a eloen ead sestainibl
enerly fture by iclading the abeve policies in Tak Force's recomnmedetioas to the President aad
Congress.

Sincerely,

.Suusnn Slesak
210 Poneroy
Wellesly, MA 024d1
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PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF WYOMING

___omWm Casoer, Wyoming 82601 * -mail: paw@apawyo.org
ASSOCIATION (307) 234-5333 www.pawyo.org

November 29, 2001

Mr. James Connaughton
Chairman
Council on Environmental Quality
Executive Office of the President
17"' and G Streets, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20503

Attn: Ms. V.A. Stephens
White House Energy Task Force

Dear Mr. Connaughton:

The Petroleum Association of Wyoming (PAW) would like to thank the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) for the opportunity to comment on issues affecting mineral
access to federal lands. PAW is Wyoming's largest and oldest oil and gas organization,
the members of which account for over ninety percent of the natural gas and over
seventy percent of the crude oil produced in the State. This CEQ Task Force will focus
on issues that directly affect members of PAW.

In your request for information, PAW would like to submit the following example, which
should be placed in the "Exploration and Production' category:

Surface disturbing mitigation decisions determined by BLM that could have
an affect on the gas transportation market:

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has the responsibility of managing
certain public lands in the West. Their management decisions include mitigation
restrictions that revolve around the placement of oil and gas wells, roads,
gathering lines, transportation pipelines, corridors, etc. The BLM Pinedale Field
Office in Wyoming has recently made a decision that is concerning to PAW.

A producer, Double Eagle Petroleum Company. participated as a non-operator in
the drilling of five wells in the Pinedale Anticline area during the summer and fall
of 2001. The company then filed a right-of-way (ROW) application with BLM on
October 9, 2001 (see Attachment A) for a four (4) inch temporary surface
natural gas pipeline to transport its share of the produced gas to market. There
are two existing sales pipelines in the area of the five wells. Both pipelines are
owned by Pipeline A, an affiliate of the operator that drilled the wells. Due to
economic concems. the non-operating partner chose to apply for a two-and-one-
half (2'/) mile temporary surface pipeline to connect with another pipeline owned
by a third party pipeline company (Pipeline B) and this temporary line was
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proposed to be placed twenty-five (25) feet from the existing pipeline which is
within an existing pipeline corridor (see Attachment C).

To provide CEQ with additional information, most gas in the Pinedale Anticline
area or southwest Wyoming goes into three (3) main plants for processing
(removing of liquids to meet sales pipeline standards). These plants include:
The Opal Plant, the Granger Plant, and Black Fork's Plant all owned by different
companies. All three plants are located near the town of Opal (40-60 miles south
of the Pinedale Anticline Field). After the gas is processed at the plants, it
generally flows west out of Wyoming. Frequently the company gathering the gas
at the wellhead does not own the entire line from the well to the plant; however.
the pipeline company has agreed with other pipeline companies to transport gas
to the specified plant.

According to Double Eagle, currently the preferred market to deliver this gas to is
the Opal Plant since there are five (5) pipelines at its tailgate (owned by five
separate companies) and that Plant offers the most competition and accordingly
offers the best prices to the producer. The offer initially proposed to Double
Eagle by Pipeline A was to take all of the gas to its Black's Fork Plant. The
problem with this proposal is that Pipeline A owns the Plant and the only pipeline
out of the Plant. Based on October's index prices, Pipeline A's price was
$.29/mcf below two other pipeline companies in the area.

The offer proposed by Pipeline B was to deliver gas to the Opal Plant for less
gathering cost than Pipeline A. This would allow the operator less gathering cost
and allow the delivery of gas to a preferable market. The only problem was that
Pipeline B's interconnect was 2% miles south of the five wells, hence the 2/2 mile
R-O-W request. Because of BLM's decision to reject the R-O-W application, the
producer must use Pipeline A and pay more in gathering costs. This decision will
in turn cause the producer to receive less money for the produced gas, pay more
in transportation costs, and reduce the money paid to the royalty owners which in
this case is the federal government.

BLM rejected the R-O-W application by stating that '[s)ince there is already
sufficient capacity in existing pipelines to transport your natural gas, it has been
determined that allowing this additional pipeline at this time would not be in the
public interest and would cause undue and unnecessary degradation to the
public lands" (see Attachment B)

It is not PAW's position to defend a particular company or project over another:
however, PAW brings this example to CEQ's attention because there is a
concern that BLM's land management decision to refuse granting the second
pipeline connection based on surface disturbance will affect the market and
potentially set a precedent for future projects on public lands. PAW believes that
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it is not within BLM's authority to make land management decisions that
significantly affect the gas transportation market (i.e. pricing, available pipeline
capacity, transportation. etc.).

Clear and concise written instructions should be issued to BLM state and field
offices immediately to guide land management, surface disturbing decisions,
which may potentially affect the gas transportation market. Once instructions are
issued, careful oversight must be provided by the Administration to ensure that
such instructions are interpreted and implemented as were intended.

PAW appreciates this opportunity to provide meaningful comment to the CEQ Energy
Task Force regarding issues that affect our ability to access public lands for purposes of
natural resource development and industry will continue to strive for a balance between
economic growth and environmental protection. Should you have questions or require
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sinceey,

Dru Ber
Vice President
Petroleum Association of Wyoming

Cc: The Honorable Gale Norton
The Honorable Ann Veneman
The Honorable Spencer Abraham
The Honorable Jim Geringer
The Honorable Craig Thomas
The Honorable Mike Enzi
The Honorable Barbara Cubin
Mr. Steve Degenfelder
Mr. Curt Parsons
Mr. Kirk Steinle
Mr. Rick Robitaille
Mr. Gene George
Mr. Joe Icenogle
Ms. Claire Moseley
Mr. Bob Ugland
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DO J UBLE EAGLE L PETROLEUM AND MINING COMPANY

j 777 OVCRLANO TRAIL O, 60x 70 CASPCR. WYOu4IG *Irla

PHON[ 707 I Z3-37330

FAX .07 I 261-)IZ3

October 5, 2001

Mr. Bill Wadsworth
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 768
Pinedale, Wyoming 82941'

RE: Application for Pipedin Rigt-of-Way
Mesa #11-16 well
Subectte County, Wyoming

Dear Bill:

In accordance with our telephone conversation concerning Doube Eagle constucting a pipeline
to transport our gas from the above referenced wel please find nclosed an application for right-
of-way across lands administel by BLM

Sincerely,

D. Stcven Degcnffder
Vice President, Land -
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PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT- PIPELINE RIGHT-OF-WAY
DOUBLE EAGLE PETROLEUM COMPANY

Section 21 ,22 and 27
Township 32 North, Range 109 West

Sublette County, Wyoming

PROJECT: To construct a 4" natural gas pipeline crossing federal lands approximately 1.5
miles in length in order to connect Wexpro's Mesa #11-16 well into existing gas
gathering system of Duke Energy, formerly known as Jonah Gas Gathering.

Facility Description:
1) Purpose and Need for the Right-of-Way Facility:

a) Commodity - natural gas from gas welL
b) Pipeline is a temporary gathering line.
c) Pipeline will be placed on surface during winter 2001-2002 pending

installation of a larger pipeline by Duke Energy expected in the
summer of 2002.

d) There is no required area of disturbance as pipeline will be placed
on surface The surface will not be bladed. Work on installation will
be confined to the existing roadway area paralleling the pipeline.
Once the pipeline is prepared, it will be place on the surface
manually.

e) Pipeline will occupy space adjacent and parallel to existing pipelines
operating under right of way #WYW- 79588 across federal lands.

f) The entire route of the proposed right of way across federal lands
has been the subject of several cultural surveys performed by Jonah
Gas Gathering, Mountain Fuel Supply, Ultra Resources and
Mountain Gas Resources.

2) Facility Design Factors:
a) Pipeline pressure will be 200-1,000 psi, pipe weight and grade to

withstand said pressure with estimated flow rates up to 5 MMCFD.
b) Gas is "sweet" gas, no measurable toxic gases are present.
c) Soil is clay and sandy clay.
d) Pipeline operating temperature 60-80 degrees Fahrenheit.

3) Additional Components to the Right-of-Way:
a) Gathering line from the Mesa # 11-16 will connect into existing

gathering line owned by Duke Energy, formerly Jonah Gas
Gathering in Section 27. Township 32 North, Range 109 West.

b) No pumping, compressor or metering facilities will be located on
the BLM right of way requested.

4) A right of way will be obtained from The Wyoming State Land Office on
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approximately .5 miles of proposed pipeline that cross in Section 16
(T32N-R109W).

5) Right-of-Way is located as captioned above and as shown on the attached
map, more specifically from the Mesa #11-16 well across State Lands for
approximately .5 miles and across BLM lands for approximately 1.5 miles
until pipeline connects with said pipeline owned by Duke Energy.

6) No other resource values are affected.

7) Stabilization and Rehabilitation - recontoured ground will be reseeded,
water diversion ditches will be cut on all grades. Pipeline will be left in
place upon completion of the project. There will be no unnecessary surface
disturbance.

8) Operation - no regular vehicle traffic will run on the right-of-way, however,
the line will be checked occasionally for leaks. It may be necessary to
expose a portion of the line for repairs from time-to-time; if so, the
disturbance will be minimized, ground recontoured and reseeded.
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p.2

United States Department of the Interior
2800 (WY100)

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT WYW-153987
Pincdc Fierld Ofice

P.O. Box 768
PiocdsJc. WV1yoing 82941-407

October 25, 2001

CERTIFIED MAIL 7000 0520 0021 8232 3869 RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

DECISION

Mr. Steven Degenftlder
Double Eale Petroleum & Mining Company : Application Received
PO Box 766 : October 9, 2001
Casper, WY 82602

Appjcation Reiectd

Re: Pipeline - Mesa 11-16

On October 9, 2001, you led right-of-way aWlication. WYW-1539 7, for a 4 inch temporary surface
natural gas pipeline on lands in sections 21 ad 22. T. 32 N., R. 109 W.. 6' Principle Meridian. Wyoming.
under the authority of Section 28 of the Minea Leasing act of 1920, as amended.

It is Bureau of Land Management policy to rernw natural gas pipeline right-of-way applications with
respect to existing pipelines. There are two exisina sales pipelines in this area which have the capacity to
transport your natural gas. Both of these pipces have the "common carrier" 30 U.S.C- §185 (r)(l)
stipulation placed on them as provided for unit Section 28 of the Mineral Leasing Act as amended. A
copy of this statute is enclosed for your infornion-

Since there is already sufficient capacity in Cxiing pipelines to transport your natural gas. it has been
determined that allowing this additional pipeliB at this time would not be in the public interest and would
cause undue and unnecessary degradation to tipublic lands.

Therefore. right-of-way application WYW-153B7, is hereby rejected.

This decision may be appealed to the Interior Bard of Land Appeals, Office of the Secretary, in
accordance with the regulations eontained in 411FR Part 4. and the attached Form 1842-1. If an appeal
is taken, your notice of appeal must be filed indi office (at the above address) within 30 days from
recccip of this decision The appellant has the Den of showing that the decision appealed from is
Grror.

Lf you wish to file a petition (request) pursuant amgulation 43 CFR 4.21 (58 FR 4939. January 19. 1993).
43 CFR 2804.1. or 43 CFR 2884.1, for a stay (mpnsion) of the effectiveness of this decision during the
time that your appeal is being reviewed by the b,. the petition for a stay must accompany your notice
of appeal. A petition for a stay is required to s u. fficeict justification based on the standards listed
below. Copies of the notice of appeal and pctititbor a stay must also be subnutted to each party namd
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Sec. 185. Rights-of-way for pipelines through Federal lands

* (a) Grant of authority
Rights-of-way through any Federal lands may be granted by the Secretary of the Interior or
appropriate agency head for pipeline purposes for the transportation of oil, natural gas, synthetic
liquid or gaseous fuels, or any refined product produced therefrom to any applicant possessing the
qualifications provided in section 181 of this title in accordance with the provisions of this section.

* (b) Definitions
o (1) For the purposes of this section "Federal lands" means all lands owned by the United States

except lands in the National Park System, lands held in trust for an Indian or lndian tribe, and
lands on the Outer Continental Shelf. A right-of-way through a Federal reservation shall not
be granted if the Secretary or agency head determines that it would be inconsistent with the
purposes of the reservation.

° (2) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.
o (3) "Agency head" means the head of any Federal department or independent Federal office or

agency, other than the Secretary of the Interior, which has jurisdiction over Federal lands.

* (c) Inter-agency coordination
o (1) Where the surface of all of the Federal lands involved in a proposed right-of-way or permit

is under the jurisdiction of one Federal agency, the agency head, rather than the Secretary. is
authorized to grant or renew the right-of-way or permit for the purposes set forth in this
section.

o (2) Where the surface of the Federal lands involved is administered by the Secretary or by two
or more Federal agencies. the Secretary is authorized, after consultation with the agencies
involved, to grant or renew nghts-of-way or permits through the Federal lands involved. The
Secretary may enter into interagency agreements with all other Federal agencies having
jurisdiction over Federal lands for the purpose of avoiding duplication, assignmg
responsibility. expediting review of rights-of-way or permit applications, issuing joint
regulations, and assuring a decision based upon a comprehensive review of all factors
involved in any right-of-way or permit application. Each agency head shall administer and
enforce the provisions of this section, appropriate regulations, and the terms and conditions of
rights-of-way or permits insofar as they involve Federal lands under the agency head's
jurisdiction.

*(d) Width limitations
The width of a right-of-way shall not exceed fifty feet plus the ground occupied by the pipeline (that
is. the pipe and its related facilities) unless the Secretary or agency head finds, and records the
reasons for his finding, that in his judgment a wider right-of-way is necessary for operation and
maintenance after construction, or to protect the environment or public safety. Related facilities
include but arc not limited to valves, pump stations, supporting structures, bridges, monitoring and
communication devices, surge and storage tanks, terminals, roads, airstrips and campsites and they
need not necessarily be connected or contiguous to the pipe and may be the subjects of separate
rights-of-way.

* (e) Temporary perrits
A right-of-way may be supplemented by such temporary permits for the use of Federal lands in the
vicinity of the pipelinc as the Secretary or agency head finds are necessary in connection with
construction, operation, maintenance, or termination of the pipeline, or to protect the natural
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environment or public safety.

(f) Regulatory authority
Rights-of-way or permits granted or renewed pursuant to this section shall be subject to regulations
promulgated in accord with the provisions of this section and shall be subject to such terms and
conditions as the Secretary or agency head may prescribe regarding extent, duration, survey,
location, construction, operation, maintenance use and termination.

* (g) Pipeline safety
The Secretary or agency head shall impose requirements for the operation of the pipeline and related
facilities in a manner that will protect the safety of workers and protect the public from sudden
ruptures and slow degradation of the pipeline.

(h) Environmental protection
o (1) Nothing in this section shall be construed to amend, repeal, modify, or change in any way

the requirements of section 102(2)(C) (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(C)) or any other provision of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 cc seq.).

o (2) The Secretary or agency head, prior to granting a right-of-way or permit pursuant to this
section for a new project which may have a significant impact on the environment, shall
require the applicant to submit a plan of construction, operation, and rehabilitation for such
right-of-way or permit which shall comply with this section. The Secretary or agency head
shall issue regulations or impose stipulations which shall include, but shall not be limited to:
(A) requirements for restoration, revegetation. and curtailment of erosion of the surface of the
land; (B) requirements to insure that activities in connection with the right-of-way or permit
will not violate applicable air and water quality standards nor related facility siting standards
established by or pursuant to law; (C) requirements designed to control or prevent (i) damage
to the environment (including damage to fish and wildlife habitat). (ii) damage to public or
private property, and (iii) hazards to public health and safety; and (D) requirements to protect
the interests of individuals living in the general area of the right-of-way or permit who rely on
the fish, wildlife. and biotic resources of the area for subsistence purposes. Such regulations
shall be applicable to every right-of-way or permit granted pursuant to this section, and may be
made applicable by the Secretary or agency head to existing rights-of-way or permits. or
rights-of-way or permits to be renewed pursuant to this section.

(i) Disclosure
If the applicant is a partnership, corporation, association, or other business entity, the Secretary or
agency head shall require the applicant to disclose the identity of the participants in the entity. Such
disclosure shall include where applicable (1) the name and address of each partner. (2) the name and
address of each shareholder owning 3 per centum or more of the shares, together with the number
and percentage of any class of voting shares of the entity which such shareholder is authorized to
vote, and (3) the name and address of each affiliate of the entity together with, in the case of an
affiliate controlled by the entity, the number of shares and the percentage of any class of voting stock
of that affiliate owned, directly or indirectly, by that entity, and, in the case of an affiliate which
controls that entity, the number of shares and the percentage of any class of voting stock of that
entity owned, directly or indirectly, by the affiliate.

(j) Technical and financial capability
The Secretary or agency head shall grant or renew a right-of-way or permit under this section
only when he is satisfied that the applicant has the technical and financial capability to
construct. operate, maintain, and terminate the project for which the right-of-way or permit is '
requested in accordance with the requirements of this section.
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o (k) Public hearings
The Secretary or agency head by regulation shall establish procedures, including public
hearings where appropriate. to give Federal, State, and local government agencies and the
public adequate notice and an opportunity to comment upon right-of-way applications filed
after the date of enactment of this subsection.

o (1) Reimbursement of costs
The applicant for a right-of-way or permit shall reimburse the United States for administrative
and other costs incurred in processing the application, and the holder of a right-of-way or
permit shall reimburse the United States for the costs incurred in monitoring the construction.
operation, maintenance, and termination of any pipeline and related facilities on such
right-of-way or permit area and shall pay annually in advance the fair market rental value of
the right-of-way or permit, as determined by the Secretary or agency head.

o (m) Bonding
Where he deems it appropriate the Secretary or agency head may require a holder of a
right-of-way or permit to furnish a bond, or other security, satisfactory to the Secretary or
agency head to secure all or any of the obligations imposed by the terms and conditions of the
right-of-way or permit or by any rule or regulation of the Secretary or agency head.

o (n) Duration of grant
Each right-of-way or permit granted or renewed pursuant to this section shall be limited to a
reasonable term in light of all circumstances concerning the project, but in no event more than
thirty years. In determining the duration of a right-of-way the Secretary or agency head shall.
among other things, take into consideration the cost of the facility, its useful life, and any
public purpose it serves. The Secretary or agency head shall renew any right-of-way, in
accordance with the provisions of this section, so long as the project is in commercial
operation and is operated and maintained in accordance with all of the provisions of this
section.

D (o) Suspension or termination of right-of-way
* (1) Abandonment of a right-of-way or noncompliance with any provision of this section

may be grounds for suspension or termination of the right-of-way if (A) after due notice
to the holder of the right-of-way. (B) a reasonable opportunity to comply with this
section, and (C) an appropriate administrative proceeding pursuant to section 554 of
title 5. the Secretary or agency head determines that any such ground exists and that
suspension or termination is justified. No administrative proceeding shall be required
where the right-of-way by its terms provides that it terminates on the occurrence of a
fixed or agreed upon condition, event. or time.

* (2) If the Secretary or agency head determines that an immediate temporary suspension
of activities within a right-of-way or permit area is necessary to protect public health or
safety or the environment, he may abate such activities prior to an administrative
proceeding.

* (3) Deliberate failure of the holder to use the right-of-way for the purpose for which it
was granted or renewed for any continuous two-year period shall constitute a rebuttable
presumption of abandonment of the right-of-way: Provided, That where thefailure lo
use the right-of-way is due to circumstances not within the holder's control the Secretary
or agency head is not required to commence proceedings to suspend or terminate the
right-of-way.

D (p) Joint use of rights-of-way
In order to minimize adverse environmental impacts and the proliferation of separate
rights-of-way across Federal lands, the utilization of rights-of-way in common shall be
required to the extent practical, and each right-of-way or permit shall reserve to the Secrctary -
or agency head the rghc to grant additional rights-of-way or permits for compatible uses on or
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adjacent to rights-of-way or permit area granted pursuant to this section.
(q) Statutes
No rights-of-way for the purposes provided for in this section shall be granted or renewed
across Federal lands except under and subject to the provisions, limitations, and conditions of
this section. Any application for a right-of-way filed under any other law prior to the effective
date of this provision may, at the applicant's option.-be considered as an application under this
section. The Secretary or agency head may require the applicant to submit any additional
information be deems necessary to comply with the requirements of this section.

o (r) Common carriers
* (1) Pipelines and related facilities authorized under this section shall be constructed,

operated, and maintained as common carriers.
* (2)

* (A) The owners or operators of pipelines subject to this section shall accept,
convey, transport, or purchase without discrimination all oil or gas delivered to
the pipeline without regard to whether such oil or gas was produced on Federal or
non-Federal lands.

* (B) In the case of oil or gas produced from Federal lands or from the resources on
the Federal lands in the vicinity of the pipeline, the Secretary may, after a full
hearing with due notice thereof to the interested parties and a proper finding of
facts, determine the proportionate amounts to be accepted, conveyed, transported
or purchased.

* (3)
* (A) The common carrier provisions of this section shall not apply to any natural

gas pipeline operated by any person subject to regulation under the Natural Gas
Act (15 U.S.C. 717 et seq.) or by any public utility subject to regulation by a State
or municipal regulatory agency having jurisdiction to regulate the rates and
charges for the sale of natural gas to consumers within the State or municipality.

* (B) Where natural gas not subject to State regulatory or conservation laws
governing its purchase by pipelines is offered for sale, each such pipeline shall
purchase, without discrimination, any such natural gas produced in the vicinity of
the pipeline.

* (4) The Government shall in express terms reserve and shall provide in every lease of
oil lands under this chapter that the lessee, assignee, or beneficiary, if owner or operator
of a controlling interest in any pipeline or of any company operating the pipeline which
may be operated accessible to the oil derived from lands under such lease, shall at
reasonable rates and without discrimination accept and convey the oil of the
Government or of any citizen or company not the owner of any pipeline operating a
lease or purchasing gas or oil under the provisions of this chapter.

* (5) Whenever the Secretary has reason to believe that any owner or operator subject to
this section is not operating any oil or gas pipeline in complete accord with its
obligations as a common carrier hereunder. he may request the Attorney General to
prosecute an appropriate proceeding before the Secretary of Energy or Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission or any appropriate State agency or the United States district
court for the district in which the pipeline or any par thereof is located. to enforce such
obligation or to impose any penalty provided therefor, or the Secretary may, by
procccding as provided in this section, suspend or terminate the said grant of
right-of-way for noncompliance with the provisions of this section.

* (6) The Secretary or agency head shall require, prior to granting or renewing a
right-of-way. that the applicant submit and disclose all plans, contracts, agreements. or
other informatuin or material which he deems necessary to determine whether a
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right-of-way shall be granted or renewed and the terms and conditions which should be
included in the right-of-way. Such information may include, but is not limited to: (A)
conditions for, and agreements among owners or operators, regarding the addition of
pumping facilities, looping, or otherwise increasing the pipeline or terminal's throughput
capacity in response to actual or anticipated increases in demand;

* (B) conditions for adding or abandoning intake. offtake. or storage points or
facilities; and (C) minimum shipment or purchase tenders.

(s) Exports of Alaskan North Slope oil
* (1) Subject to paragraphs (2) through (6) of this subsection and notwithstanding any

other provision of this chapter or any other provision of law (including any regulation)
applicable to the export of oil transported by pipeline over right-of-way granted
pursuant to section 1652 of itle 43. such oil may be exported unless the President finds
that exportation of this oil is not in the national interest The President shall make his
national interest determination within five months of November 28, 1995. In evaluating
whether exports of this oil are in the national interest, the President shall at a minimum
consider -

* (A) whether exports of this oil would diminish the total
quantity or quality of petroleum available to the United States;

* (B) the results of an appropriate environmental review,
including consideration of appropriate measures to mitigate any
potential adverse effects of exports of this oil on the
environment. which shall be completed within four months of
November 28, 1995; and
(C) whether exports of this oil are likely to cause sustained
material oil supply shortages or sustained oil prices
significantly above world market levels that would cause
sustained material adverse employment effects in the United
States or that would cause substantial harm to consumers,
including noncontiguous States and Pacific territories. If the President determines
that exports of this oil are in the national intrcest, he may impose such terms and
conditions (other than a volume limitation) as are necessary or appropriate to
ensure that such exports am consistent with the national interest.

* (2) Except in the case of oil exported to a country with which the United States entered
into a bilateral international oil supply agreement before November 26, 1979, or to a
country pursuant to the International Emergency Oil Sharing Plan of the International
Energy Agency. any oil transported by pipeline over right-of-way granted pursuant to
section 1652 of title 43 shall, when exported, be transported by a vessel documented
under the laws of the United States and owned by a citizen of the United States (as
determined in accordance with section B02 of title 46, Appendix.

* (3) Nothing in this subsection shall restrict the authority of the President under the
Constitution, the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 ct
seq.), the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C. 1601 ct seq.), or Part B of title I of the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6271-76) to prohibit exports.

* (4) The Secretary of Commerce shall issue any rules necessary for implementation of
the President's national interest determination, including any licensing requirements and
conditions, within 30 days of the date of such determination by the President. The
Secretary of Commerce shall consult with the Secretary of Energy in administcnng the
provisions of this subsection.
(5) If the Secretary of Commerce finds that exporting oil under authority of this
subsection has caused sustained material oil supply shonages or sustained oil pnces
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significantly above world market levels and further finds that these supply shortages or
price increases have caused or are likely to cause sustained material adverse
employment effects in the United States, the Secretary of Commerce, in consultation
with the Secretary of Energy, shall recommend, and the President may take, appropriate
action concerning exports of this oil. which may include modifying or revoking
authority to export such oil.

* (6) Administrative action under this subsection is not subject to sections 551 and 553
through 559 of title 5.

(t) Existing rights-of-way
The Secretary or agency head may ratify and confirm any right-of-way or permit for an oil or
gas pipeline or related facility that was granted under any provision of law before the effective
date of this subsection, if it is modified by mutual agreement to comply to the extent practical
with the provisions of this section. Any action taken by the Secretary or agency head pursuant
to this subsection shall not be considered a major Federal action requiring a detailed statement
pursuant to section 102(2)(C) (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(C)) of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1970 (Public Law 90-190; 42 U.S.C. 4321).

o (u) Limitations on export
Any domestically produced crude oil transported by pipeline over rights-of-way granted
pursuant to this section, except such crude oil which is either exchanged in similar quantity for
convenience or increased efficiency of transportation with persons or the government of an
adjacent foreign state, or which is temporarily exported for convenience or increased
efficiency of transportation across parts of an adjacent foreign state and reenters the United
States, shall be subject to all of the limitations and licensing requirements of the Export
Adminisrarion Act of 1979 (50 U.S.C. App. 2401 and following) and, in addition, before any
crude oil subject to this section may be exported under the limitations and licensing
requirements and penalty and enforcement provisions of the Export Administration Act of
1979 the President must make and publish an express finding that such exports will not
diminish the total quantity or quality of petroleum available to the United States, and arc in the
national interest and arc in accord with the provisions of the Export Administration Act of
1979: Provided. That the President shall submit reports to the Congrss containing findings
made under this section, and after the date of receipt of such report Congress shall have a
period of sixty calendar days, thirty days of which Congress must have been in session, to
consider whether exports under the terms of this section are in the national interest. If the
Congress within this time period passes a concurrent resolution of disapproval stating
disagreement with the President's finding concerning the national interest, further exports
made pursuant to the aforementioned Presidential findings shall cease.

e (v) State standards
The Secretary or agency head shall take into consideration and to the extent practical comply
with State standards for right-of-way construction, operation, and maintenance.

* (w) Reports
* (1) The Secretary and other appropriate agency heads shall report to the

Committee on Natural Resources of the United States House of Representatives
and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United States Senate
annually on the administration of this section and on the safety and environmental
requirements imposed pursuant thereto.

a (2) The Secretary or agency head shall promptly notify the Committee on Natural
Resources of the United States House of Representatives and the Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources of the United Stales Senate upon receipt of an
application for a nghl-of-way for a pipeline twenty-four inches or more in
diameter, and no right-of-way for such a pipeline shall be granted until a notc: of
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intention to grant the right-of-way, together with the Secretary's or agency head's
detailed findings as to the terms and conditions he proposes to impose, has been
submitted to such committees.

* (3) Periodically, but at least once a year, the Secretary of the Department of
Transportation shall cause the examination of all pipelines and associated
facilities on Federal lands and shall cause the prompt reporting of any potential
leaks or safety problems.

(x) Liability
* (1) The Secretary or agency head shall promulgate regulations and may impose

stipulations specifying the extent to which holders of rights-of-way and permits
under this chapter shall be liable to the United States for damage or injury
incurred by the United States in connection with the right-of-way or permit.
Where the right-of-way or permit involves lands which are under the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Federal Govenmcnt. the Secretary or agency head shall
promulgate regulations specifying the extent to which holders shall be liable to
third parties for injuries incurred in connection with the right-of-way or permit

* (2) The Secretary or agency head may, by regulation or stipulation, impose a
standard of strict liability to govern activities taking place on a right-of-way or
permit area which the Secretary or agency head determines, in his discretion, to
present a foreseeable hazard or risk of danger to the United States.

* (3) Regulations and stipulations pursuant to this subsection shall not impose strict
liability for damage or injury resulting from (A) an act of war, or (B) negligence
of the United States.

* (4) Any regulation or stipulation imposing liability without fault shall include a
maximum limitation on damages commensurate with the foreseeable risks or
hazards presented. Any liability for damage or injury in excess of this amount
shall be determined by ordinary rules of negligence.

* (5) The regulations and stipulations shall also specify the extent to which such
holders shall indemnify or hold harmless the United States for liability, damage.
or claims arising in connection with the right-of-way or pcrmit

* (6) Any regulation or stipulation promulgated or imposed pursuant to this section
shall provide that all owners of any interest in, and all affiliates or subsidiaries of
any holder of, a right-of-way or permit shall be liable to the United States in the
event that a claim for damage or injury cannot be collected from the holder.

* (7) In any case where liability without fault is imposed pursuant to this subsection
and the damages involved were caused by the negligence of a third party, the rules
of subrogation shall apply in accordance with'the law of thejurisdiction where the
damage occurred. |

· (y) Antitrust laws
The grant of a right-of-way or permit pursuant to this section shall grant no
immunity from the operation of the Federal antitrust laws.
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FAX TRANSMITTAL
From City of Santa Clara
1500 Warburton Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Date: February 15, 2002

To: The Honorable Spencer Abraham FAX: 2021586-4403

From: Mayor Judy Nadler, City of Santa Clarfa

Re: DOE Electricity Advisory Board Recommendation

Total Pages sent, including cover: 4

ff you have trouble recoiving this transmittl, please call Jashma
Kadam at (408) 615-2250
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February 7, 2002

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, WS
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Abraham:

On behalf of the member communities of the Northern California Power Agency
(NCPA)1, I am requesting your assistance In ensuring that the membership of the
newly created Department of Energy (DOE) Electlcty Advisory Board is made to
be more appropriately balanced through the addition of a Calfornia electricity
industry representative.

NCPA Is pleased to know of your efforts to establish the Electridty Advisory
Board. It is our hope that this now established federally chartered board win
provide substantive. first-hand advice on the wry chalenging issues facing the
electrcity industry and Its consumers today. It is also important that the Board
include broad spectrum of stakeholders that can advise the Department from a
diversity of perspectives.

We are conceed, however, that the board as named does not currently have
utility industry representation from the State of Califormla. NCPA firmly believes
the Department of Enegy can leam Immensely from the Impacts and results of
Celifomia's electridty market - no future policy direction should be determined
without taking into acount the unfortunate lessons learned in our State. Our

1 NCA £ a anonpotR CDofmlrd Jont pmr asney #bihud in 1865 ID 9ewe. ttuln ad
dRtrib ^ecG ncpnrw toan d onbtal W of Ire urten mntm« dies of AM nad Bga. Q dmy.
Haldr, L. d, Lo I poc, RPo Pa . RAddbg, Rswe. Sa Cloa. UdIAah te Pwt of Otan, te
Tlucm Donnr PtrlOc UQy Doirft. hd Uw Tuwik tkie*9f Dlaka wa rn t *oct monrre
dtsa of Ob. Sn earra ABAG Po*. Ba Alre Rpd Tnrlh DiUkc. Lmamn 1ric««l Ulljty
Diwsa. Par ConWtyWafbAtcy. ad th PLmar an Bac t CopWave sg rwvt e nerty 71000,o
*ocic oaamjnn i cwb and enotmn Caifoma
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham.
February 7, 2002
Page 2

electricity customers as well as ouroverall economy has been dramatically
impacted by our experience with deregulation - hard-leamed lessons that should
not be neglected as we contemplate future energy policies.

In addition, while the list of 42 stakeholders on the board includes several
representatives from other sectors of the Industry - only one public power
system has been selected to serve on the panel. As public power systems serve
one out of every seven electricity customers In the United States (and 30% of
Califomia's electrtcty customers), it is important that the stakeholder board
becomes more balanced with regard to our sector of the Industry. In many
cases, public power served as an island of stability in the state during the
electicity crisis. As such, we believe the Department can learn from our
experience In northern and central California.

Toward that end, we ask that you consider adding Mr. James Pope to DOE's
Electricty Advisory Board. Mr. Pope Is the Director of the Cttys Electrc Utlity.
Silicon Vailey Power. a non-profit public power electricty provider in Santa Claa,
California. The naming of Mr. Pope would bring much-needed perspective based
upon our state's recent experiences with electricity deregulaton, while ensuring
more equity through the addition of a public power participant

Mr. Jim Pope has considerable depth of experience in both the private and public
power communities. He worked for 28 years In the private power sector.
including a position as Senior Vice-President at Pacific Gas and Electric. He now
serves as Director of Silicon Valley Power, a position he has held for 5 years.

Furthermore, his work for Silicon Valley Power would enable him to bring unique
insights to the Advisory Board. Silicon Valley Power is a large and sophisticated
public power system, with 85% of its revenue coming from large industrial
consumers. The marity of its industrial load serves high-tech consumers, one
of which serves as a base for40% of global Intemet applications. His work with
such customers, while being a prwninent member of the public power community
in California, would serve our state's interests well.

His service on the Advisory Board would continue his longstanding work with the
Department to advance development of Path 15, which is listed as a key priority
of the Presidents Energy Task Force Report Mr. Jim Pope continues to be a
key leader on this issue for the Department and is wordng closely with DOE staff
on finding innovative ways to resolve the Path 15 transmisslon problem.
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Page 3

We hope that you agree that Mr. Jim Pope would serve DOE well in this regard.Thank you for your consideration_

Sincerey.

Judy Nadler
Mayor
Cty of Santa Clara

cc: City Manager
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday. April 03. 2001 12:02 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: FW: Reformatted Chapters

Joe.

margot

---- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2001 9:26 AM
To: 'Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet'
Subject: RE: Reformatted Chapters

Charlie,

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles M. Smith~ovp.eop.gov internet
(mailto:Charles M. Smitheovp.eop.gov'
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2001 9:18 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Reformatted Chapters

Margot:

Regardless of not having received another round of comments/suggested
changes, I'd appreciate it if you would forward the chapters/graphics in
the format requested so that we can begin to lay out where
graphics/pictures go.

Thanks

Charlie
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday. April 16. 2001 9:07,AM
To: Kelliher. Joseph
Subject: RE: chapter 8 [Virus checked]

Joe,

Margot

----- Original Message----
Froni: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 8:53 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: chapter 8 [virus checked)

Sure, anytime. No meetings, but don't know when S1 will be in and I
have to talk with him about some things.

----- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2001 4:36 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay; Carter, Douglas
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: FW: chapter 8 [Virus checked.

Jay and Doug,

----- Original Message-----
From: WilliamBettenbergOios.doi.govlinternet
(mailto:William Bettenberg@ios.doi.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2001 11:22 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Charles _. SmirnthCovp.eop.govtin:ernet
Subject: Re: chapter 8 (Virus checked)

Bill
----- Forwarded by William Bettenberg/PPA/OS/DO: on 04/13/2001 11:10 AM

Deborah
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 12:18 PM
To: Kelliher. Joseph
Cc: Charles Smith (E-mail)
Subject: chapter 1 comments

amtring makeCOB(Wednesday)deadline.Let knowwho wantproceed.

I am trying to make a COB (Wednesday) deadline. Let me know who you want to proceed.

Margot
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 5:37 PM
To: Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook. Trevor;

'jkstier@bpa.gov': Conti, John; Friedrichs, Mark; Breed, William; Whatley, Michael; Scalingi.
Paula; Kelliher, Joseph

Cc: Haspel, Abe; Kripowicz, Robert; Magwood, William; PETTIS, LARRY
Subject Important NEP Status Report.

Al.
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 1:28 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: electricity and gas graphics

-Original Message-
Fmom: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 1:24 PM
To: 'Robert_C._McNally@OPD.EOP.gov'
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: electricity and gas graphics

Robert,
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From: Schmidt.Lorie@epamail.epa.gov%intemet
[mailto:Schmidt.Lorie@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2001 3:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; dina.ellis@do.treas.gov%internet
Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@OVP.EOP.Gov%intemet;
Karen_Y._Knutson@OVP.EOP.Gov%internet
Subject: NEPD Outlines

HPre are EPA's suggestions for the outlines being prepared:

Thanks!
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Williams, Ronald L

From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2001 10:30 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: graphics

Margot:

Give me a call on this, if you would.

Thanks

Charlie
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-Original Message
From: SchmidtLorie@epamail.epa.gov%/ointemet
|mailto:Schmidt.Lorie@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2001 3:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; dina.ellis@do.treas.gov%internet
Cc: AndrewD._Lundquist@OVP.EOP.Gov%intemet;
Karen_Y._Knutson@OVP.EOP.Gov%intemet
Subject: NEPD Outlines

Here are EPA's suggestions for the outlines being prepared:

I'm not sure whether this is enough information to be helpful to you. If
you have questions, please call me at 564-1681.

Thanks!
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Williams, Ronald L

From: CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet [CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2001 1:44 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson,Margot; Juleanna_R._Glover@ovp.eop.gov%internet;

Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%internet; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov%internet;
Sue_Ellen_Wooldridge@IOS.DOI.gov%internet; Tom_Fulton@iosiscns1 .ios.doi.gov%
internet; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov%internel; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov%intemet;
Galloglysj@Slate.gov%internet; McManusmt@State.gov%intemet;
Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%intemet; Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov%intemet;
Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPAgov%intemet;
Beale.John@EPA.gov%internet; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A.
_Weatherly@omb.eop.gov%intemet: Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov%intemet;
William_Bettenberg@lO S.DOI.gov%internet; TomFulton@IOS.DOI.gov%intemet;
mleblanc@ceq.eop.gov%internet; jhowardj@ceq.eop.gov%internet

Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet: KarenY._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Charles_D._McGrath_Jr@ovp.eop.gov%internel; RobertC._McNally@opd.eop.gov%
intemet; JohnFenzel@oa.eop.gov%internet; KjerstenDrager@ovp.eop.gov%internet

Subject: DOE Comments on

DOE comments chapter DOE comments chapter DOE comments chapter DOE comments chapter
9.doc 10.doc 5.doc 4.doc Attached are DOE's
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Williams, Ronald L

From: MaryBeth Zimmerman
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 2:17 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Haspel, Abe
Subject: RE: Revised Draft outline on short term supplies

Importance: High

Sorry, just got, but without the attachment. Can you please forward? Thanks, Mary Beth

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 02/13/2001 01:33:45 PM

To: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL. MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, William Breed@HQMAIL.
John Conti@HQMAIL, Tracy Terry@HQMAIL. Robert Porter@HQMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL. LARRY
PETTIS@HQMAIL, BILL SKINNER@HQMAIL

cc:

Subject: RE: Revised Draft outline on short term supplies

----- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, February 13. 2001 1:26 PM
To: Breed, William; Conti, John; Terry, Tracy; PETTIS, LARRY; SKINNER,
BILL; Porter, Robert; Kripowicz. Robert
Subject: FW: Revised Draft outline on short term supplies

All,

----- Original nessage-----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 1:05 Pn
To: Anderson. nargot
Subject: FW: Draft outline
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----- Original nessage-----

From: Karen_Y-_Knutson@ovp.eop.govinternet

liailto:Karen_Y._Knutsonoovp.eop.gov3

Sent: Tuesdays February 13, 2001 12:53. P
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Bruce-Baughman@FEnA.govinternet;

Beale-JohnaEPA.govinternet; Brenner.RobSEPA.govinternet;
Keith.CollinsAUSDA.govinternet; Dina-EllisIdo.treas.gov%internet;
John_Fenzeliovp.eop.gov'internet;

Tom_Fultonaiosiscnsl.ios. DOI.gov%internet;
GalloglysjiState-govinternet; Joseph.GlauberaUSDA.govinternet;
Karen_Y._Knutson5ovp.eop.gov%internet;

Andrew_D._Lundquistaovp.eop.gov%internet; nMcanusmtiState.govinternet;
Robert_C._ncNallyaopd.eop.govinternet; KnurphyaOsec-doc.govinternet;
nPeacockaomb.eop.govinternet; nichelle.Poche@OST.DOT.govinternet;
Patricia.StahlschmidtFEMA.gov%'internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet;
Sue_Ellen_WooldridgeIOS.DOI.gov%'internet

Subject: Draft outline

(See attached file: Draft outline-doc)

Attached is the draft outline.

Karen

2
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Williams, Ronald L

From: PETTIS, LARRY
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 20015:21 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Revised Draft outline on short term supplies

Section 1, 2. Crude Oil, 3rd bullet - Change "Oil imports' to "Oil Demand'.

-Original Message-
From: Margot Anderson_atHQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 1:25 PM
To: Pettis, Larry; Skinner, Bill; William Breed_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO;
John Contiat_HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Tracy Terryat_HQ-EXCH at X400PO;
Robert Porterat_HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Robert Krpowicz_atHQ-EXCH at
X400PO
Subject: FW: Revised Draft outline on short term supplies

All,

-Original Message
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent Tuesday, February 13, 2001 1:05 PM
To: Anderson. Margot
Subject: FW: Draft outline

-Original Message-
From: Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet
jmailto:Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.govl
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 12:53 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Bruce.Baughman@FEMAgov%internet;
Beale.John@EPA.gov%intemet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%intemet;
Keith.Collins@USDA.gov%intemet; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov%internet;
JohnFenzel@ovp.eop.gov%intemet;
Tom_Fulton@iosiscns1 .ios.DOI.gov%intemet;
Galloglysj@State.gov%intemet: Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov%intemet:
Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet:
AndrewD._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%/intemet; McManusmt@State.gov%intemet;
Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov%intemet; KMurphy@Osec.doc.gov%internet;
MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.gov%intemet:
Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov%intemet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%intemet;
Sue_Ellen_Wooldridge@IOS.DOI.gov%intemet
Subject: Draft outline

(See attached file: Draft outline.doc)
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Attached is the draft outline.

Karen

2
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